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About the NCTE
Bibliography Series

The National Council of Teachers of English is proud to he part of a process

that we feel is important. It begins when an educator who knows literature and

its value to students and teachers is chosen by the NCTE Executise Committee

to he a hooklist editor. That editor then works with teachers and librarians who

rev iew. select, and annotate hundreds of new trade boiks sent to them by pub-

lishers. It's a complicated process. one that can last three or four years. But be-

cause of their dedication and strong belief in the need to let others know about

the good literature that's available, these professionals volunteer their time in a

way that serves as an inspiration to all of us. The members of the committee
that compiled this volume are listed on one of the first pages. and we are grate-

ful for their hard work.
In our bibliography series are live different hooklists. each focused on a par-

ticular audience, each updated regularly. These are Athvnturing with Books (pre-

K through grade 6). Kaleidoscope (multicultural literature. grades K through

8). lino. Reading (middle school/junior high). BooksJOr Km (senior high), and

High InterestEasy Reading (middle school, junior/senior high reluctant read-

ers). Together. these volumes list thousands of the most recent children's and

young adult trade books. Although the works included cover a sv ide range of

topics. they all have one thing in common: they're good hooks that students

and teachers alike enjoy.
Of course, no single book is right for es ery one or every purpose. so inclu-

sion in this booklist is not necessarily an endorsement from NCTE. However. it

does indicate that the professionals who make up the hooklist committee feel

that the work in question is worthy of teachers' and students' attention, whether

for its intormatise or aesthetic qualities. On the other hand, exclusion from an

NCTE hooklist is not necessarily a judgment on the quality of a gis en hook or

publisher. Many factorsspace. time. availability of certain hooks, publisher

participationmay' influence the final shape of the list.
We hope that you will find this hooklist a useful resource in discovering new

titles and authors, and we hope that you will collect the other hooklists in the

NCTE series. Our mission is to help improve the teaching and learning of En-

glish and the language arts, and V% e feel the quality of our hooklists contributes

substantially toward that goal. We think y ou w ill agree.

Dawn Boyer

Director ot Acquisitions and Des elopment in Publications
National Council of Teacheis of English
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Note to the Reader

Reading for pleasure results in both enjoyment and success. Reading brings

enjoy mem by allowing you to think about new ideas, go places you have nes er

been, consider problems from a different perspective. meet fascnating people.

have adventures where vou are always the vs inner, and even live in a different

time and place. Reading also brings success in a subtle way; the n;ore you read.

the more improvement you will discover in your writii,g style. spe!ling, and

grammar skills, and in your vocabulary. This success ewes v, nh no conscious

effort, no assignments or book reports, because just reading w hat you enjoy will

have these results for you. The more von read, the more pleasure and success

you will achieve.
A recent surv ey of teenagers ( Mellon 1990) show s they read in their spare

time for two main reasons: entertainment and information. One young man said.

"I like reading science fiction and mystery. because you never know what's going

to happen." Some said reading "takes you to other places . .. helps you to solve

problems . . . makes you feel better when you are sad." Others read for infor-

mation when they are interested in satisfying their curiosity'.
Many. teenage readers rely on the recommendations of friends Vs. hen choos-

ing what books to read. In addition to your friends. you can use High hilere.si

bIS Reatibil: as a reference to find good hooks to read. Here are books. both

fiction and nonfiction, published in the years 1993 and 1994. Publishers sent

books to our committee, and we selected books ofhigh interest to teen readers.

Each book was read by two or more committee members, who then wrote a short

annotation describing the hook. We have arrairted these three hundred tities into

nineteen chapters, each indicating a central idea or theme, such as "Adventure."

"Dealing with Death." "Sports." and "Science." The chapter titled "Iues of
Our Time" includes hooks that consider such Lontroversial subjects as violence,

bigotry. and child abuse. You w ill also lind "Fantasy" and "My stery.- books

lhout famous people. "How -to Books," and many more.
Within each chapter. entries are arranged alphabetically by the author's name

( or by. title in the few cases of books listing no author) and also include the title,

the publisher and year of publication. and the International Standard Book Num-

ber (ISBN ), to use when ordering a hook from the publisher. A brief annotation

tells you about the main character and plot, or about the main topic of the hook

if it is nonfiction. Following each annotation is a listing of any national awards

that the book has won. In some cases we suggest companion books you might

enjoy if you like a particular book. Where the subject or language is especially.

mature. 1, e indicate this. At the end of the annotation we also identify

multi( hoe,ks that add to our understanding and appreciation of other

I \
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Note to aw Reader

cultural traditions. such as African American. Asian American, Hispanic Ameri-
can. and Native American traditions.

At the end of the book are three indexes to help you find the books you want.
Find the author you like in the Author Index. If you know only the title, try the
Title Index. If you are searching for books on a particular topicsuch as Chi-
nese Americans. the Civil War, physical disabilities, space travel and explora-
tion. werewolvesuse the Subject Index. Each book in the booklist has been
assigned an annotation number: the three indexes list books by this number. A
Directory of Publishers lists ordering addresses for all the publishers of books
in this volume. We also include an appendix of award-w.nning books.

Our committee of reviewers has chosen books that we hope you will enjoy
reading. If you like a book, say so. Write to the author in care of the publisher's
editorial office listed in the Directory of Publishers. Publishers and authors are
honored to know how you feel about their work. Include your return address.
or perhaps a stamped. self-addressed envelope: you may even receive a reply.

Our goal is to provide a useful reference for you to use in finding books that
bring you enjoyment. We know that reading for pleasure also expands your think-
ing and improves your writing, an added benefit to enjoyment. So choose a topic
or an author you like and skim the annotations, then relax and enjoy a new book.

Reference

NIellon. Omstance A. 1990 "Leisure Reading Choiccs of Rural Teens." Schoe,/ / i/min
()mined% (Summer): 221- 24.



1 Adventure

1.1 Calmenson. Stephanie. adapter. The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles:

Race to Danger. Random House, 1993. ISBN (1-679-84388-4.

Young Indiana Jones and his girlfriend. Nancy. are high school sweet-

hearts by day and supersleuths by night. When the car that Indy needs

for a dance breaks doss it. he and Nancy go to Thomas Edison's labora-

tory to get mechanical advice. Instead, they become involved in stolen

. ,p-secret plans. a kidnapping. espionage, and an ads enture that risks

their lives.

1.2 Campbell. Eric. The Shark Callers. Harcourt Brace. 1994. ISBN n-

15-20001041.

When the volcano Matupi erupts on. the coast of New Guinea, an is-

land north of Australia. Andy and his family are in the midst of sailing
around the world. Suddenly their boat plunges into the whirlpool of a

tidal was e. At the same time. Kaleku. a young apprentice hunter learn-

ing to become a sacred Shark Caller. also MUst navigate the tsunami .

or tidal %%me. in his canoe. This high-pitched ads enture nos el charts

the ery different journeys of both young men as they struggle to sur-

is e in an ocean teeming with sharks.

1.3 Dunlop. Eileen. Finn's Search. Holida House. 1994. ISBN 0-$234-

1099-4.

When a local businessman proposes to deselop a grilse! pit in their
pristine rural neighborhood. Chris and Finn hatch a counterplan. If
they can find es idence that their community is built on the site of an
ancient Roman fort, then archaeologists will declare the area a histori-

cal treasure. The two boys. however, unearth much more than a little

dirt the treasure they discover is an unexpected friendship.

1.4 Mart in. Les. Young Indiana Jones and the Titanic Adventure. Ran-
dom House/Bullseye Books. 1993. ISBN (1-679-84925-4.

When Indiana Jones hoards the luxurious ocean liner Titanic, he is
prepared for nothing more than a pleasure cruise. Soon. how eser. he

linds liiiiiscll ciiiiic.hed in a Milt) iiig ss eh ol espionage. misguided
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romance. popular revolution, and a struggle for personal survival.
Woven into it tale of youthful adventure are historical and biographi-
cal data about Sir Arthur Conan Doy Ie. the 1916 Irish uprising against
Britain, and the sinking of the great ship Manic.

Martin. Les. adapter. The Young Indiana Jones Chronicles: Pris-
oner of War. Random House. 1993. ISBN 0-679-84389-2.

Young Indiana Jones adtipts a new identity in order to receive better
treatment from the Germans in a World War II prison camp. Mistak-
enly identified as a French escape artist. Indy is transferred to a maxi
mum security prison from w Inch no one has ever escaped. Not about
to resign himself to captiv ity. and w ith his new friend. ('harles de Gaulle
(based on the French general and president of the same name). Indy
de ises a hold plan to secure his freedom.

1.6 Paulsen. Gary. The Car. Harcourt Brace. 1994. ISBN (1-15-292878-2.

Fourteen-year-old Terry Anderson's parents take off u) live their ow n
separate lives. and 'ferry finds himself at home alone w ith a Blakely,
Bearcat car kit. The ackenture hegins 1 hen Terry successfully as-
sembles "the Cat" and heads west to find his uncle. A wandering Viet-
nam eteran. Waylon Jackson. and his motorcycle-riding buddy. Wavne.
become "Ferry 's companions and teachers as they head out "truckin
across the country. learning about life. Independence from family val-
ues 1111 offend some readers.

1.7 Stine. Megan. and H. William Stine. Young Indiana Jones and the
1,ost Gold of Durango. Random Ilouse/Bullseye Books. 1993. ISBN
(1-679-84926-2.

)uring a stay in Durango. Colorado. in 1912, Indiana Jones meets up
with Jay. a young Pueblo Indian. Jay. w hose father was involved in a
hank heist with the notorious Butler Brothers, journeys Out to the an-
Lient cliff dwellings of Mesa Verde in search of the gold hidden by his
father. Indiana joins the ad \ enture, and together they contend with the
desert's heat. pc.isonous snakes, a strange hermit, and the murderous
Butler Brothers. Vy will discover the gold first?

1.8 Tay bor. Theodore Timothy of the Cay. Harcourt Bi ice. 1993. ISBN
0-15-288358-4.

This story begins where The Car ends. It is 1942. and twel e-year-old
Phillip. a w hite boy just rescued frtnn a remote uncharted Caribbean
cay. or island. wonders if he w ill eer regain his sight in order to return

1 '
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and see the cay for himself. In chapter two, it is 1884. and young Timo-
thy. a black hoy, looks for work as a cabin boy, tilled with hope for a

future of sailing the Caribbean. Alternating chapters in this "prequel-
sequel- show us how each young man seeks to fulfill hk dream. one in
the past and one in the present, until their lives intersect. Multicultural.

.11:1 l?eNt Boo4s tar fintncl Adults. /994
Notable /994 Children's Thule Boo4, in the Field of Social Studies
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2 The Animal W-rld

2.1 Arnold. Caroline. Dinosaurs All Around: An Artist's View of the
Prehistoric World. Photographs by Richard Hewett. Houghton Mifflin/
Clarion Books, 1993. ISBN 0-395-62363-4.

Caroline Arnold and Richard Hewett document Stephen Czerkas's cre-
ative process as a sculptor of life-sized dinosaur models, from sketch
to museum-ready exhibit. They reveal a wealth of information about
the habitats, physical characteristics, and behaviors of some of the

orld's most well-researched species of dinosaui.

2.2 Grace. Eric S. Elephants. Sierra Club Books for Children, 1993. ISBN
0-87156-538-2.

Elephants are highly intelligent, social, communicative. and enormous
creatures. This book in the Sierra Club Wildlife Library series thor-
oughly investigates the anatomy. behavior patterns, ancestry, and com-
munication systems of modern Asian and African elephants. Close-up
color photographs of these animals in their natural habitats and sev-
eral informative draw ings and maps enhance the text. The closing chap-
ter. discussing the relationship between elephants and people. is sure
to leave readers with a new interest and concern for this gentle giant.

2.3 Knight, Unsay. The Sierra Club Book of Small Mammals. Sierra
Cluh Books for Children. 1993. ISBN 0-87156-525-0.

Did you know that some mammals actually lay eggs and have scales.
and that some can tly? There is even a tiny mammal that is related to
an elephant. You see, it all started about 195 million years ago. . . .

This hook has fascinating information about small mammals, with
amazing illustrations and photographs.

2.4 Lacey. Elizabeth A. What's the Difference? A Guide to Some Fa-
miliar Animal Look-Alikes. Illustrated by Robert Shetterly. Houghton
Mifflin/Clarion Books, 1993. ISBN 0-395-56182-5.

Was Captain Hook harrassed by a crocodile or an alligator? Should
Buffalo Bill's name really ha% e been Bison Bill? Was it a hare and a
tortoise who ran the race immortalized by Aesop. or was it actually a

4
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rabbit and a turtle? This is the ideal guide for anyone who has ever
been confused hy look-alike animal pairs. Eli/aheth Lacey describes
the physical and behavioral features of seven pairs of animals com-
monly confused with one another, and explains how to distinguish
hem een theni.

2.5 Lang. Susan S. Invisible Bugs and Other Creepy Creatures That
Live with You. Illustrated by Eric C. Lindstmm. Sterling, 1993. ISBN

0-8069-8209-8.

Are bugs hugging you? Did you ever wonder 4. h y mosquito bites itch

so much'? Answerhug spit. Now you know. Why do mosquitos like

some people better than others? Answerlook it up in the section
called "Vampire Bugs.- What bugs are found in your bed'? After read-

ing this hook, you will feel like millions of tiny eyes are watching you
all the time that's because they are!

2.6 Maynard. Thane. Endangered Animal Babies. Franklin Watts/Cin-

cinnati Zoo Books, 1993. ISBN 0-531- I 5257-X.

Babies, babies everywhere! All babies are cute, right? Well, here is a

collection of babies that need our help. From the air, the land, and the

water, all twenty-four of the little ones in this book belong to species

that are endangered. Some admittedly have faces and shapes that only

a mother could love. The Hyacinth Macaw, for example. begins its life

looking very different from the beautiful blue bird of adulthood. What

a face! Get involvedwe can all help endangered animals.

2.7 Schmidt, Jeremy. In the Village of the Elephants. Photographs by

Ted Wood. Walker, 1994. ISBN 0-8027-8226-4.

Readers are introduced to a different culture in this large-format book.

t'sing elephants as beasts of burden is a way of life in India. The text,

highlighted with clear, full-color photographs. locuses on a father. son.

and the elephant with whom they work. There is factual information

as well as a description of daily events in the life of Mudumalai. the

Indian elephant.

2.8 Taylor. Barbara. The Bird Atlas. Illuqrated by Richard Orr, Alfred A.

Knopf/Dorling Kindersley. 1993. ISBN 1-56458-327-9.

If you are interested in birds, this is the book for you. Here you can

read about birds from every continent, from the usual to the unusual.

Great photos and drawings fill every page. If you are concerned about

the env ironment. there are suggestions for what you can do to make a

difference hy helping our feathered friends.

15



3 Biography

3.1 Aparicio, Frances R.. editor. Latino Voices. !brook Press. 1994.
ISBN 1-56294-388-X.

This artful blend of I.atino poetry. fiction. and biography e annnes the
history. culture. and social issues of Hispanic Americans. Contempo-
rary Latino w riters tell their own stories of family life. faith and hope,
language harriers and triumphs. employment. racial discrimination.
and the promise of the American dream. The selections in this anthol-
ogy illustrate the li es and dreams of Hispanic Americans w hile cel-
ebrating cultural pride and individual identity. Multicultural.

3.1 Archer. Jules. They. Had a Dream: The Civil Rights Struggle from
Frederick Douglass to Marcus Garvey to Martin Luther King and
Malcolm X. Viking. 1993. ISBN 0-670-84494-2.

Though many ha% e contributed to the Ci% il Rights mmement. the work
of four menFrederick Douglass. Marcus Garvey. Martin Luther King
Jr. and Malcolm N --stands at the core of the struggle for racial equal-
ity. 'this hook in the Epoch Biographies scries presents four portraits
of courage and determinatiim that IA ill help readers see their own place
in the V% odd and discos er their own power to change that world.
Mid/icy

3.3 Bentley. Bill. Ulysses S. Grant. Franklin Watts. 1993. ISBN 0-531-
20162-7.

Uly sses S. Grant's confidence. determination, and honesty were valu-
able assets in his military career. Through the use of photographs. il-
lustrations. maps. and lively chapters. this biography provides readers
ss ith an overview of Grant's life. We follow him from his early school
days in Ohio to his training at West Point. where he wanted to pursue
engineering or business. His key role in the Civil War is chronicled, as
are his years as the eighteenth president of the United States.

3.4 Cannon. Marion G. Robert E. Lee. Franklin Watts, 1993. ISBN 0-
531-20120-1.

flow could the leader of the losing side in a major war be respected
and admired as the best commander in the conflict? General Robert E.

16
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Lee, military leader of the South during the Cis il War. is still resered
tor his military skill and integrity. Ben his main opponent. General
Uly sses S. Grant, heeded Lee's requests for surrender out of respect
tor the man. Details of Lee's life as well as significant dates and e cuts
of the Cis il War are included in this short, easy-to-read volume.

3.5 Cox. Ted. Mario Lel Wens: Super Mario. Children's Press, 1993.
ISBN 0-516-04378-i.

This biography chronicles Mario Lemieux's meteoric rise to fame as a
hockey player and MVP for the Pittsburgh Penguins. In addition to his
successes on the ice, he must triumph over his greatest obstaclea
ty pe of cancer ca.led Hodgkin's disease. Also featured are impressisc
action photograpos and a chronology of key evems in Lemieux's life

and ,7areer.

3.6 Cox. Ted. Shaquille O'Neal: Shag Attack. Children's Press, 1993.
ISBN 0-516-04379-N.

lere is an incredibly large and menacing basketball play er--7 ft. 1 in.

tall. sseighing Os er 300 poundswho is quick and can nmse to either
block a shot or dunk a basket. Grossing up. he did not take school
seriously and got into trouble. Noss. as number 32 of the Orlando Magic.

Shag has become one of the greatest centers in the history of basket-
ball. This black basketball star works hard. is friendly and thoughtful.
and is los ed by the fans. Afithicukural.

3.7 Dahl. Roald. M Year. Viking. 1993. ISBN (1-670-85397-6.

In this stroll through the calendar )ear. British author and humorist
Roald Dahl uses his reflections about the seasons to reveal the uniser-
salities of life. His obsersations about the wildlife and segetation of
the English countryside tOrm a springboard for nostalgic memories of
childhood and adolescence that he records here during the final year
of his life. My Year leaves one with a deeper appreciation for the
rhythms of life and a comforting sense of its continuity.

3.8 Freedman, Russell. Eleanor Roosevelt:A Life of Discovery. Houghton
Mifflin/Clarion Books. 1993. ISBN 0-89919-862-7.

Sprinkled with clear photogi-phs throughout, this biography traces
Eleanor Roosevelt's heartache-tilled childhood. education, courtship.
and es entual marriage to Franklin Delano Rooseselt. w ho became the
thirty-second l7.S. president. After H)R's death, she went on to work
for unisersal human rights through the United Nations. Readers ss ill
learn how this most unusual woman became one of our most famous

I irst ladies.
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3.9 Gutman. Bill. Reggie White: Star Defensive Lineman. Millbrook
Press. 1994. ISBN I -56294-46 I -4.

EN, en in his rookie year with the Philadelphia Eagles football team.
Reggie White showed that he was a special athlete, with impressive
records in tackles and sacks. In college. this African American's first
goal was a pro football career, but he had become a minister at the age
of seventeen and also was determined to maintain a religious life. His
strong belief in God has made White a positive role model, preaching
at many churches and working on projects to improve conditions in
inner cities. Multicultural.

3.10 Heslewood. Juliet. Introducing Picasso. little. Brown. 1993. ISBN
0-316-35917-3.

Introducing Picasso is not merely a biography of renowned artist Pablo
Picasso: it is also an excellent guide to art history. Juliet Heslewood
explains terms such as Impressionism, Post-Impressionism. Cubi.sm.
and avant-garde. linking them to their historical contexts and to
Picasso's work. She introduces Picasso's many mentors and colleagues.
detailing their influence on him and his work. A collection of photo-
graphs, color reproductions representing Picasso's range of styles, and
chart of key dates enhance thiy -eadable life story.

3.11 Heyes. Eileen. Adolf Hitler. Millbrook Press. 1994. ISBN 1-56294-
343- X.

Racism. destruction. iolence. and death were all part of everyday life
in Adolf Hitler's Germany. How did Germany let itself be led for twelve
years by a mass murderer? And why did the world stand by while so
many innocents were slaughtered? In one way or another, we have all
been affected by the war Hitler started and the crimes he inspired.
Eileen Heyes offers facts and photographs in a clear, simple manner.
showing frightening similarities between the doctrines of then and now.

3.1 2 [loose. Phillip. It's Our World, "Rio! Stories of Young People Who
Are Making a Difference. Little. Brow n. 1993. ISBN 0-316-37241-2.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
18
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You can make a difference! These fourteen young people from el-

ementary school through high school did just that. They saw a need

and did something about it. Maybe you feel strongly about gang pres-
sure. about saving the dolphins, about world peace. or about racism.
Well, don't just sit there, do something about it. This book doesn't just
tell a storyit gives you the tools you need to make a change. You can

do it!

3.13 Krull. Kathleen. Lives of the Musicians: Good Times, Bad Times

(And What the Neighbors Thought). Illustrated by Kathryn Hewitt.

larcourt Brace, 1993. ISBN 0-15-248010-2.

Which famous Russian composer held onto his head while conduct-
ing. for fear that it would fall off? Which English lyricist was kid-
napped and held 1Or ransom in Italy when he was two years old? Which

hench musician owned 200 umbrellas but no bed? In this masterpiece

of research. Kathleen Krull presents short biographies of twenty of the

world's greatest musical geniuses, examining both the professional

accomplishments and the personal eccentricities that make these mu-

sicians such fascinating people.

1-30,ron Globe-Horn Boo4 Nonfiction Honor Book, 1993

3.14 Lew in. Ted. I Was a Teenage Professional Wrestler. Orchard Books.

1993. ISBN 0-531-05477-2.

In words and pictures. here is the story of illustratorTed Lewin's years

as an art student at Brooklyn's Pratt Institute, where he paid for his

studies by wrestling professionally at night. His knowledge of and

affection for the w restling life is apparent on every page: "It was a

great life. crowded with unforgettable characters: college men, work-

ing men. ugly men, huge fat men in outrageous costumes, men from

all over the world.- A companion novel to this most unusual autobiog-

raphy is Robert Lipsyte's The Chief (18.10).

3.15 Lips) te. Robert. Arnold Schwarzenegger: Hercules in America.
HarperCollins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-023002-9.

After growing up in post-World War II Austria. Arnold Schwarzeneg-

ger came to America to start a new life. The story of this world cham

pion bodybuilder encourages physical fitness and perseverance, de-

tailing his failures and successes as his career moved from physical

prowess to Hollywood ahd politics. A hook in the Superstar Lineup

series. Multic.ultural.

ID
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3.16 Lipsyte, Robert. Jim Thorpe: Twentieth-Century Jock.
Harper Collins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-022988-8.

Jim "lhorpe. stripped or his Native American languages and customs
and drilled in the ways of whites, became one of America's greatest
all-around athletes. On his rather's side, Thorpe was a descendant of
Black 11awk. chief of the Sac and Fox Nation. and his maternal grand-
mother was a Potaw atomic; other grandparents were of Irish and French
descent. Thorpe went on to become an Olympic medal winner in track
and field in 1912 and later a professional football and baseball player.
lie was a "spirit of his time, a symbol of a country flexing its muscles
in the world arena, a person who would not he beaten down." Thorpe's
story is a chronicle of the American spirit as well as American sport. A
hook in the Superstar Lineup series. Multicultural.

3.17 tipsy te. Robert. Joe Louis: A Champ for All America. ilarperCollins/
Harper Trophy Books. 1994. ISBN 0-06-446155-6.

ntii recently, racial discrimination prevented outstanding black men
and women from competing in national sports. Joe Louis. the "Brown
Bomber.- was one of the first athletes to break down barriers of preju-
dice in America. Here is the story of his rise to boxing fame as world
heavyweight champion from 1937 to 1949. During his career he lost
only three of seventy-one bouts, but he paid a high personal price to
become the inspiration for athletes of all races. Numerous photos add
further detail to the heart-lifting story of this superhero. A book in the
Superstar Lineup series. Multicultural.

3.18 Lipsyte. Robert. Michael Jordan: A Life above the Rim.
HarperCollins. 1994. ISBN 0-06-024235-3.

Robert Lipsyte describes the three elements in Michael Jordan's life
that produced his rise to legendary stature as a basketball playerhis
family life, his persistent personality, and his athletic prowess. Lipsyte
balances this portrayal of Jordan as sports superhero, however, with
remarks about the African American player's sadder side, citing his
gambling addiction and the tragic murder of his father. A book in the
Superstar I.ineup series. Multicultural.

3.19 Littlefield. Bill. Champions: Stories of Ten Remarkable Athletes.
Illustrated by Bernie Fuchs. Little, Brown. 1993. ISBN 0-316-52805-6.

Stories of ten champions in different sports reveal both the heroism
and the ordinariness of these athletes' lives. Accounts of the struggles
and successes of such celebrities as tennis great Billie Jean King and
soccer superstar Peh :! are not just about physical challenge. They dem-
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onstrate a triumph of the human spirit over the many political and

social obstacles standing in the way of female. minority, and physi-
cally challenged competitors. Multicultural.

3.20 Macnow. Glen. David Robinson: Star Center. Ens low, 1994. ISBN

0-89490-483-3.

In just a few short years, David Robinson has become one of the bright-
est stars in pro basketball. From his college days at the U.S. Naval

Academy to his participation on the U.S. Olympic "Dream Team,"
Robinson has played a stunning game. But basketball is not the only
interest for this black superstar. Find out more about David Robinson
the man in this exciting biography. Multicultural.

3.21 Rappoport.. Ken. Shaquille O'Neal. Walker, 1994. ISBN 0-8027-8294-

This lisely compilation of inters iews, news articles, family anecdotes,
and personal history traces the lite story of African American super-
star Shaquille O'Neal. From his childhood days as an "army brat- to
his Louisiana State University college days and his selection as the
number one draft pick by the Orlando Magic, the reader grows to re-
spect O'Neal's talent and determination in this portrait of one basket-

ball player's rise to NBA fame. Multicultural.

3.22 Reiser, Howard. Barry Sanders: Lion with a Quiet RoanChildren's

Press. 1993. ISBN 0-516-04377-3.

Many consider Barry Sanders the best running back in professional
football. yet he has always remained humble, even shy. and respectful
of others. This African American player demonstrates that success in
sports is never earned without sustained, disciplined effort. Highlighted

are Sanders's childhood, college days. and professional career with

the Detroit Lions, where he models team spirit and personal integrity.
A hook in the Sports Stars series. Multicultural.

3.23 Ryan. Cary. editor. Louisa May Alcott: Her Girlhood Diary. Troll
Associates/Bridgewater Books. 1993. ISBN 0-8167-3140-3.

Little of Louisa May Alcott's girlhood diary has survivedmuch of it
was destroyed by Alcott herself before her death. What Cary Ryan has

done in this book is take Alcott's diary entries, letters, and poems ex-
actly as they were written when she was a young girl between the ages
of ten and fourteen and combine tht.se with a narrative about the fa-
mous author's life. Alcott's lively spirit and quiet genius shine through

even her earliest scribblings, giving us insight into the characters in

her books and into her own life.

2 1
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3.24 Sandak, Cass R. The Reagans. Crestwood House, 1993. ISBN 0-
89686-646-7.

In this behind-the-scenes look into the lives of one American presi-
dent and his family. readers learn how Ronald Reagan struggled in his
early years and got his start in show business. He became president of
the Screen Actors Guild, and that led him into politics. Reagan was
elected governor of C'alifornia in 1966 and president of the United
States in 1980. The hook also describes Reagan's family life and in-
troduces relders to First Lady Nancy Reagan.

3.25 Sandak, Cass R. The Tails. Crestwood House, 1993. ISBN 0-89686-
647-5.

Old hlack-and-white photos bring the times of William Taft to life.
From his birth to death (1857-193(1). his interesting chikihood and
career are chronicled in this factual but warm volume. Taft was pushed
to the White House by his wife. Nellie. where his dislike of hurting
anyone's feelings kept him from making decisions. Taft loved his family
and had a great sense of humor. He is more admired for his tenure as
chief justice of the Supreme Court than as president. This last-mov-
ing, engaging hook packed with historical information is for readers
interested in learning more lhout early twentieth century presidents
and first ladies.

3.26 Sanford, William R., and Carl R. Green. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
Crestw ood House, 1993. ISBN 0-89686-737-4.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar proved his ability on the basketball court as a
rookie and continued to demonstrate his prowess at the end of his ca-
reer. when he was the oldest NBA player on the courts. A black raised
in a predominantly white environment. Abdul-Jabbar grew up know-
ing the importance of an education. Trivia questions are scattered
throughout the hook to present more facts about this shy. engaging
man and his incredible athletic career. Multicultural.

3.27 Sanford, William R.. and Carl R. Green. Muhammad Ali. Crestwood
House, 1993. ISBN 0-89686-739-0.

"I am the greatest!" Muhammad Ali made this phrase famous. Would
you believe a skinny twelve-year-old black boy named Cassius Clay
could become a superstar'? He didn't believe it either. at first. He started
to think about lighting when his bike was stolen. That was the begin-
ning of his remarkable boxing career. He fought more than just his
opponent in the ring and triumphed. This biography includes a
Muhammad Ali trivia qui/ and some suggestions for additional read-
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ing if you enjoy the world of boxing. Multicultural.

3.28 Simon, Charnan. Midori: Brilliant Violinist. Children's Press. 1993.

ISBN 0-516-04187-8.

Japanese-born Mi Dori Goto is a musical genius who began her music
training at the age of three and her professional career as a concert
violinist at the age of fourteen. The book tells of her years as a student.
her deveopment as a professional in the United States, and the sacri-
fices and rewards of discipline. Midori is a wonderful example of a
young person whose passion for her art takes her to unprecedented

heights. Multicultural.

3.29 Sinnott, Susan. Extraordinary Asian Pacific Americans. Children's

Press, 1993. ISBN 0-516-03052-X.

For centuries, Asian Pacific people have played a major role in the
founding and growth of America. Through the eyes of the participants.
experience the Asian Pacific immigration to America. Watch the gold
miners. the Chinese railroad workers, or the prisoners of Angel Island.
Share the experiences of inmates in America's World War II detention
camps. Eighty-three biographical sketches include novelist Amy Tan.
anchorwoman Connie Chung. scholar and politician S. I. Hayakawa.
and martial arts expert Bruce Lee. Multicultural.

3.30 Slater, Jack. Malcolm X. Children's Press, 1993. ISBN 0-516-06669-

2.

Having suffered a childhood of poverty, racism, and violence. Malcolm
Little found himself in prison at the age of twenty. He began studying
the teachings of the Nation of Islam, finally converting to the religion
of Islam. He became the Black Muslim Malcolm X. working to foster
self-respect among all African Americans. His message differed from
that of other black leaders in the Civil Rights movement: he felt that
violence was justified for the self-protection of black people. A book
in the Cornerstones of Freedom series. Multicultural.

3.31 Sullivan, George. Mathew Brady: His Life and Photographs. Dutton/

Cobblehill Books, 1994. ISBN 0-525-65186-1.

Mathew Brady's photographs of Civil War battles and casualties
shocked his viewers, forcing them to acknowledge the brutal reality of
war. Brady, recognizing the value of a visual record of people and
events. photographed most of the prominent people of his time. Pho-

tographs of both Brady and many of his most famous subjects are
i nc 1 u ded here.
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3.32 Sullivan, Michael T. Top 10 Baseball Pitchers. Enslow. 1994. ISBN
0-89490-520-1.

This volume in the Sports Top Ten series selects ten top athletes from
the sport of baseball and presents short summaries of each player's
professional accomplishments. Black-and-white and color photographs
of the players enhance the text. A listing of birthdates. colleges. pro
teams played for, records, and honors provides a quick summary of
each athlete's career. Other hooks in the series feature the top players
in basketball, football, and hockey. Multicultural.

3.33 Turner, Robyn Montana. Frida Kahlo. Little. Brown, 1993. ISBN 0-
316-85651-7.

Frida Kahlo is a famous Mexican artist with a lust for life. Seriously
injured in a bus accident, the bedridden youngster took up painting to
amuse herself. Years later, she became Mexico's foremost female art-
ist and the wife of muralist Diego Rivera. This biography in the Por-
traits of Women Artists for Children series includes several photo-
graphs of Kahlo and her family and many color reproductions of her
artwork. Her surreal self-portraits hauntingly reflect the contrasting
feelings of pain and hope that characterize her lile. Multicultural.

3.34 %an der Rol. Ruud, and Rian Verhoev en (translated by Tony Langham
and Plym Peters). Anne Frank: Beyond the Diary. Viking. 1993. ISBN
0-670-84932-4.

Photographs. illustrations, and maps accompany historical essays. di-
ary excerpts. and interviews in this extraordinary window to the world
of Anne Frank and the massive upheaval that tore her world apart. For
the first time. Anne's life before her family went into hiding in
Amsterdam from the Nazis is revealed, as well as influences that formed
her strong moral beliefs. Included arc over 100 photographs taken by
Anne Frank's father and others.

ALA Best Books for YOung Adults. 1994
A /A Notable Books for Children. 1994
ALA Quick Picks for Young Adults. 1994
Bewklist Editors' Choices, 1993
IRA 'leachers Choices. 1994
Nolab/e / 994 Children's Trade Books in the Field of Social Studh'.s
School Librar J('unial Best Books. 1993

3.35 Venezia, Mike. Georgia O'Keeffe. Children's Press. 1993. ISBN 0-
516-02297-0.

At a time when women painters were not taken seriously. Georgia
0' Keelle I X87- 1986) boldly sei forth to explore. develop. and real-
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ite her talent as a painter. From her childhood on a farm in Wisconsin
to New York and, finally, New Mexico, 0' Keeffe captured on canvas
the beauty of natural objects by using hold color:;, clear lines, and
larger-than-life perspective in her own unique sty le. The large. clear
text and beautiful color reproductions in this book in the Getting to
Know the World's Greatest Artists series bring 0' Keeffe':, life and
work to y oung readers.

3.36 Yannuzzi, Della A. Wilma Mankiller Leader of the Cherokee Na-
tion. Enslow, 1994. ISBN 0-89490-498- I.

At the age of twelve, Wilma Mankiller experienced the first ot many
difficult transitions in her young life: her Cherokee family moved from
their Oklahoma farm to an apartment in San Francisco. Overnight.
Mankiller had to adjust not only to urban life but to life in a culture
that often perceived her cherished Native American heritage as alien
and comic. Mankiller ultimately graduated from college and, in 1985.
was the first female to become principal chief of the Cherokee Nation.
remaining a forceful leader of her people today. Multicultural.
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4 Dealing with Death

4.1 Conly, Jane Leslie. Crazy Lady! HarperCollins/Laura Geringer Books,
1993. ISBN 0-06-021357-4.

When Vernon's !nom dies, his grades fall lower than ever. He and his
friends make fun of the "crazy lady" who walks in the middle of the
street with her mentally disabled son. Vernon's tutor, elderly Miss
Annie, helps him bring up his grades, and he helps the "crazy lady" as
she struggles to raise her son and tight alcoholism. Vernon learns there
are many ways to he "smart."

Nrsherv Honor Book, 1994

4.2 Creech, Sharon. Walk Two Moons. HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-
023334-6.

Salamanca Tree Hiddle. who is of Seneca Indian ancestry, is traveling
from Ohio to Idaho with her eccentric grandparents. Along the way.
she tells them the "extensively strange" story of Phoebe Winterbottom,
her disappearing mother, and the lunatic. Beneath this story is Sal's
pilgrimage to tind her own mother and bring her back home. The story
is mysterious, funny. and charming, with the most lovable characters
you will meet. Multicultural.

Nevtbery Medal, 1995

4.3 Deaver, Julie Reece. You Bet Your Life. HarperCollins/Charlotte
Zolotow Books, 1993. ISBN 0-06-021516-X.

Seventeen-year-old Bess, who wants to be able to make people laugh,
works as an intern on a popular television comedy show. Her positive
sense of humor helps her come to terms with the suicide of her mother
and deal with her distraught father. Bess meets Elliot, the elevator op-
erator at work. Together they form a comedy team and plan to try out
some of her material at a comedy club, with surprising results.

4.4 Eskridge. Ann E. The Sanctuary. Dutton/Cobblehill Books. 1994

ISBN 0-525-65168-3.

16

Little Man meets old Mrs. Johnson--that is, she catches him Every-
one says she is a witch. She has a yard full of junk but insists that it is
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really a "sanctuary- for tne dead: a place where their spirits can be put

to rest. Maybe this old woman can finally help Little Man deal with
the senseless death of his own father. But first, he must save that sanc-

tuary from being torn down by the neighborhood.

4.5 Garland, Sherry. The Silent Storm. Harcourt Brace, 1993. ISBN 0-
15-274170-4.

Alyssa loved the power of hurricanes and stories about storms at sea
until a real hurricane hit Galveston Island, killing both her parents.
Overcome by grief. Alyssa has not spoken in the three years since her
parents' death. Now, as she battles yet another hurricane in her coastal
Texas community, Alyssa searches for her voice and her memories of
that earlier storm. Aided by her grandfather. Alyssa discovers connec-
tions she never expected to find between herself and the rest of her
family. A similar story is Gloria Whelan's A Time to Keep Silent t 4.12 ).

1.6 Goodman, Joan Elizabeth. Songs from Home. Ilarcourt Brace, 1994.
ISP N 0-15 -203591-5.

How about singing in the streets of Rome for your dinner'? This is
what young Anna does while attempting to find out more about her
family in America and about her deceased mother, subjects her father
avoids. If that is not bad enough, they live in a dilapidated boarding
house, and Anna must put up with being the "odd duck- American at
an Italian school. Adult decisions face both father and daughter when

a acationing family member from Missouri recognizes them. The story

culminates in a powerful ending.

4.7 Greene. Constance C. Nora: Maybe a Ghost Story. Harcourt Brace/
Brow ndeer Press. 1993. ISBN 0-15-276895-5.

Influenced by the memory of their recently deceased mother. Nora
and Patsy try to sabotage their lonely father's new romance with "The
Tooth:" They must also cope with an aging. flamboyant grandmother.
Threatening the girls' relationship is the fact that they both have a
crush on the same hoy. The two sisters use different tactics Iv they
struggle to survive a trying time.

4.8 Jenkins. Lyll Becerra de. Celebrating the Hero. Dutton/Lodestar

Books. 1993. ISBN 0-525-67399-7.

Alter the death of her mother. Camila Draper travels from her home in
Connecticut to her mother's hometown of San Javier, Colombia. to
amend a special ceremony honoring her grandfather. Francisco Zamora.
In her quest to understand her mother's past. Camila uncovers trou-
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bling family secrets and learns the truth about her illustrious grandfa-
ther. Through this journey. Camila comes to understand her family as
well as the complex relationship between love and forgiveness.
Malta-alarm!.

4.9 Johnson, Angela. Toning the Sweep. Orchard Books. 1993. ISBN 0-
531-05476-4.

How do you live with pain in its many forms? Three remarkable black
womenGrandmama Ola, her daughter Diane. and her granddaugh-
ter Emmiedo so by laughing and celebrating each moment of life.
Thi% story, filled with love and laughter set against shadowy. stark
death and prejudice. leaves readers with a sense of goodness in life
and hope for the future. Emmie gains a new understanding of her
family's history and herself from her terminally ill grandmother.
Mu/th.ultaral.

Caretta Scan AttlizAHard 101 Wrinn v. 1994

4.10 Peck. Robert Newton. A Part of the Sky. Alfred A. Knopf/Borioi
Books. 1994. ISBN 0-679-43277-9.

At the death of his father, thirteen-year-old Robert is forced into adult-
hood. His struggles to pay the $12 monthly farm payments are com-
plicated by the death of his ox, a drought that takes his crop. and the
hank's repos:,essing the farm on which his father is buried. In this
memorable sequel to A Day No Pigs Would Die, Robert attempts to
balance the challenges of pitiful wages and little sleep as he attends
school and courts a girl.

4.11 Springer. Nancy. Toughing It. Harcourt Brace. 1994. ISBN 0-15-
200011-9.

A rifle explodes and tbe dirt bike careens. dumping Tuff and Dillon.
Dillon is dead, shot in the neck. Enraged and desastated. Tuff leaves
the dirty trailer and his drunken mother, doggedly risking his own life
to find his brother's killer. Mature situations and blunt language are
appropriate to the tension and neglect in Tuff's life of too little lose.

/Jim/ Aihin P4,e4th gen IV ?lien or'ImeritvtiumillorBeAtlimngAdall Novel,
/ 995

4.12 Whelan. Gloria. A Time to Keep "ent. William B. Eerdmans 1993
ISBN 0-X028-011/i-S.

Aller her mother's death. Clair Lothrop battles against the I rightening
changes in her life hy refusing to %peak. She and her father begin a
new life in the country. w here Clairineets a unique new friend. Dome
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Together they rummag through local junk yards in search of con-
struction materials for an addition to Dorrie's hideaway. Dorrie helps
Clair learn to care and feel again. to see a new perspective on what has
real value in life. A similar story is Sherr Garland's The Silent Storm
(4.51.
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5 Family Life

5.1 Auch. Mary Jane. The Latchkey Dog. Little. Brown. 1994. ISBN 0-
316-05916-1.

When his neighbor complains about the disturbance, young Sam must
find a way to control his dog. Amber, while the family is away from
the house during the day. After unsuccessful attempts to readjust
Amber's biological clock. coui.teract the dog's loneliness with a blar-
ing television, and pro% ide a feline role model, Sam finally finds a
solution that works. In the process. he and Amber touch the lives of
many in a delightful way.

5.2 Bergman, Ingmar (translated by Joan Tate). Sunday's Children. Little.
Brown/Arcade Books. 1993. ISBN 1-55970-244-3.

Children born on Sundays are supposed to he special. possessing such
gifts as imagination. sensitivity, and the ability to see ghosts. This story
recounts the summer vacation of Pu, an eight-year-old boy who expe-
riences the joys and misfortunes of a large Swedish fiimily at the turn
of the century. As a sensitive youth. Pu reflects not only on his par-
ents' difficult marriage but also on his growing isolation from the fa-
ther he worships.

5.3 Bontemps. Alma. and Langston Hughes. Popo and Fifina. Illustrated
by E. Simms Campbell. Oxford Unk ersity Press. 1993. ISBN 0-19-
508765-K.

Popo and Firma live on the island of Haiti in the 1930s. When their
family moves from its rural mountain home to a village by the sea.
readers share the excitement of life's everyday adventures from young
Popo's perspective. Gathering water, flying a kite, listening to the night
drums fill the air, going fishing. and working in Uncle Jacques's car-
pentry shop all speak to the mystery and joy ofchildhood in the simple,
yet rich, poetic language of Ama Bontemps and Langston Hughes.
Originally published in 1932. Multicultural.

5.4 Deem. James M. Three N Bs ofiulian Drew. Houghton Mifflin. 1994.
ISBN 0-395-69453- I.

2()
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Lonely and severely mentally disturbed. Julian Drew begins an odys-
sey of self-discovery when he purchases his first NB (notebook) and
begins to reveal his despair by writing in code about life with his physi-
cally and emotionally abusive stepmother and father. Julian runs away.
attempting to re-create a happier past liè before his mother died. Su-
san, a girl from Julian's class who has become his friend, joins him,
and together they struggle to lind some hope in their desperate situa-
tion. This is difficult reading with part of the text written in Julian's
code. Mature situations with raw emotional impact may disturb some
readers.

5.5 Duffey, Betsy. Coaster. Viking, 1994. ISBN 0-670-85480-8.

Twelve-year-old Hart grapples with the problems of his parents' di-
orce, an irresponsible dad he idolizes, and his mother's new nerdy
boyfriend, local weatherman Dub Dugan. Hart's love of roller coast-
ers takes him up and down in his personal ride toward self-under-
standing and maturity.

5.6 Farmer, Nancy. Do You Know Me? Illustrated by Shelley Jackson.
Orchard Books. 1993. ISBN 0-531-05474-8.

"Crazy" Uncle Zeka comes to live with his family in Zimbabwe. Ile
takes Tapiwa, his niece, with him on his many misadventures and be-
comes her close friend. While the setting is contemporary Africa. read-

ers discover that even in a different culture, relatives can be hard to
handle. Multicultural.

5.7 Fe,ffer, Jules. The Man in the Ceiling. HarperCollins, 1993. ISBN 0-
(16-205035-4.

Jimmy Jibbett is no good at sports and not much better in school. but
he can draw. That is what he does just about every minute of the day.
Jimmy's father thinks he is wasting his time dreaming about becom-
ing a great cartoonist. So does everyone else until Charley Beemer,
Montclair's best preteen athlete. decides Jimmy has talent. The two
team up to create comics together, and a new superhero. Mini-Man, is

born.

5.8 Jones. Robin D. The Beginning of Unbelief. Atheneum. 1993. ISBN
(1-689-31781-6.

Ilal does not fit in anywherewith his divorced parents, his younger
sister, or his classmates. In fact, his hest friend and confidant is Zack
a wice in Hal's head w ho also becomes the main character in Hal's
science fiction story. This novel not only charts Hal's personal quest
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for identity hut also chronicles Zach's journey through the galaxies. In
the process of writing these adventures. Hal discovers a whole new
dimension to his own personality.

5.9 Kimmel. Eric A. One Good Tern Deserves Another. Holiday House.
1994. ISBN 0-8234-1138-9.

After his stepfather's death. fourteen-year-old Peeve Floyd and his
mom MO% e from Oklahoma to the Oregon coast. Here he meets the
girl of his dreams. Lani. who introduces him to the wildlife along the
coast. Together they discover romance and sunken treasure. However.
Peehee is uncomfortable when his morn begins to show a romantic
interest in Lani's dad.

5.10 Mango. Karin N. Portrait of Miranda. HarperCollins/Charlotte
Zolotow Books. 1993. ISBN 0-06-021777-4.

Miranda is haunted by her deceased grandmother. Whenever she walks
by her grandmother's portrait. the eyes seem to follow her. Though
Miranda resembles her grandmother, she feels she can never be any-
thing like this vbrant woman. Miranda's involvement with a home-
less woman helps her learn about her ancestors and her family as she
disco N. ers herself.

5.11 Marino. Jan. For the Love of Pete. Little, Brow n. 1993. ISBN 0-3 I 6-
54617-5.

After liv ing with Gram all of her life. Phoebe's world turns upside
down w hen her grandmother has to move into a nursing home. In com-
pany w ith Gram's butler and chauffeur. Phoebe begins a journey to
Maine. seeking the father she has never known. They encounter a
multitude of problems. including Phoebe's unwillingness to leave her
grandmother and apprehensions about meeting her father.

5.12 Perkins. Mitali. The Sunita Experiment. Little. Brown. 1993. ISBN
0-316-69943-8.

Sunita's grandparents are comingnot for a weekend visit, but for a
w hole year. They are from India and are very old-fashioned. This is
the situation thirteen-year-old Sunita finds herself in, just when school
and life arc so good. and her romance with Michael Morrison is pro-
gressing so nicely. Now, no more boys are allowed in the house, and
pit/a is a thing of the past as Sunita faces her Indian heritage.
Multicultural.
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5.13 Roy hal, Laura. Billy. Houghton Mifflin. 1994. ISBN 0-395-67649-5.

Is his name Billy or Will? Does he call New Mexico or Iowa home? Is

his father Guillermo Melendez or Dave Campbell? A young Hispanic

American boy struggles to sort out his dual identity in this novel. At

age ten. Will is kidnapped by his biological father. He becomes Billy.

moves to New Mexico. and lives a dramatically different life on the

rodeo circuit. When Billy is sixteen, he is located by his adoptive fa-

ther and sent north to Iowa to return to his former life and family. Billy

raises some intriguing questions about the adjustments that a child

ith two families and two pasts must make. Multicultural.

5.14 Sharmat. Mitchell. Hello . . . This Is My Father Speaking.
IlarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-024469-0.

Jeff Whitty is mortified when his father masquerades around town as

Mr. Sanitary Master, the mascot for his janitorial business. When Jeff

becomes interested in the workings of the stock market, he devises a

plan to make his father rich so that he can give up the embarrassing

business. Plads go awry. however. and Jeff is more humiliated than

ever when 30.000 bushels of wheat are about to he deposited on his

father's front lawn.
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6 Fantasy

6.1 Banks, Lynne Reid. The Mystery of the Cupboard. Morrow Junior
Books. 1993. ISBN 0-688-12138- I .

When Omri's family moves to a country house that his mother has
inherited from a long-lost cousin, Omri uncovers an ancient sealed
cashbox and journal written by his great-great-aunt. Compelled to open
the magic cupboard again, he encounters more little people attempting
to use him to change the past. Omri discovers the link between this
house and the magic cupboard. and he faces the consequences of his
choice. Sequel to The Indian in the Cupboard. The Return of the In-
dian. and The Secret of the Indian.

6.2 Black, J. R. The Ghost of Chicken Liver Hill. Random House/
Bullseye Books, 1993. ISBN 0-679-85007-4.

Toby Bemus has always been the class nerd, never acting up or break-
ing a rule, until he encounters a local ghost. Before long he is cutting
class, breaking and entering, and alienating his best friend, all under
the guardianship of Buddy Parker. a ghost who is determined to clear
up some of the rumors relating to his death. In the process of aiding
Buddy. Toby discovers some fascinating history about the police chief
and his wife, his homeroom teacher, and even his own mother. A hook
in the Shadow Zone series.

6.3 Black, J. R. Guess Who's Dating a Werewolf? Random House/
Bullseye Books, 1993. ISBN 0-679-85008-2.

When Annie Dubinski develops her first crush, it is on her sister's
boyfriend, Jake Woolverton. But Jake looks different in the moon-
light: fangs. claws, and the killer instinct of a wild animal. "He smiled
slowly, and we watched in horror as his sparkling teeth grew into the
sharp. pointed fangs of a wolf!" Can Annie save her sister before it is
too late? Can she help Jake? A book in the Shadow Zone series.

6.4 Black..1. R. The Witches Next Door. Random House/Bullseye Books,
1993. ISBN 0-679-85108-9.

24
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Have y ou ever wondered what it is like to be a witch'? Have you ever

met a real witch? The two Nightingale sisters, Emma and Abigail, are

seemingly harmless old ladies who live next door to Jennifer. She and

her friends become curious about the sisters and their increasingly

mysterious, playful "tricks." Jennifer, frightened and annoyed at these

tricks, gradually involves herself in a series of adventures with the

Nightingales. Soon she discovers her own amazing powers. A book in

the Shadow Zone series.

6.5 Charnas. Suzy McKce. The Kingdom of Kevin Malone. Harcourt

Brace/Jane Yolen Books. 1993. ISBN 0-15-200756-3.

Amy is skating in Central Park. minding her own business as she tries

to get over the sudden death of Aunt Shelly. Then Kevin Malone, a

bully from the past, skates up and slaps a pin onto Amy's sweatera
pin he stole from her when she was a little girl. The chase is on. Except

one minute Kevin is there, and the next he has vanished. Amy follows

and finds herself in a fantasy world that is not entirely pleasant.

6.6 Heintze. Ty. Valley of the Eels. Illustrated by Ty Heintze. Eakin Press.

1993. ISBN 0-89(0 5-904-1.

What a great day! Vacation is on the way. and Shawn seems to have

developed a relationship with a dolphin he has named Cloud. Did he

just hear Cloud say. "friend"? Cloud leads Shawn and his friend Billy

to an underwater dome where they meet Lanor. a boy from the planet

Lios. Meanwhile. they stumble across what looks suspiciously like an

illegal toxic waste dump.

6.7 Jordan. Sherryl. Wolf-Woman. Houghton Mifflin. 1994. ISBN 0-395-

70932-6.

At the age of three. Tanith is taken from a den of wolves to live with a

clan of savage hunters. As she grows older, she reestablishes her close.

imuitive harmony with the wolves, the forest, and the ways of the

wild. Ridiculed and esentually shunned by her clan. Tanith must make

the ultimate decision: life with the hunters, or life as a wise woman

ho runs with the S ol ves.

6.8 Koller. Jackie French. A Dragon in the Family. Illustrated by Judith

Mitchell. Little, Brown, 1993, ISBN 0-316-50151-4.

When Darek adopts a baby dragon as his pet, he challenges his society's

most fundamental preceptthat dragons are the enemy. Darek becomes

a leader who must expose the mistaken ideas to which his people cling.

o. en though his family is endangered by his courageous stance.
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6.9 Levy. Rohert. Clan of the Shape-Changers. Houghton Mifflin. 1994.
ISBN 0-395-66612-0.

Imagine a society where green eyes are a mark of sorcery. where any-
one who hears this mark is suspected of witchcraft. The gift of shape-
changing is given to very few, hut the rulers of Enstor are threatened
by it and are determined to exterminate anyone blessed or cursed with
such a mark. Susan and a young boy find themselves caught in the
middle of a fight for power and control of their world.

6.10 Levy. Robert. Escape from Exile. Houghton Mifflin, 1993. ISBN 0-
395-64379-1.

Surrounded by talking snakes, green dogs. and other creatures he does
nin recognize. Daniel realizes he is no longer on Earth. He has landed
in I.ithia. a place torn apart hy hitter civ il war and feuding rulers, where
he must choose which side to support. When he discovers he can com-
municate telepathically w ith animals, they hand together to find peace
for their land and a way hack home for Daniel.

6.11 Pierce. Richard. The Creation. Berkley. 1994. ISBN 0-425-14361-9.

Sara Watkins and Josh Frank are in love. However, when Josh traces
his family line back to Victor Frankenstein. he is horrified at the evil
he discovers. and he commits suicide. Sara. refusing to accept Josh's
death. vows to bring Josh back to life and, in doing so. discovers her-
self in a predicament similar to that ol the original Dr. Frankenstein.
Can she live with the Josh that she has brought hack from the dead?
Book one of the Frankenstein's Children series.

6.12 Scott. Michael. Gemini Game. Holiday House. 1993. ISBN 0-8234-
1092-7.

It is the twenty -first century. Liz and B.f. lifteen-year-old tw ins. are
wealthy. respected computer game designers on Earth until they learn
that Iweke players of Night's Castle have become comatose while
playing the popular virtual reality' game. Will fugitives Liz. and B.1 he
able to find a copy of their game in the environmental ruins of the
twentieth century'? They must lind and kill the computer virus in order
to restore their freedom and heal the stricken play ers.

6.13 Shetterly. Will. NeverNever. Harcourt Brace/Jane Yolen Books, 1993.
ISBN 015-257022-5.

Talk about a bad day. Ron manages to annoy a faerie. and suddenly he
is changed into Wollhoy. I le discovers there are ',Mc positive things
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about the change: his sense of smell is great: he can run faster than

anything: and he intimidates most of the other residents of Bordertown,

something that is not easy to do. Magic is the name of the game here.

and payback is the order of the day in this sequel to Elsewlwre.

6.14 Sleator. William. Others See Us. Dutton Children's Books. 1993. ISBN

0-525-45104-8.

Jared's summer vacation at the family compound catapults from the

familiar to the bizarre. When the brakes on his bike fail, he falls into a

toxic swamp. The chemicals cause strange changes in his brain: sud-

denly he can read others minds. After Jared discovers Grandma also

has these controlling powers. the story weaves through mystery and

lurking evil.

6.15 Smith, Sherwood. Wren's Quest. Harcourt BuaceLlane Yolen Books,

I 993. IS BN 0- I 5-200976-0.

People just don't seem to keep the same shape for two minutes in this

sequel to Wren to the ReAcue. Wren and Prince Connor have both

dabbled in magic. but nothing like this. All of a sudden they both be-

come Fish People and are running for their lives. Wren said she wanted

adventure. hut she gets a bit more than she expected when she sets otT

on a quest to find her birth parents.

6.16 Wrede. Patricia C. Calling un Dragons. Harcourt Brace/Jane Yolen

Books. 1993. ISBN 0-15-200950-7.

Morwen is not an ordinary witch: she is a young, pretty w itch with

nine cats that talk and w ith lilacs in her garden. along with the re-

quired poison oak and wolfsbane. Dastardly wizards have stolen a

magic sword that threatens the Enchanted Forest where she lives. In

the company of the lovely young queen. a dragon. a six-foot blue don-

key. and others. Morwen is off to save the day.

6.17 Zambreno, Mary Frances. Journeyman Wizard. Harcourt Brace/Jane

Yolen Books. 994. ISBN 0-15-200022-4.

In this sequel to A Plague of Sowerers. Jermyn Graves continues his

studies in the art of sorcery by becoming a student to a famous

spellmaker. Lady. Jean Allons. He travels to Land's End with his "fa-

milial...* a skunk named Delia who aids him in performing magic. There

lermyn must solve many' mysteries, not the least of which is discover-

ing the identity of the true killer of Lady Jean. a crime for which he

himself' is imprisoned.
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6.18 "Linda Paul. Loch. Harper Collins Children's Books, 1994. ISBN 0-
06-024542-5.

Fifteen-year-old Loch and his younger sister join their father aboard a

high-tech yacht designed for tracking unexplained phenomena sighted
in a Vermont lake. When a monster explodes from the deep. Loch
finds he must play a deadly game to save those he loves from these
killers. At the same time, he must tight to protect the remarkable crea-
tures from being destroyed fore% cr. without becoming their dinner him-
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7 Folklore and Legends

Baumann. Kurt (translated and adapted by Naomi Lewis). The Hun-

gry One. Illustrated by Stasys Eidrigevicius. North-South Books, 1993.

ISBN 1-55858-121-9.

Strange is the tale of "Rum Turn Tum,/ Who felt so empty and so

glum/ He'd eat a field and all things in it./ Then look for more ill half

a minute./ Feared hy all and loved by none,/ f ie was called the Hungry

One.- So begins the ballad of Rum Tutri Tum. This haunting book.

with its lyrical poem and mysterious pictures, has the raw power of a

classic fairy tale.

7.2 Fine, Anne. The Chicken Gave It to Me. Illustrated by Cynthia Fisher.

Little, Brown, 1993. ISBN 0-3 I 6-283 lb-9.

Gemma. a sro:,11 hut determined chicken, sets out to spread the word

about the deplorable treatment of her species and others. "Call me
chicken no longer! For I had decided upon a plan so bold, so daring, so

foolhardy. I frankly doubted if anyone, anywhere, would ever truly

think of me as a chicken again.- Delightfully illustrated, this story wiil

make you both laugh aroi think. A drumstick will never look the same

again.

7.3 Fox. Paula. Anuat and His Brothers. Illustrated by Emily Arnold

McCully. Orchard Books. 1993. ISBN 0-531-05462-4.

Paula Fox retells three Italian folktales passed on to her by a friend

whose grandfather told him the tales when he was a child. A thread of

dark humor runs through the tales, making them inappropriate for small

children; however, their common theme of the underdog who prevails

against injustice is appealing to an older audience. Figs. terra-cotta

pots. olive groves. and other Italian curiosities contribute a strong ele-

ment of cultural authenticity to the stories. Multicultural.

7.4 Lester. Julius. The Last Tales of Uncle Remus. illustrated by Jerry

Pinkney. Dial Books. 1994. ISBN 0-8037-1303-7.

Julius Lester's warm, witty style and Jerry Pinkney's remarkable il-

lustiations }wing to life 1S, ondcrful tales of 1 'ncle Remus in this fourth

39
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volume of stories. In tales told w ith a modern southern dialect. Brer
Rabbit, Brer Tiger. Brer Fox, Brer Lion, and Brer Bear. just to name a
ew. venture off in search of adventure. Learn why the Earth is mostly

w mei flint: don't ever step on Brer Crawfish! Mullfrulfumi.

7.5 Napoli. Donna Jo. The Magic Circle. Dutton ('hildren's Books, 1993.
ISBN 0-525-45127-7.

7.6

Do you remember the evil witch in the classic children's story "Hansel
and Greter? This imaginative story, told from the Ugly One's point of
iew, explores her rise and fall from revered illage healer and dedi-

cated mother to a lonely witch fighting her devilish impulses to eat the
lost and vulnerable Hansel and Gretel. With a new twist on an old tale,
this story examines the complex circumstances and emotions surround-
ing the witch's descent from good to evil.

Perrault. Charles (translated by Naomi Lewis). Puss in Boots. Illus-
u.,ted by Stasys Eidrigevi6us. North-South Books, 1994. ISBN 1-
55858-099-9.

When the miller dies, his third son inherits only a small feline. Puss in
Boots. But this cat is full of ideas. Just L..ive him a bag and a pair of
hoots, and watch out! Though this is a well-known fairy tale. Stasys
Eidrige illustrations help transform an old story into an excit-
ing modern vision of magic.

7.7 Porte. Barbara Ann. A Thrkey Drive, and Other Tales. Illustrated by
Yossi Abolalia. Greenwillow Books, 1993. ISBN 0-688-11336-2.

Abigail and her brother. Sam. have inherited Dad's talent for storytelling
and Mom's skill at painting and drawing. In this series of short, hu-
morous vignettes, we become well acquainted with a family whose
"quality time- is spent sharing oral histories and tall tales inspired by
one another's artworks. A Chinese and a Mongolian tale offer an ele-
ment of cultural diversity, although most of the tales are mainstream
Ameri.:an in character. Multicultural.

7.8 Riordan. James. Korean Folk-tales. Oxford University Press. 1994.
ISBN 0-19-27410-8.

Korea. the Land of the Morning Calm, is a magical, mystical place. Its
most popular tales are about dragons. Jever animals, or luckless people
changed into unpleasant creatures. Discover how a long-nosed prin-
cess got that way, what is so special about a hare's liver, and how a
loving daughter restored her father's sight. There are pu//ling situa-
tions and w ondrous adentures in these tales. Multicultural

4 0
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7.9 Ude, Way ne. Maybe 1 Will Do Something: Seven Coyote Tales. Il-

lustrated by Abigail Rorer. Houghton Mifflin. 1993. ISBN 0-395-

65133-1.

Coyote is a trickster, scapegoat. and hero in Native American mythol-

ogy. In these seven tales he loses his eyes and finds rim ones, tries to

rob the sun, takes revenge on a rude vilhge. and generally stirs up

trouble for the people. The stories. all reinvented and reimagined by

the author. explain Nathe American traditions. In the telling, the unique

Coyote steals center stage every time. Multicultural.

7.10 Vuong. Lynette Dyer. The Golden Carp. and Other Tales from Viet-

nam. Illustrated by Manabu Saito. Lothrop. Lee and Shepard. 1993.

ISBN 0-688-12514-X.

These delightful folktales from ancient Vietnam provide stories of

humilitN. courage. friendship, and perseverance rov arded. The stories

take place in pleasantly exotic settings 14 here such characters as fierce

dragons. brave heroes, and faithful friends face fearsome adventures.

ofien ith a surprise ending. Easy to read, the tales provide provoca-

tiv e comparisons vs ith more familiar tolktales and fairy tales.

AlnIncithurat.

7.11 Yo len. Jane. compiler. Here There Be Unicorns. Illustrated by Dav id

Wilgus. Harcourt Brace. 1994. ISBN 0-15-2099(12-6.

Through a collection of stories and poems. the mystery and romance

ot the unit:orn come alie. Most helmed of all mthical beasts, the

unicorn has absays been a source of strength. purity, grace. and pm er.

Elegant illustrations supplement \\Filings from all ov er (he vv odd. past

and present. Muir:cultural.

.1.
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8 Friendship

8.1 Bennett. Cherie. Sunset Fire. Berkky/Splash Books. 1994. ISBN 0-
425-14360-0.

When Emma's former boyfriend. Kurt. returns to Sunset Island, Emma
is forced to make some decisions. She has lately been confiding in
Pres. her hest friend's boyfriend, and now her relationship with
Samantha is in jeopardy. Emma is going to have to examine her priori-
ties. reevaluate her friendships. and decide whetheror not to get back
together with Kurt in this book in the Sunset Island series.

8.2 Bridgers. Sue Ellen. Keeping Christina. Harper Collins, 1993. ISBN
0-06-021504-6.

Annie offers Christina friendship immediately when she enrolls in
Annie's high school. Her longtime friends accept Christina hut quickly
become skeptical of the inconsistencies in her stories about her dead
brother, her father's job, and her family's poverty. As the two girls
spend more time together. Annie also begins to question Christina's
truthfulness. Sue Ellen Bridgers realistically portrays the struggle for
peer acceptance, along with loyalty and fidelity to family and friends.

8.3 Greene. Patricia Baird. The Sabbath Garden. Dutton/Lodestar Books.
1993. ISBN 0-525-67430-6.

For Opal Tyler. growing up as part of a dysfunctional family in a ten-
ement on the Lower East Side of Manhattan is a daily struggle. The
hardships of poverty, drugs. crime, and iolence chip away at her sel f-
esteem and confidence. Opie's hope is restored through her growing
frienckhip with Solomon Leshko. an elderl.v Jo% ish man who lies
dow nstairs. Multicultural.

8.4 Grover. Wayne. Ali and the Golden Eagle. Greenw Wow Books. 1993.
ISBN 0-688-11385-0.

Wa.v ne Grover. an American engineer working in Saudi Arabia. conies
to the remote illage of Eiratu and befriends Ali, a shepherd Villagers
here liv e as their ancestors have for centuries. Using hh i11ountiifl-
climbing skills and equipment. W;o: no coptkite, and presents an eagle
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chick to Ali's father. Ali trains the magnificent eagle. Samson, to be-

come a priied hunter. When Ali and Samson win a royal falconry con-

test, the isolated iilage of Erratu is launched into the modern world.

Multicultural.

8.5 Kehret, Peg. The Richest Kids in Town. Dutton/Cobblehill Books,

1994. ISBN 0-525-65166-7.

Having just moved to a new town. Peter Dodge is faced with finding a

new friend. Of all the students in his fourth-grade class. Peter thinks

Wishbone Wyoming Ill ssould make a good friend. Since both have a

common interesta need for moneythey become involved in some
money-making ventures that do not necessarily meet their common

goals. Howeser. their experiences do help cement their friendship.

8.6 Kincaid, Beth. Back in the Saddle. Berkley/Jose Books. 1994. ISBN

0-515-11480-4.

The first day at Sik el. Creek Riding Camp has been a disaster.

Cabinmates Katie. Melissa. Jenna. and Sharon have already earned

the name "Thoroughbrats- because of their persistent bickering. Be-

fore long, however. their better natures emerge. and they help each

other to osercome the challenges of physical disability, racial tension.

and impossible dreams. A hook in the Sib er Creek Riders series.

8.7 Lee. Marie G. Saying Goodbye. Houghton Mifflin. 1994. ISBN 0-

395 67066-7.

Everything begins to fall in place for Asian American student Ellen

Sung during her fresh.man year at Has ard. She has a great roommate.

Eeecia. and a sensitive boyfriend. Jae Chun Kim: and she manages to

find time for her premed studies. creatise W riling, and tac kwon do

class. While Ellen wrestles With the excitement of being ass ay, from

home, she learns that life is filled vs ith complicated decisions. She

f aces a time of unexpected confrontation and reconciliation with both

people and ideas. Multicultural.

8.8 Paulsen. Gary. Harris and Me: A Summer Remembered. Harcou-t

Brace. 1993. ISBN (1-15-292877.4.

An elesen-y ear-old city hoy ss ith an unhappy home life is sent to spend

the summer on his aunt and uncle's farm. initially. he has mkgninp.

but his cousin. Harris. changes all that. Soon the routine of real farm

life kicks in. and the hu, does not notice the early hours. backbreaking

chores. and huge. frequent meals. He is too busy moving Ii-om one

eNt.apade io anothet, ss trh Ham. leading the ssa.s Whether it launch.
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Mg an attack on 300-pound pigs or trying to heat off Ernie, the kami-
kaze rooster, the events in HarriA and Me provide a laugh a minute:
hilarious, sad, wild. engaging.

8.9 Rochman, Hat& and Darlene Z. Mc Campbell. compilers. Who Do
You Think You Are? Stories of Friends and Enemies. Little. Brown/
Joy Street Books, 1993. ISBN (1-316-75355-6.

This collection of short stories by Sandra Cisneros. Tobias Wolff. Toni
Cade Bambara. Louise Erdrich. Tim O'Brien. Gish Jen, and others
explores the complex relationship we call.frieirdship in new and often
unsettling way s. Are there limits to a friendship? What happens when
friendship blooms? What happens when it dies? Do friends and en-
emies sometimes change places? These powerM stories offer many
different answ ers.

8.10 Wallace. Bill. True Friends. I 1olida Iluse. 1994. ISBN 0-8234-1141
9.

Courtney feels great about herself. She has the right junior high friends.
nifty cloth, s. the chance to work on cars w ith her father, and a brother
she adores. Then her brother is jailed for possession of drugs. and her
stepmother cleans out their bank account and leaves. When Courtney
is accused of stealing "picture money- from her class, a physically
disabled and ignored classmate befriends Courtney and teaches her
how to recover her energy and sense of worth.

8.11 Wolin. Nancy. Are You Alone on Purpose? Houghton Mifflin. 1994.
ISBN 0-395-67350-X.

Alison is a loner with an autistic tw in brother w ho commands all of
her parents attention and requires constant defending. Hany. the rabbi's
son, takes pleasure in tyrannizing Alison and her brother. When Harry
is left paralyzed by a sudden accident, he and Alison are draw n to-
gether. Both young people have deep anger about their Mk n particular
situation. they know how it feels to he on the outside looking in. How
can they make peace with each other and their situations?

8.12 William., Vera B. Scooter. Greem% i Hoy, Books, 1993. ISBN 0-688-
(19376-0.

When Elana Rose Rosen moves to the Melon Hill apartments w ith her
mother. her shaken sense of security threatens to keep her hiding in-
side. However. a shiny new scooter soon lures her into the street and
consequently into a fascinating new circle of friends and neighbors.
Before long. Elana is an indispensable and well-lox ed member of a

4 4
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community struggling together against the hardships of single
parentimi. illness. aging. and growing up.

Bo,ton Ghpbe -Horn Book Foion ;word. /Y94

8.13 Wittlinger, Ellen. Lornhardo's Lass.. Houghton Mifflin. 1993. ISBN

0-395-65969-8.

Fifteen-year-old Justine \ life is changed when a new family moves in

across the street. In thirteen-year-old Mike Lombardo. Justine discov-

ers a fellow mos ie hug who shares her passion for foreign and avant-

garde films. Moreoser. despite the gap in their ages. she realizes that
Mike is more exciting to he with than any of her high school friends.

As the two senture into a filmmaking project. Justine is forced to re-

flect on her true feelings tOr Mike.



9 Growing Up

9.1 Barrett. Ehzaheth. Freda II. Harper Collins. I 994. ISBN 0-06-024465-

Seventeen-year-old Ginnie has plans Lw her summer, hut they do not
include spending the 1 hole summer out of town with her grandmother.
She learns that her parents are separating. and feels that she has been
conveniently removed from home for the process. This painful and
cont using sunimer has surprises in store for Ginnie. including romance.

9.2 Block. Francesca Lia. The Hanged Ntan. HarperCollins Children's
Books. 1994. ISBN 0-06-024536-0.

Sesenteen-year-old Laurel lives in the fast lane. Attempting to escape
her dark past. she immerses herself in the heady rhythms of L.A. But
the journ,y threatens to send her spinning out of control and crashing
like the shattered glass that haunts her home. This is a moving story
about survival and the triumph of friendship over despair. Reference
to casual use of drugs and sexual experiences may he objectionable to
some readers,

9.3 Block. Francesca I.ia. Missing Angel Juan. HarperCollins Children's
Books. 1993. ISBN (1-06-023004-5.

A tangly haired. purple-eyed girl named Witch Baby lives in Los An-
geles. plays drums in a band, and loves a boy named Angel Juan. When
Angel Juan goes to Ne% York to find his own song. Witch Baby fol-
low s. She finds a guide in the big city. her ghostly almost-grandfather.
Charlie Bat, who accompanies her through frightening, surreal adven-
tures. Encountering fear and darkness. Witch Baby ultimately grow s
to recognize the power of love in this sequel to Wyche Bat. Mature
subject and language.

9.4 Calvert. Patricia. Picking Up the Pieces. Charles Scribner's Sons, 1993.
ISBN (1-684-19558-5.

A motorcycle accident has lel t Megan confined to a wheelchair with
what her therapists call SC1. spinal cord injury. One ride with a hand-
some senior, and her life has been changed forever. Determined to
help her recover, Megan's family rents the lake cottage where they

'16
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have always vacationed. There Megan becomes deeply involved with

a boy she wants to dislike, learning about emotional as well as physi-

cal injury.

9.5 Choi. Sook Nyul. Gathering of Pearls. Houghton Mifflin. 1994. ISBN

0-395-67437-9.

Sookan Bak comes from Seoul. Korea. to attend a college in New

York. despite her family's displeasure and her scant knowledge of

English. She is respected by her professors for carrying a heavy class

load and by new friends who admire her ability to work two jobs to

pay her way. Sookan is torn between meeting her own expectations

and those of her family. Must she return home at the end of college

and join her sister as a nun? A sequel to Year of Impossible Goodbyes

and I.-xlwes of the White Giriitk. Multicultund.

9.6 Disher, Garry. The Bamboo Flute. Ticknor and Fields. 1993. ISBNO-

395-66595-7.

Paul dream, of a time when there was music in his life, before his

family. like everyone else in Australia, became poor. His father no

longer whistles. and the piano has been sold. All that is left is neer-
ending work and school. So Paul dreams. He meets a swagrnan. or
drifter. who teaches him how to make a flute. Paul's music becomes

the instrument through which he can communicate with others and

ith himself.

9.7

9.8

Gallo. Donald R.. editor. Within Reach: Ten Stories. I larperCollins

Children's Books. 1993. ISBN 0-06-021440-6.

This collection of short stories by current authors of young adult fic-

tion is packed full of contemporary situations in which characters must

make hard choices. They lace real problems. like traveling alone to

visit a parent in another state, learning to understand their cultural
heritage, dealing with the temptation to cheat in school. The authors'

sty les and themes will appeal to young teenagers, especially those in

grade nine.

George. Jean Craighead. Julie. Illustrated by Wendell Minor.
larperCollms Children's Books, 1994. ISBN 0-06-023525-4

This sequel picks up the tale of Julie of the tti4ve.s. After surviving on

the Alaskan tundra for months. Julie retunis to the modern world to

lace new challenges different from those she faced in the wild. Her

lather has marned a non-Inuit woman. has forsaken many of the Inuit

ways, and has oen threatened to shoot Julie's wok es. Her village is

no longer isolated from the outside world and has changed as well. A

p.a./
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handsome stranger from Sibei a complicates Julie's new life as she
struggles to lit into her father's new family and to learn to live as a
young adult in the modern world. Mu Neu/rural.

9.9 Geras, Adele. Pictures of the Night. Harcourt Brace. l(N3. ISBN 0-
15-261588-1.

9.10

Pictures of du, Night follows The Thwer Room and Watching Me Ro.ses
in a fairy-tale-inspired trilogy about thrue friends. In a contemporary
kersion of -Snow White.- eighteen-year-old Bella is enjoying a care-
free summer in France before she begins college. Suddenly she hnds
herself threatened by two mysterious women who bear an eerie re-
semblance to her jealous stepmother.

LeN1ieux. A. C. The TV Guidance Counselor. William Morrow/Tam-
bourine Books, 1993. ISBN 0-688-12402-X.

Michael must cope w ith his parent's dikorce. his best friend's cruel
practical jokes, his new job at Thumm's market, and his girlfriend.
Melissa. He finds shelter and distance from these pressures behind the
lens of his camera, a parting gift from his father. The more clearly
Michael m.!es the World through a camera lens, the more detached from
reality he becomes.

9.11 NIcColley. Ke in. Pecking Order. HarperCollins. 1994. ISBN 0-06-
023554-3.

The Morrells hak e farmed this land in Minnesota for many genera-
tions. hut now Dad cannot meet the financial demands. Young Tom
sees his father struggle and w ants to help. hut he is distracted by fall-
ing in love tor the first time. As Tom comes to grips W, ith dramatic
changes in hislife. he discovers reser% es of humor and energy he nes er
knew Ile had. Mature language may be offenske to some readers.

9.12 Namioka. Lensey. April and the Dragon Lady. Harcourt Brace/
Brow ndeer Press. 1994. ISBN 0-15-200886- I .

In addition to balancing the demands of a busy senior y ear. April Chen
tries to lind a way to reconcile her loyalties to both Chinese and Ameri-
can alues. In keeping IA ith Chinese tradition, she is responsible for
the care of her aging and cantankerous grandmother. On the other hand.

her American upbringing has infected her W ith dreams of college. a
career. and independence. April's father and friends help her find a
solution to this dilemma. i44ulth uhural.

9.13 Ruhin. Susan Goldman. Emily Good as Gold. Harcourt Br ace. /
Brow ndeer Press. 1993. ISBN 0-15-276633-2.

4 6 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Emily Gold knows she is different: she attends a special camp and a

special school s1, itli other kids like her ss ho are developmentally dis-

abled, like ocher thirteen-year-olds. she wants to wear heels and hake

her ears pierced. despite the hict that her father objects. As Emily
struggles ss ith adolescent situations and decisions, she and her father

both come to a deeper understanding of 1, hat it means to truly care and

to trust.

9.14 Rumbaut. Hendle. Dose Dream. Houghton Mifflin. 1994. ISBN ()-

395-6093-9.

To thirteen-year-old Dose. Aunt Anna leads a wonderful life skaitres.ing

at Don's Truck Stop and dating the handsome Troy. Then Dose is sent

to Its e ss ith Aunt Anna while her parents get their Ilse, back together,
and a new V. odd opens up for her. Learning to drise a car, waiting on

tables, and falling in lose, as well as learning about her Chickasaw

heritage, make this a summer she ss ill nes er forget. Multicultural.

9.15 Say. Allen. The 1nk-Keeper's Apprentice. Houghton Mifflin. 1994.

ISBN 0-395-70562-2.

Kivoi Set's dream of becoming an artist draws him into the fascinat-

ing world of renowned Japanese cartoonist Noro Shinpet and his col-
orful apprentice. "lokida. Soon the sheltered y oung man's initiation

into the artist's life reseals to him the harsher scenes of post-World

War II Tokyo. Sei must stirs Ise a meal of fugu (a potentially lethal

Japanese delicacy t. a iolent political demonstration. his first crush.
and his matriarchal grandmother on his ssit,, to becoming Allen Say.

the real-life author and illustrator. Alulti(

9.16 Soto. Gars. Jesse. Harcourt Byace. 1994. ISBN U. 15-240239-X.

Sesenteen-y ear-old Jesse leases home in an attempt to escape front

his alcoholic stepfather and an empty life: he goes to Ike ss ith his

older brother. Abel. Within the context ol the Vietnam War. Richard

Nixon's presidency. and Cesar actise struggle for farm work-

ers rights. Jesse and Abel attend a Fresno community college during

the ss eek and labor in the fields on the weekends. TOgether the Mexi-

can American brothets struggle rot ecoliontic independence and a posi-

tise identity. Multu.ultural.

9.17 Soto. Gary . Local Nevis. I larcourt Brace. 1993. ISBN 0-15-24x117-6

This collection ol short stories shows the Its es of Mexican American

oung people in Calitot ma today. Weasel bribes his younget brother.

Angel. to do his chores by snapping a photograph ol Angel in the
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shower. Eddie, the handsomest seventh grader in school, gives Lorena
his Raiders jacket for the day, and she accidentally leaves it in biology
class. Jose claims to be a racquetball champ to impress Este la, only to
be embarrassed when she beats him 21-0 in a game. Multicultural.

9.18 Tamar. Erika. The Things 1 Did Last Summer. Harcourt Brace. 1994.
ISBN 0-15-200020-8.

Andy has hopes for this summer before his senior yearjournalism
and sex. While spending these weeks with his stepmother on the is-
land, he has an opportunity to work on The Bay Island News, and he
meets Susan. a beautiful twenty-year-old. There is a mystery surround-
ing her: Andy is determined to find out what it is and to save her. if he
can. Andy's hopes are not disappointed. He learns about himself. his
family, and courage.

9.19 Thesman, Jean. Cattail Moon. Houghton Mifflin, 1994. ISBN 0-395-
67409-3.

9.20

The mystery begins when Julia Foster moves from Seattle, and a mother
who driN es her crazy. to live with her father and grandmother in the
small town of Moon Valley. Soon Julia is haunted by the ghostly fig-
ure and captivating songs of Christine Woodmark. a resident who died
nearly twenty years ago. In this journey of ronlance and self-discov-
ery. Julia learns just how important it is to follow your own dreams.

Williams, Michael. The Genuine Half-Moon Kid. Dutton/Lodestar
Books. 1994. ISBN 0-525-67470-5.

Jay has a unique solution to his problems: stay underwater whenever
possible. Submerged in the huge fish tanks at the hatchery seems to be
the only place that's peacetUl in his not-so-peaceful existence. His fa-
ther is missing: his mother dates too much: and his grandmother has a
decided taste for siker---she eats the silverware. A quest for possihle
treasure, left to him by his grandfather, brings Jav out onto dry land
and imo the world of people.

9.21 Yep, Laurence. editor. American Dragons: Twenty-Five Asian
American Voices. HarperCollins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-021494-5.

In this collection of short stories, poems. and other selections, a win-
ning combination of Asian authors offers glimpses of life for a young
adult making the transition From Asian identity to the American Dream.
In the face of hardships from detention camps to stereotypes in high
schoolthese teenagers from China. Japan, Korea. Tibet. Vietnam.
and Thailand struggle IA ith the same questions we all ask: Who am I?
V here do I fit in'' Mu/tic/awn/I

5 0
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10 Historical Fiction

10.1 Cushman, Kai en. Catherine, Called Birdy. I larperCollins/Harper
Trophy Books, 1994. ISBN 0-06-440584-2.

Catherine. a strong-willed fourteen-year-old, lives in England in the

year 1290. In her diary she records the life of a knight's daughter in the
Middle Ages: the boredom of endless sewing. joy of celebrations, fear

of sickness, misery of learning how 'o he a "lady," and opposition to
her father's determined attempts to marry her off to any elderly rich
suitor. Catherine's adventures and her hopes and fears provide a re-
vealing portrait of medley al times. See Richard Platt's Stephen Bre.sty.
Cms-Sections: Castle (11.29) tOr a look at what kind of place was
home in medieval times.
Velvben MIll(o- Book. /yv5

10.2 Dorris. Michael. Guests. II) pei ion Books tor Children. 1994. ISI:N

0_786}4-0047- X .

ngry at his lather for ins iting strangers to he guests at the harvest
meal. Moss runs away' into the forest. A raccoon and a young girl help

him understand w ho he is now and what kind of man he may become.
Michael Dorris show1 us how the pilgrims may has e been perceis ed

by Indian families who ins ited them to share in the first Thanksgiving.
As in his hook Morning Girl. Dorris shows us a moment in history

iewed from a new perspectis e.

Fleischman. Paul. Bull Run. ElarperCollins/Laura (ieringer Books.

1993. IS13N 0-06-021446-5.
10.3

In the tradition of Edgar I.ee Masters's Spoon Rivet-Anthology. sshich

contains elements of fiction and nonfiction. Paul Heischman paints a
portrait of the first battle of the Cis ml War from the point of view of
sisteen characters. We see the glory, pain, horror, and heartbreak of

ar through the eyes of a doctor, an artist, a hlack soldier, a boy, a

slave. a mother to name just a few. The result is a rich tapestry of
peisonal impressions, insights. and reflections cis si teen people con-

sider the meaning ol ss ar and peace. Multi( uhural

UI
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10.4 Macaulay, Da\ id. Ship. Houghton Mifflin. 1993. ISBN 0-395-52439-

In a blending of fact and fiction, present and past, a group of underwa-
ter archaeologists in the Caribbean discovers the remains of a si xteenth-
century carawl, a small sailing ship. They collect, measure, record.
clean, and preserve artifacts removed from this sea grave. Also in-
cluded is the actual shipbuilder's journal from early 1500. describing
construction of the ship and the dreams that accompany the vessel on
its maiden voyage.

10.5 Ma//io, Joann. Leaving Eldorado. Houghton Mifflin, 1993. ISBN 0-
.195-64381-3.

In letters to her deceased mother. fourteen-year-old Maude recounts
her struggles li ing in a New Mexico mining town during the 1890s.
Ahandoned by her father, who has left in search of Yukon gold. Maude
finds work as a hired girl in a boardinghouse and survives with the
help of a few friends. In the process, she discovers the hardships and
personal breakthroughs associated v, ith being poor, female, indepen-
dent. and artistic in an era when her girlfriends are all seeking hus-
bands.

10.6 Mey cr. Carolyn. Rio Grande Stories. Harcourt Brace/Guiliver Books.
1994. ISBN 0-15-295876-2.

In this now!, a seventh-grade class in Albuquerque. New Mexico, is
de \ eloping "Rio Grande Stories-: their interviews and impressions of'
the Ines, families, and cultures in their community. The students
from Natke American, Hispanic American. Aftican American. Jew-
ish. and Anglo backgroundscompile a hock filled with ghost sto-
ries. legends, recipes. and traditiom. In the process of discos ering their
past. the students find out about t iemsel \ es and each other as well.
Multicultural.

10.7 Meyer. Caroly n. White Lilacs. Harcourt Brace. 1993. ISBN 0-15-
200641 -9.

With little IA arning. Rose Lee's entire African American community
of Freedomtow n is ordered to relocate to a barren, reeking site on the
outskirts of Dillon. Texas. in the 1920s because the w hite folks sud-
denly decide they need a park. Some of Rose Lee's people respond by
moving out of the state: some suhmit to the relocation: and some, like
Rose Lee's brother. re\ olt. However, it is Rose Lee who discovers the
most redeeming strategy for dealing w ith the heartache of parting.
Multicultural.
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10.8 Rinaldi, Ann. The Fifth of March: A Story of the Boston Massacre.
Harcourt Brace/Gulliver Books, 1993. ISBN 0-15-227517-7.

Boston is not an easy place in which to live in 1768. as tensions be-

tw een British and Americans iikrease. Fourteen-year-old Rachel Marsh.

an indentured servant of young lawyer John Adams and his wife.
Abigail, finds herself torn between love for the Adams family and

friendship she leels for British Private Matthew Kilroy. When Boston

citizens riot on 5 March 1770. Matthew leads the British attack against

the Americans. Rachel must help her friend and find her own place in

an emerging nation.

10.9 Rinaldi. Ann. Finishing Becca: A Story about Peggy Shippen and
Benedict Arnold. Harcourt Brace/Gulliver Books. 1994. ISBN 0-15-

200879-9.

In Philadelphia of 1778. Becca is personal maid to spoiled. rich Peggy

Shippen. Becca experiences the hardships of the Revolutionary War

and the harsh realities of Valley Forge through her brother serv ing

ss ith General George Washington. Becca watches firsthand as General

Benedict Arnold makes the transition from officer to traitor. She won-

ders ho w. she w ill get out of this situation aliv e.

10.10 Turner. Glenneue Tilley. Running for Our Lives. Illustrated by Samuel

By rd. Holiday House, 1994. ISBN 0-8234-1121-4.

L. ape is a word no slave dares say aloud, hut when young Luther
finds the cave, his family has a chance to escape their life of slavery'.

Thus begins the long trek north to freedom for the Law son family.

Early in the journey. eleven-year-old Luther and his younger sister.

Carrie. are separated from their parents. The journey is not only long.

but lonely. as the two youngsters search for both freedom and their

parents. A companion to study of the Underground Railroad.
Mullieuhural.

10.11 Wisler. G. Clifton. Jericho's Journey. Dutton/Lodestar Books. 1993.

ISBN (1-525-67428-4.

Twelve-year-old Jericho Wetherhy looks forward to adventure when

his family decides to move to Texas to start a new life in 1852. Jericho

soon learns that adventure has its price, as his family encounters hard-

ship and illness along the trail. This youngster. though small for his

age. finds that courage. perseverance. and teamskork are the true mea-

sures of maturity.

10.12 Yep. Laurence. Dragon's Gate. HarperCollins. 1993, ISRN 06-

022971-3.

53
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Otter, a Chinese youth, is sent to America in 1867 to work with his
father and uncle on the building of the transcontinental railroad in the
Sierra Nevada range of California. Withstanding oppressive labor con-
ditions and conquering daily brushes with death. Otter discovers per-
:.onal courage and learns from his uncle that one "can either change
things. or go on being changed by events." Here is a vivid portrait ot
immigrant Chinese life duriqg a strife-filled era of American history
Multicultural.

.Vett ben Huniu- Bool, 1V114
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11.1 Black. Wallace B., and Jean F. Blashfield. Iwo Jima and Okinawa.
Crestwood House. 1993. ISBN 0-89686-569-X.

During World War li, MOW marines fought fiercely against Japanese

troops for five days and struggled for four more weeks to gain control

of the island of 11,40 Jima. one of the Volcano Islands south of Japan.

The United States fought tbr three months to take the island of Okinawa.

largest of the Ryukyu Islands southwest of Japan. in order to set up a

base close enough to launch an attack on Japan. Thousands of Japa-

nese and Americans died in these costly battles. This volume is part of

the World War IF Fiftieth Anniversary series.

1 1.2 Burrell. Roy. Oxford: First Ancient History. Illustrated by Peter

Connolly. Oxford University Press, 1994. ISBN 0-19-521058-1.

This reference hook. cos ering the period of the Stone Age through the

time of the Romans. tie, a remarkable combination of photographs.

draw ings. maps. and charts to introduce the subject of ancient history.

1-or example. artifacts are discussed and illustrated next to photographs

of current cultures using many of the same techniques. The Greek kg-

end of the Minotaur, half hull and half man, is told in a comic-hook

ormat. Variety of information and presentation make this a tine addi-

tion to any reference library.

I 1.3 Carrick. Cawl. Whaling Days. Illustrated hy Da% id Frampton.
Houghton Mifflin/Clarion Books, 1993. ISBN 0-395-50948-3.

The golden age of American w haling comes to life in this detailed

text, w hich traces the history of the whaling industry to the present

day . Stunning woodcut illustrations convey the backbreaking. often

tlangerous labor of those who hunt w hales. Attention is also given to

the cornictions ot those people who seek to preserve the %shales. A

dictionary of whaling terms and a ....ected hihliography are included.

1 1.4 Collin.. Jame. I, Settling the American West. Franklin Watts. 1903.

ISBN 0-531 20070-1.

35
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Through paintings. photographs. maps. and hy ely text. this hook
chronicles the pioneer spirit that permeated the American West be-
tm, een 1865 and 1900. Chapters include such topics as the Oregon
Trail. building the transcontinental railroad, experiences of Chinese
immigrants. silver and gold strikes from the Canadian Rockies to the
Southyy est, epic cattle dui\ es airos, the plains, and the hardships and
triumphs of farmers. A comprehensive bibliography is included for
further explorations into this historical period. The poetry in Ann
Turner's (irm.y Song% (15.5 ) is a tine companion.

Connolly,. Peter. Pompeii. Oxford t nisersits Press. 109-t ISBN 0 19-
917158-0.

Imagine gotng about your daily business YY. hen. m.ith a sudden roar and

rumble. y our ssorld becomes a smoking ruin of lire and ash. For the
people of the ancient Italian city of Pompeii. Mount VC \ in ended
their v orld on 24 August s.o. 79. Preset-s ed for all time under many
feet of ash and not discos ered until 1748. the city offers a remarkable
look at ccrda), Roman life nearly 2.000 y ears ago. Mosaics. finely
detailed drim ings. maps. and photographs of preset-Ye(' artifacts supple-
ment the research

Das idson. Rosemary. Take a Look: An Introduction to the Experi-
ence of Art. Viking. 1993. ISBN 0-670-84478-0.

This hook introduces young people to the yyorld of art in an easy -to-
read and easy-to-understand tt ay. The Yolume coYers a \N ide range of
cultures. periods, artists, and sty les. gi ing examples of each and in-
cluding thought-proYoking questions. A colorful art time line at the
end ot the hook offers a sense of the history of art. The author explains
unfamiliar terms and includes a glos...ar. A y aluable supplemental text
!Or any arl class.

11.7 l)ay. Malcolm. l'he Ancient World of the Bible. \ 11,111g. 199-4. ISBN
0-670-85607-X.

IlaY c on yYondered if the Garden of Eden es er existed and wheie it
inight have been, or hoyy the Israelites actually crossed the Red Sea '

ere is a combination of hisutrical research and speculation that ion-
siders ansYY ers to these and other questions. LI le',11 les and customs
are discussed and illustrated in an attempt to make this time in history'
come alk e.

11.8 Garfunkel. Trudy. On Wings of Joy: The Story ol' Ballet from the
Sixteenth Century to Today. fault:. Mimi]. 1994. ISBN 0-3 I 6-304 12-
;.
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In tins history of hallet. dance loYer Trudy Garlunkel explores the de-

\ elopment ot the art since its origins in the courts of sixteenth-century

Europe. Gait unkers book is replete with sketches of ballet's greatest

personalities and most entertaining anecdotes and facts. Black-and-

hite photographs. poetry about dance, and a glossary of dance terms

contribute to the usefulness and artistrY ot the book.

11.9 Goldish. Meish. Crisis in Haiti. Millhrook Press. 199.4. ISBN I -56294

551A.

liere is a succinct history of Haiti. a Caribbean island nation troubled

hy the struggle for power since the affix al of Columbus on its shores

500 y ears ago. In this book in the Headliners series. author Meish

Goldish discusses the recent regime,' of the Du% idlers. Raoul Cedra.
and Jean-Bertrand Aristide. 1% hich all ins olY ed the United States inti-

m:tick. Concluding w ith the October 1994 return to power of demo-

craticallx elected Aristide. the hook anticipates a more hopeful roiniv

tor a country charactented hy upheas al and poyerty

11.10 Greene. Jacqueline Dembar. The Chippessa. Franklin Watts. 1993

ISBN 0-531-20122-K.

Through maps. photographs. and text. t'lis book describes the culture.

religion, and politics of the Chippewa Indians. one of the largest Na

tiYe American tribes living in the northern United States and Canada

im land surrounding the Great Lakes. Included are aspects of tribal

1de, the ision quest. autumn harY est. raising children, and tension

between traditional culture and the realities of modern life.
Multicultural.

lamilton. Virginia. Many Thousand Gone: African Americans from

Slaver) to Freedom. Illustrated by Leo and Diane Dillon. Alfred A.

Knopf 1993. ISBN 11-394-82X73-9.

Virginia Hamilton traces the history of slasery in America from the

earliest slay e trading through the grow th of the Underground Railroad

to the Emancipation Proclan,ation. Many Thamand Gaye tells this

history through the Yoices and stone'. of those ssho I is ed it. ex-

ceptional contribution to African American history is a tribute to those

ss ho helped pine the way to Ireedom. Multwultural.

11.12. ildshms. James. The Nlarch on Washington. HarperCollins. 1993

ISBN 0-06-021289-6.

Here is an inside y iew of the IL)63 March on Washington. D.C.. by

approximately 250.000 petiple demanding racial equality. Included are
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details of behind-the-scenes activities, from arranging for portable toi-
lets to setting up a meeting with President John Kennedy. We see na-
tionwide injustices and learn about tho Jeat men and women who
worked for needed civil rights reform. from Rosa Parks to Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Black-and-white photos show the planners. the his-
tory. and the march, an important event in the African American struggle
for equality. Multicultural.

199-1 Childn'n'c Thide BookA in the Field c,J Social Studio

11.13 Kalman. Bobbie. Eighteenth Century Clothing. Crabtree. 1993. ISBN
(1-86505-512-2.

Why did eighteenth-century women wear decorathe patches on their
faces? What is a "plumper'? How often did an eighteenth-century man
bathe, and what did he use to clean his teeth? You will find amazing
and amusing answers to these questions in this examination of Ameri-
can fashion in the eighteenth century. Cloth making, footwear, and
hairstyles are presented as historical curiosities. Readers will de clop
a lasting sense of how it felt to dress for success in the era of the Ilea-
infested powdered w ig!

11.14 Kalman, Bobbie. Nineteenth Century Clothing. Crabtree. 1993. ISBN
0-86505-513-0.

Bustles. breeches. chignons. and gaiters are a few examples of the
clothing. hairstyles. hats, and shoes worn by nineteenth-century Ameri-
can men. w omen, and children. From work clothes to high fashion.
footwear to underwear. the apparel and accessories of frontier, rural.
and urban Americans are described, accompanied by full-color illus-
trations and photographs.

11.15 Kent. Deborah. The Titanic. Children's Press. 1993. ISBN 0-516-
06672- 2.

This hook in the Cornerstones of Freedom series is a simplified ac-
count of the 1912 sinking of the famous British ocean liner Titanic in
the North Atlantic. killing more than 1.500 of the 2.200 people aboard.
The iceberg that ripped the bottom out of the double-hulled, "unsink-
able- ship on its maiden voyage was not supposed to pose a problem.
Readers are reminded that the natural world has power beyond that of
human beinp. Through photographs. paintings. drawings. and clear
text. readers JR gRen details of this "Night to Remember.-

11.16 Kent, Zachary. World NVar 1: "Tlw War to End Wars." Enslow. 1994.
ISBN 0-89490-523-6.

I low did Workl War I begin? A German submarine torpedoes the Brit-
ish ocean liner Lit mama, killing 1.198 passengers. 197 of them Amen-

55
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cims. President Woodrow Wilson chooses peace over a declaration of

war. But other international v iolence, including the assassination of
Archduke Fran/ Ferdinand of Austria. disrupts this peace and eventu-
ally draws the whole W orl d into a war that topples thrones and de-

stroys ...ountries. Photographs and maps complement the text, com-
bining to show the horror and despair of war. A book in the American

War series.

11.17 Kort. Michael G. China under Communism. Millbrook Press. 1994.

ISBN 1-56294-450-9.

The world's most populated country has changed drastically over the
centuries. This book focuses on the last half of the twentieth century.
follow ing the civil war that erupted in China at the end of World War
II. Leaders from Mao Zedong to Deng Xiaoping are presented in text
and photographs. Understanding the last major holdout of commu-
nism today is important. and this volume prov ides background infor-

mation, supported by a glossary and further reading list.

11.18 1.av.rence. Jacob. The Great Migration: An American Story. Illus-

trated by Jacob l.ass Fence. FlarperCollins Children's Books. 1993. ISBN

0-06-023037-1.

11.19

Betw een 1916 and 1919. hundreds of African Americans left the South
to find a better life in industrial cities of the North. American artist
Jacob Law rence. W hose parents were part of this exodus. chronicles

the migration in series of sixty sequenced paintings. Lawrence'', pow -

erlul erbal narrative accompanies the artwork. and Walter Dean
Myers's poem "an appreciation- evokes the spirit of hope and deter-
mination that motis ated the great migration. Multiculluml.

Lev ine. Hien. editor. Freedom's Children: Young Chit Rights Ac-
tis Tell Their Ow n Stories. Avon/Flare Books. 1993. ISBN 0-

3m1-72 I 14-7.

In this anthology of oral histories. thirty children of the Civil Rights
mos ement tell their stories. Now adults. they recount the horror% ol
segregation. bombings, beatings. and murders in the American South.

They also celebrate the heroic Freedom Rides, bus boycotts. and s oter
registration drives that ultimately bi-( /light abtan change for African
Americans. Inters icy. s 55 ith and photographs of people intimately in-
% oh ed pros ide an honest and shocking perspective on what happened

during this turbulent period ot American history. Multi, tiliurcil.

hun. Addams :Ward. 1,/v4
lot imfm:.1dull, /giti4

hltron. (hot, ly143

IR Clohlrtn's Bool. 1994
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11.20 Nladg ick. Wendy. Citymaze: A Collection of Amazing City Mazes.
Illustrated b Dan Courtne., Nick Gibbard. Dean Entk istle. and John
1-o\ . Millbrook Pres.. 1994. ISBN 1-56294-561-0.

Here i a collet:11On of map from famous eines pa.t and present. 0'.-
fered as a serie of pwile. to sok e. -four the ancient Forbidden City
ot Beijing. China, or make iour Aay from Victoria Station to St. Jame.'.
Palace in London. You hae a hird'. ee ie'. o cuie. bile :,ou
ivad about buildings of interest along the \ka.

11.21 Maestro. Betsy The Story of Money. Plustrated by Giulio Mae.tro.
lioughton Mifflin/Clarion Books, 1993. ISBN 0-395-56242-2.

Ihc stor of inone is the histor of trade. Thou.and. of %ears ago
people e \changed item the, could spare lor other items the v,anted.

eer. a. people hegan to timel great distances to trade. a ariet
of \ aluahle .uhstances harley. Nall. head., gold, sil \.erhegan to he
u.ed as tools to represent pa ment for trade item.. .1/oriel had been
imented.

11.22 \Limn. Albert. Cowboys. Indians. and Gunfighters: The Story of
the Cattle Kingdom. Macniillan/Atheneum. 1993 ISBN 0-6V-31774

Columbus hrought cattle to North America. Along %;.ith them came an
entire culture. captured 1-1.. the phrase -the frontier.- that is .011 cel-
ebrated in film and folklore. .i.rue .tories about the Comanche. Wild
Bill I l ickok. Nat I.ox e (one of many African American OM ho s i. Sit-
ting Bull. Annie ()ikle. ledd ..00soelt. and others furnish insight
into the %1a. of life a.sociated ith the American West. Full-color and
black-and- like illustrations. map,. and photographs pros ide
ground information.

/(,(9-4 ( 'Mayen.% Isaac tiool,% ft, the I 'eh! ot Sol WI 111thes
Libhu .111111nal %r B004%. /iivi

11.23 Ltrtin. na Tlw World Heritage: Prehistoric Stone Monuments.
Children's Press. 1993. ISBN 516 08356-4

We.tein Finope stand huge stone 1110111.1111ilik. or megaliths. often
drranged in a circular pattern. These chunks of stone are so enormous
ihdt mimi 1111.1 iheimi. ONcll toda,. oukl he almo.t impossihle. llov. did
the come to he there.' England'. Stonehenge. one of the ino.t

k,reathed in legend linking it to King Arthur and older ( chit

GO
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tales. What was the purpose of these monuments? Explore Stonehenge

and nearby As ebury. the exotic temple of Ggantija, and the under-

ground hypogeum. or burial chamber. of Hal Salliene and decide for

yourself.

11.24 Mc Neese. Tim. America's First Railroads. Crestwood House. 1993.

ISBN 0-89686-729-3.

American railroads came about through the dreams of many early in-

novators such as Oliser Es ans and William Strickland. Tracks were

laid across America. usually w ith immigrant labor. thus encouraging

settlement of the West. There were problems and accidents. as well as

major developments like headlights and cattle catchers. Standard-gauge

tracks were des eloped, and sand was used to solke the "grasshopper-

problem.

11.25 Mc Neese. Tim. West by Steamboat. Cresmood House, 1993. ISBN

0-89686-72S-5.

Meet Nicholas Rooseselt and his creation --the first steamboat to head

lseI to Ness Orleans trom Pittsburgh. Its maiden soyage on the Ohio

Riser was esentful and successful. 1 hese floating palaces test the
strength. courage. and endurance of bras e men and women ss ho keep

them all art, despite the es er-presem dangers of earthquakes. lires.

floods, snags. explosion,, and treacherous, changing risers. You xxiii

es en bump into Mark Bl a n in this hook in taIe ...mericans on the Mose

series.

11.26 Mettger. Zak. Till Victory Is Won: Black Soldiers in the (INN War.

Dutton/Lodestar Books, 1994. ISBN 0-525-674 12-s.

A 'rican American participation in the American Civil War is cos ered

in detail in the six cl a apsers of this hook. Free blacks as ss ell as escaped

s'as es wanted to light for the Union. Rejected at first, these coura-

,!eous men were ex entuallr, organized into formal lighting units. Pho-

tographs. a glossary. and a bibliography support facts in the text. It is a

sad commentary on our society that these s ahant soldiers were not

treated w ith much more respect aljer the war than het re. Multi( uhural.

11.27 Murphs. Jim. Across America on an Emigrant Train. F foughton

Mifflin/Clarion Books. 1993. ISBN 0-395-63390-7.

When Robert Louis Stesenson w as young. he set off from Scotland in

the 1870s to join the woman he loved in California. I lis vas cling com-

panions were emigrants hoping to settle in the sast new territories of

the American West. This hook inters% eases Ste% enson's ss onk ss i h

6 1
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the history of the transcontinental railroad. r!vealing both the power
and romance associated with steam travel and the profound. some-
times tragic. impact it had on all those whose lives it touched.

.1/A Notable Books lor Children. /994
Book ha bluors. Clunce.s. I993

Orbrs Pi iu. btord, 1994
voluble OW Children', Trade Hord.% in the treld Se.cial Snuhe,
SeJuioll.theary Journal lk.it thudo. 1993

11.28 Nirgiotis, Nicholas. Erie Canal: Gateway to the West. Franklin Watts/
First Books. 1993. ISBN 0-531-20146-5.

The 363-mile Erie Canal was constructed in the 1820s across the state
of Ness York between Albany. on the Hudson Riser upstream from
New. York City. and Buffalo. on Lake Erie in \ eqern New York. The
canal pros ided a rome thniugh the Appalachian Mountains, thus con-
necting the eastern seaboard with ss hat was then the western frontier.
'Pus hook relates the conception. construction. and inaintenance of
this important waterway. While it has been replaced by the New York
State Barge Canal. the Erie Canal remains a Ny mhol of the spirit and
attitudes of the country. Many drawings and photographs gise added
information.

11.29 Platt. Richard. Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections: Castle. Illustrated
hs Stephen Biesty. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersles. 1994. ISBN
1-56458-467_4.

11.30

With descriptise test and remarkable illustrations. a typical castle in
the Middle Ages collies alive before your eyes. From the dungeons to
the kitchens, from the manorial court to the hattlements. each page is
crammed full of details and ama/ing facts about castle life in times of
both war and peace. In its era. the castle functioned as a mini-universe.
full of intrigue and suspense. This remarkable book adds needed de-
tails to our understanding of the medies al world. See Karen Cushman's
nose! Catheruw, Called MO ( It). H tor a story of a girl s ho lised in
a medics al castle.

Platt. Richard. Stephen Biesty's Cross-Sections: N1an-of-War. Illus-
trated by Stephen Biesty. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley, 1993.
ISBN 1-56458-321-X.

Imagine 800 men crammed together between eight les els of swaying
deck on a British Rosal Nits> man-of-war. or warship. around 1800.
Ten cross sections of //. S. tory include colorful illustrations

tasclihiting anecdotes e pLumn,! detads of the ship and ot ;I sailor
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lite. How did people fight battles. eat. bathe, wash clothes. aild sleep
with so many bodies all in the same place! It wasn't easy!

11.31 Sita. Lisa. The Rattle and the Drum. Illustrated by James Watling.
Millbrook Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56294-420-7.

Native American culture is full of ritual. There are rituals for every-
day, for initiation and healing, for love and the changing of the sea-
sons. These rituals span many Indian nations, such as the Creek. Hopi,

and Apache. The pnicess of ceremony is an integral part of all civ ili/a-
tions Thorough research and lovely illustrations make this interesting
aspect of Indian culture come alive. Multicultural.

11.32 Stein. R. Conrad. The Montgomery Bus Boycott. Children's Press.
1993. ISBN 0-516-06671-4.

Rosa Parks really did not have any idea that her actions on that cool

Deceinher day in 1955 would have national conwquences. She chose
to have a seat in the white section of the hus and was not willing to

giye it up to a late boarding white nun. Reverend Martin I.uther King
Jr. organiied the boycott of buses in Montgomery. Alabama. in reac-
tion to her arrest. Clear photograph\ and simple text in this hook in the

Cornerstones of Freedom series offer the reader details of this es ent
that helped to launch the Civil Rights inmement. Mu/tic/ilium/.

1L33 Taylor. Richard 1.. The First Flight across the United States: The
Story of Calbraith Perry Rodgers and His Airplane, the Vin
Franklin Watts/First Books, 1993. ISBN 0-531-20159-7.

The }ear is 1911. and as !anon is in its infancy. No pilot!;las completed

an airplane flight across the (Inked statesat least not until Calbraith
Perry Rodgers arrives on the scene. Trained by the Wright brothers,

Rodgers accepts publisher William Randolph Hearst's S50,000 chal-
lenge to Ily from coast to coast. Thrimgh ad\ entunith chapters and
actual photographs. this hook charts Rodgers's dangerous and e \LAI-

Mil tourney.

11.34 'Fay lor. Richard The First Solo Flight around the World: The
Story of Wiley Post and His Airplane, the Winnie Mae. Franklin
Watts/First Books. 1993. ISBN 0-531-20160-0.

Wiley kis( Was blind in one eye. had only an eighth-grade edin.
and was unlicensed. yet he was the first to complete a solo airplane
Hight around the vwrld. traveling 15.474 miles in the record time of
ses en days. Post learned to fly an airplane as a parachutist with a

mg slim\ and later flInr lessons This book describes his back-
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ground as well as notew urth N. events in a\ iation history. including his
solo night.

Walker. Paul Robert. Head for the Hills! The Amazing True Story
of the Johnstmn Hood. Illustrated by Gonialei Vicente. Random
House/Bullseve Books. 1993. ISBN 0-679-84761-8.

Through a earet ul blending of narrative. historical facts. maps. illus-
tratitms. and photographs. this work ivcounts ()lie of the worst natural
disasters in American history in w hich mer 1000 people died. Head
lor chronicles the day s and hours leadintf up to the Johnstow n
Flood of May 1889 and its tragic aftermath for U. town in the Appa-
lachian Nlountains of Pennsy \ ania. The book also pio \ ides lists ol
interesting facts related to the flood. a bibliography for further research.
and an inde

11.36 Wormser. Richard. Hoboes: Wandering in America. 1870-1940.
Walker. 1994. ISBN 0-8027-8280-9.

Not just a cursory treatment of the subject, this is startling, in-depth
research into the ros ing. homeless life ol the "hobo- from the mid-
i 800. through the 1930s and 1940s. The realities of this litCst \ le ale
shocking and re \ eal it w as hardly the idy Ilic eistence often portrayed
on the screen. The hook includes remarkable photographs and inter-
\ less s ss ith people for ss hom ss andering \\ as a \\ ay of life. A compan-
ion to John Steinheck's Grapes ol Wrath and other hooks on the Great
Depression

11.37 Zeinert. Karen. Those Incredible Women of World War II. Millbrook
Press. PP)4. ISBN 1-56294-434-7.

This hi iok details the role of women who Nen ed their country in World
War II in the armet.. ser\ ices, as doctors and nurses, and on the home
front in lk a r industries. Less w idely publiciied is the role of black
women in this effort. The hook includes firsthand accounts, a time line
of esents. and a bibliography

6,1
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12.1 !kern. James VI. Hus to Read Your Nlother's Mind. Illustrated by

'faale Kelley. Houghton tiUhiii. 994. ISBN 0-395-62426-6.

11 ou \ er Yondered v. hether you ha e psychic abil Mes. this

guide to e \tra.ensory perception is sure to enlighten you. In addition

to defining such terms as par1p9( hologN. churl, 0.\am.e. and telepa-

thy. this book reY 10A. s Ills and facts about ESP. true stories or people

ho ha% e had ESP esperiences. and YY ay s in deYelop your oycn ESP

pkmei s. Also intriguing are the self-tests and ESP expermlents that

Y\ ill receal cc hether you can truly read your mother's mind.

12.2 IIeischman. Paul. Copier Creations: Using Copy Machines to Make

Decals, Silhouettes, Flip Books, Films, and Much More: Illustrated

DaY id Cam. IlarperCollins, 1993. ISBN 0-06 021052-4.

I laY e ou cc er considered making y our o\A, n greeting card.. postcard.,
letterhead. stamps..jipack punles, badges. bumper stickers. flip hooks.

or eY en films! This hook shoyA s you hoy a duplicating machnie can

assisi you in all of these projects and many more. Some of the ideas

presented ccutild make great gifts tor friends and family. Instructions

and illutra1 ions are eas to f011iM. A chapter on necessary supplies is

especially helpful

12.3 Friedhotter. Bob. The Magic Show : A Guide for Young Magicians.

Illustrated h Linda Fasenherg. Millbrook Press. 1994. ISBN I -56294-

This hook starts oft Icith some tine ups on lIOV, to put on a magi:

shok. including an actual program of tricks, and then teache ou eigh-

teen great tricks. There are ecen suggestions for music that you can

use to enhance %out performance and diwctions for braiding a iN

table magician's table.

12.4 James. Hi/aheih. and Carol liarkin. Sincerely Yours: How to Write

Grat Letters. Iloughttm Millim/Clanon Books. 199 ;. ISBN 11- 395.

5883' 4.

cc
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Here is everything you need to know about the lost art of letter writing
for different purposes and in different formats. Engaging examples of
thank-you notes, apologies, letters of condolence, invitations and re-
plies. complaints. and other letters provide excellent models for the
nov ice letter writer and also serve as useful refreshers for the more
practiced correspondent. Discover just how versatile this means of
communication can he. Whether you are sending for free items, cheer-
ing up a sick friend, writing to a pen pal in another country, or express-
ing an opinion, letters are an effective way to communicate.

12.5 Krizmanic, Judy. A Teen's Guide to Going Vegetarian. Illustrated by
Matthew Wawiorka. Viking, 1994. ISBN 0-670-85114-0.

This friendly and informative guide. written especially for teenagers
who want to "just say no- to meat, candidly details everything from
individual reasons tOr becoming a vegetarian to how to handle parents
and friends, social situations, and nutritional basics. The real facts re-
garding the cost of processing meat for human consumption, no-non-
sense nutritional guidelines. sample menus, appealing recipes, and
straightforward advice from vegetarian teens make this an invaluable
resource for both confirmed and new vegetarians.

12.6 levine, Michael. The Kid's 1ddress Book. Berkley/Perigee Books.
1994. ISBN 0-399-51875-4.

Here are over 2,000 addresses of celebrities. athletes. entertainers, and

more. In the opening "Author's Note to Kids.- Michael Levine em-
phasizes that we all are accustomed to thinking in terms ofone person,
one vote. In reality. NAV vote our preferences and beliefs every day in
the decisions we make, the products wc buy. the music w e listen to.
This collection of addresses encourages us to get involved in the world
and share our opinions by w riting to others.

12.7 Ry an. Steve. Test Your Math IQ. Sterling, 1994. ISBN 0-8069-0724-
x

This collection of 78 math puzzles captures the mind's eye. engages
the imagination. and expands powers of thought. Magic squares. devi-
ous dissections, tesselations, problems in topology, and other puzzles
ask the reader to move hey ond the basics of addition, subtraction.
multiplication, and division. 'he puzzles vary in their degree of com-
plexity and are rated vs ith one. two. or three pencils to show complex-
ity. An answer kev can he found at the hack of the hook.
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12.8 Ste% ens. Carla. A Book of Your Own: Keeping a Diary or Journal.
I loughton Nliff lin/Clarion Books, 1993. ISBN 0-395-67887-0.

For anyone who has eer thought of keeping a diary or journal. this is

a wonderful place to hegin. "What shall I write; who will read it; why

do I want to writer These questions are answered in this hook. In-

cluded are wonderful excerpts from the diaries of famous people. ex-

amples of codes invented to keep thoughts private, and reflection, on

journal nting in general. There is also a discussion of some literary

technique, and example. from all oser the world

137
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13.1 Bauer. Marion Dane. editor. Am 1 Blue? Coming Out from the Si-
lence. llarperCollms. 1994. ISBN 06-024253-1.

I hese sixteen original short stories explore aspects of growing up gay
or lesbian or %\ ith gay or lesbian friends or parents. Written by re-
spected young adult authors like M.N. Kerr, Bruce Cos tile. Lois Low ry.
William Sleator. and Jane Men. the stories also help to dispel myths
and stereotspes about homosexuality as thes tackle the topics of lose.
coining ol age. and self -identity.

13.2 Crutcher. Chris. Staying Fat for Sarah Byrnes. Greens.% illow Books,
1()9;. ISBN 0-688-1 I 552-7.

lrL Calhoune knows how his best friend. Sarah Byrnes. leek. All his
hie he has been taunted tor being tat. while Sarah del mitely lises up to
her surname. -Burns.- When Sarah was three years old, she was badly
burned. The circumstances surrounding this incident remain a mys-
tery hut es cry one knows that her sinister lather has nes er allowed her
lo thise plastic surgery to repair the damage. Eric becomes ins (rived in
sok ing this my stery of Sarah's past in order to sase his friend, w hich
Cr nearly costs loin Ins oss n life

13.3 Disk!, Gar Rat face. I icknoi wid ields. 1994. ISBN 0-395-69451-
5.

Max .ind Christina discos er that their adoptis e parents belong
to a \\ bite racist cult and that ex ery thing the \ ha s e been taught about
the skorld is a lie. they decide to run av,ay. Ratface. their nickname for
the cult's ranking official. is equally determined that they should stay.
When the children break for freedom. the y. discos er unexpected em-
elt in Ratlace and pres ion* untapped resources xx ithin themsekes.

13.4 Donos an. Stacev Dise. Dutton Children's Books. 1994. ISBN 0-525-
45 I 54--1.

Ss

Vs hie begins to fall apart the morning a speeding hit-and-run driser
miures her dog. Lucky. V's lather is diagnosed lk MI a terminal illness.
her mother drinks inure than es er: her hest !fiend Is strangek distant,
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and V reali/es she is entranced s ith Jane. a new girl at school. V must

confront serious questions about life, death. relationships. lose, and

sexuality Through loss and affirmation. V begins to reali/e the an-

swers for herself. Mature treatment of lesbianism.

iarland. Shei i. Shadow of the Dragon. Harcourt R_race. 1993. ISBN

0-15-'735311
Sixteen-sear-old Danny Vo lis es in two worlds. In the world of his

merican high school, he is concerned with his science project and

asking out Tiffany Schuh/. who seems to like him. In the world of his

Vietnamese family. Danny is responsible for helping his cousin. Sang

Ix. who has recently arrived from a Vietnamese re-education camp.

get settled in school. When Dann:,, 's cousin joins a gang and meets up

ss ith UitLin s 's skinhead hrother. Dann) 's Isso \solids collide.

.1fuln(

13.6 Hahn. Mary Dow aing. The Wind Blows Backward. Houghton

Mifilin/Clarion Books. 1993. ISBN 0-395-62975.6.

Shy Lauren is surprised to find that beneath outgoing Spencer's seem-

mgly happy exterior there is unhappiness and isolation, a dark side

pione to moodiness and reckless behas ior. Lauren and Spencer are
drawn together and fall in lose ss ith an intensity that frightens them

both. I .auren doubts if 1r r lose is enough to save Spencer from him-

self. The story deals with family conflicts. mental illness, and respon-

sible sexual behas

13.7 licor;ghan. James. Torn Awa!,.. Viking. 1994. ISBN 0-670-85

At age thirteen. Declan is smart. strong. self-sullicientand a IC...IMF

1st. His battleground is Belfast. Northern Ireland. and his enemy is the

British. Deported to Canada for his endless fighting. Declan longs only

to return to Ireland and as enge the death of his parents and sister. He

must chwse between a new life and sengeance. Choosing is not a

simple matter.

13.g Kerr. \1 N Delher Us from Es ie. HarperCollins Children's Books.

1994 ISBN 0-06-024475-5

Sixteen-year-old Parr Burrman and his family lace dil ficult times when

ssord spreads through their rural Missouri town that his older sister is

Ic.hian. hs ie has always been a loner. hut she poses a dilemma for

her traditional family when she leases the lamily farm to live with the

daughter of the low n's hanker. Parr. his older brother. and their parents

must come to terms 14 ith Ns ie's lifesty lc. It is then that Es ie learns just

6 9
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how much her family loves her. The author deals sensitively and real-
istically with an important subject.

13.9 Kerr. M. E. Linger. Harper Collins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-022882-2.

Ned Dun linger, ow ner of the town's best restaurant. Linger. requires
the "propel- respect and obedience from his employees, his wife, and
his daughter. Gary Peel and his family ssork at Linger, while his brother.
Bobby. is fighting in the Persian Gulf. Lynn Dun linger. Ned's beauti-
ful daughter, falls in lose and asks Gary to keep her secret. When
Bobby returns home with his \sounded buddy. Ned loses his iron con-
trol. hurting others and roealing himself as a patriotic bigot.

13.10 Lasky. Kathryn. Nlemoirs of a Bookhat. Harcourt Brace. 1994. ISBN
0-15-215727-1

V\ hat happens to the children in a family when Mom and Dad become
religious fanatics'? To Harper. moving around has something romantic
about it at first, though changing schools every few months is hard.
Books are Harper's only' real friends, but she must keep her reading a
secret from her parents. who are opposed to reading because of their
religious beliefs. Harper finds she is unwelcome in the family as her
parents pursue increasingly narrower religious convictions. in which
the end justifies the means.

13.11 Lusk r. 1.01N. The Giver. Houghton Mifflin. 1993. ISBN 0-395-64566-,

Jonas lis es in an ideal world: there is no poserty no conflict, no in-
equality,. At the annual December Celebration. twelse-year-olds are
gis en life assignments which match their interests, as determined by
the elders. Jonas's assignment is to he Receiser of Memories from
The Giser. to share in knowledge of the past in order to protect the
community'. Only 'The Giser and Jonas know what frightening truths
shape this seemingly perfect community. An exciting and thought-pro-
\ oking ssork that pairs \ken ss ith 19S4 or Brine

BeNt Book.% for Young Adult,. I994
11.1 Votab/i. /look for Children. l9Y-1
liookliv Editors' / 4443

lio,hon Globe -nom Book Er( low Honor /901
IR-1 Children', Chou ei. VV-1

/RA futh he/ Chim 4.%, /994
:Veit ben .1/eilai, /944
Nolable l9,1-1 Children', I rade Boo4, in the held of So, sal sludu.
Si hnol librar, Journal Heir Book,. l9V2

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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13.12 Lynch. Chrk. Gypsy Davey. HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-023586-

A product of child abuse and neglect. Dav ey becomes the self-ap-
pointed guardian of his own neglected nephew, Dennis. In spite of his

re affection for the baby. Davey is unable to break the cycle of

alc. Aism. gang involvement, and single parenthood that plagues his

family. : Itimately. a bicycle given to him by his absentee father al-

lows him u. mam far from his depressing home and becomes his sole

consolation.

13.13 Ly nch. Chris. Iceman. I larperColims, 1994. ISBN 0-06-023340-0.

Eric's life is a mess! When he is not plastering his hockey opponents

on the ice. he is lying in coffins and working part time for Mr.
McLaughlin, an eccentric mortician. His father lives for Eric's victo-

ries on the ice. while his mother wants him to get serious about reli-

gion. Neither can give Eric the warmth and honest emotion he seeks.

so he takes out his anger on the ice. Eric is heading for some real
trouble unless he can find a constructive way to express his feelings.

Subject matter may be objectionable to sonic readers.

13.14 Marsden. John. Letters from the Inside. Houghton Mifflin. 1994

ISBN 0-395-68985-6

For two teenage girls. w hat could he more natural than to have a pen

pal'? At first. getting to know each other through letters aud sharing

secrets is fun. Then Mandy begins to notice that some details in Tracey's

perfect life are not consistent: she discovers that Tracey is writing from

a correctional institution. This revelation initially shocks Mandy. but
it allos Tri,cey to he honest in what she writes. Now friends, the girls

are determined to continue corresponding. sharing their fears and hopes

and revealing the violenw they lack daily. Tracey in her life behind

bars and Mandy with an abusive older brother. Suspenseful and tern-

ly ing. the %tory will stay with you.

13.15 Mater. Anne. The Oxhoy. Alfred A. Knopf/Borioi Books, I 993. ISBN

0-679-8419 I .

In the olden day s when people and animals lived side by side. the
Oxboy would have fit in. Now he is an outcast and must keep his

ancestry if secret. "No one can tell that 1 am the son of an ox. Like my

father. I am hardworking and have a stubborn nature.- The OAlwy ad-

dresses many of the issues facing us today: suspicion of strangers. fear

01 differences, shame. This simple allegory w ill haunt readers long
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after they finish the I 00-page story. A companion to The Crucible or
study of the Joseph McCarthy era.

13.16 McClain. Ellen Jaffe. No Big Deal. Dutton/Lodestar Books. 1994.
ISBN (1-525-67483-7.

Janices fa\ orite teacher. Mr. Padmano. is heing persecuted because
of rumors that he is gay. Janice does not understand what the big deal
is w oh his sexual orientation. hut she sure know s w hat it is like to he
less than popular at school. Being merw eight, she herself' has put up
ss ith much ridicule oser the years. One thing is certain: Janice is not
going to stand h \ hile students, and her own parents. hase NIL P.
t red.

13.17 Nolan. Han. If 1 Should Die Before I Wake. Harcourt Brace. 1994.
ISBN 0-15-238040-X.

Star\ ed for a sense of belonging and brainwashed by Brad, her nen-
Nazi boyfriend. Hilary lies in the hospital in a coma after a motorcycle
accident. In a dream state. Hilary transcends fifty years of time and
space as she becomes Chana. a Jew ish teenager in Poland during the
Holocaust. Through this firsthand jounley. Hilary's hatred is replaced
w oh understanding and cinnpassiim for the courage and humanity of
those w ho suffered horrors in World War II ghettos and concentration
camps.

13.18 Paulsen. Gary. Sisters/Hermanas. Harcom race. 1993. ISBN 0-15-
'753'4-9.
The Ike,. of Rosa. an illegal Mexican immigrant making her way alone
as a teenage prostitute. and Traci. a wealthy American girl pressured
by her mother to make all the right connections. briefly intersect in
this bilingual nos ella v. ith test in English and Spanish. Living alone in
a rundow n motel. Rosa slorks the streets in order to stirs is e and help
support her family in Mexico City. while Traci's life centers around
popularity, fashion, and perfection. When the two girls accidentally
meet. Traci suddenly understands just how similar their lis es really
arc. Mature situation and language. Multicithural.

13.19 Qualey. Marsha Come In from the Cold. Houghton Mifflin. 1994.
ISBN 0-395-68986-4.

Jeff and Maud are two uncommon teenagers caught up in the political
turmoil of the 1960s. Maud's radical sister has gone underground to
protest the Vietnam War. and Jeff's brother, a marine, has just heen
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called to combat duty. More than Just a headline in the new spapers.

the Vietnam War begins to shape their young lives. Surrounded by

y iolence and despair, the two manage to find love and hopeand decide

to w ork for a better future.

13.20 RappAdam. Missing the Piano. Viking. 1994. ISBN 0-670-55340-2.

Mike's parents are divorced, but Mike. his younger sister. Alice. and

their mom has e a happy. loving relationship. When Alice joins a trav-

eling production of Les Ati.seraNes. Mom becomes her chaperone. so

Mike must stay with his dad and a stenmother who dislikes him. In-

stead of playing on his high school basketball team, Mike is sent a

military academy. where he struggles to surs iv e arbitrary discipl. .

bigotry. and brutality. Mature larguage and situations ma> offend some

readers.

13.21 Ry lam, Cy nthia. 1 Had Seen Castks. I larcourt Brace. 1993. ISBN U-

15.-2380(13-5.

lake many ordinary high school seniors in America in 1941. John Dante

ss anis to enikl in the serv ice so he can fight to yy in the war that began

%kith the Japanese attack (in Pearl Ilarhoi. !lithe freniy as the country

prepares for war. John falls in lose with (iinny. a girl opposed to war

for any reason. In North Africa he evperiences war and is changed

fore\ er. Though it is a deceptively short and simple storY. mature lan-

guage and Y is id description give John's memories great emotional

impact. A line companion to All Quiet on Ow Restcrn Pnini, Slaugh-

terhouse Tire. or The Red Bailee Couraix.

13.21 Wolff. Virginia Ismw cr. Make Lemonade. Scholastic. 1993. ISBN 0-

590-4 X141- X.

Fourteen-year-Old Verna list.! s in the inner city and needs a Job: she is

going to be the first person in her family to go to college. Answering

an ad for "Baby-sitter Needed Bad." she meets Jolly. a se enteen-y ear-

old single mother of two toddlers who are "constantly leaking liquids

eY cry V. here.- Verna struggles w ith her desire to help this family sur-

v is e and w ith the dark side of growing up in poverty. Honesty of in-

sight and a spare hut elegant style bring alive this story of triumph of

the human spirit. A companion nose! to Lingston Hughes's poetry.

:WA Best BooAs hot. /9V4

,1,orah/c BooAs to, Children. 19y4
:ALI Qui( A Pu As tor louni; Adults. 1993

/1,,,,Orst 's p th, List yy3

S, / th,ws .1,,ullusl /v9.1
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13.23 Wright. Richard. Rite of Passage. Harper Collins. 1994, ISBN 0-06-
(123419-9.

Thk posthumously published novella by Richard Wright is set in
Harlem during the 194(k. When fitteen-year-old Johnny Gibbs dis-
cmers that his family is really a foster family. he runs am, ay in rage
and pain. Joining up %.1 ith a street gang called the Ntoochers. His hie is
irrewcahly changed as he \N, itnesses and participates in the violent
actions of his nev, -family.- The hook also includes an essay on Wright's
fiction h% Princeton professor Arnold Rampersad. as lAell as a chro-
nology of key e% ents in Wright's life. Malta uhural.

7 4
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14.1 Arkin. Anthony Dana. Captain Hamaii. Harper Collins. 1994. ISBN

0-06-021505 -9.

When Aaron Pendleton arrives on the Hawaiian island of Kauai on a

family vacation. little does he know what adventures await him, An

itternoon raft ride around the Na Pali Coast leads to a mystery involv-

ing secret caves. a severed hand, a buried map. an evil land developer.

and a motley crew of islanders led by the eccentric Captain Dan. What

Aaron thought would be a relavini2 flask anan acation turns into a

battle to stay alive!

14.2 Byars. Betsy. The Dark Stairs. Viking. 1994. ISBN 0-670-55487-5.

Just down the street from the home of young Herculeah Jones is an

old. mysterious house that the neighborhood kids have dubbed "Dead

Oaks.- Although Herculeah's mother. a private investigator. has or-

dered her to stay away. Herculeah just cannot resist the temptation to

explore the town's legendary mystery. Along w ith Meat. her best friend.

lierculeah discovers the house's mystery, which lurks at the bottom of

the dark stairs. A hook in the Herculeah Jones My stery series.

14.3 Carris. Joan. Stolen Bones. I.ittle. Brow n. I 993. ISBN 0-316.130 1 8-

-1

Fleven-year-old Alec has two mysteries to solve during his summer

on a dinosaur dig in Montana: the puiile of the dinosaur hon.:, that

hay e been disappearing from the site, and the meaning of the strange

entries about himself that he finds in his grandfather's diary. As an

archaeologist and a detective. Alec finds a solution to each my stery.

14.4 Gilson. Jamie. Soccer Circus. Illustrated by Dee deRosa. Lothrop

Lee and Shepard. 1093. ISBN 0-685- 12021-R

erything seems to happen to young Hohie Hanson. He has prom-

ised his dad he will stay' out of trouble. But when his soccer team goes

out ol tow n for the big tournament. Hohie finds himself in the middle

of a fake murder my stery and a clow n in a wedding. On top of this. the

hs
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huge goalie from another team w ill not lease him alone. Trying to
Nur' IS C. loble learns some saluable lessons.

14.5 Heise]. Sharon E. Wrapped in a Riddle. I loughton Mililin. 1993.
ISBN 1)-395-65(126-7.

GrandAnn's inn. .fhe Jumping Frog, becomes cies en-y ear-old
Nliranda's temporary home ls hile her parents are assay in Antarctica
researching algae.l'pset at sw itching schook and missing hei parents.
Miranda finds her 1,mely feelings are suddenly Os erpossered hy strange
happenings. A bust of Mark Twain falk on Mrs. Prescott. and then
GrandAnn's precious letters written by Samuel Clemens turn up miss-
ing. As Miranda nies to sok e the mystery. she meets new friends at
chool ss ho agree to help.

14.6 Lasky. Kathry n. A Voice in the Wind. Harcourt Brace. 1993. ISBN ()-
I 5-2)4103-7.

Liberty, July. Charly. and Molly Starbuck are two sets of twins sk jib

allid/ing telepathic abilities and a nanny who is both understanding
and extraordinarily resourceful Transplanted to New Mexico, w here
their father is ins ols ed in a controsersial riser disersion project, the
Iss ins discos er both the charm of their surroundings and some strange
happenings. including it murder. Their determination to sok e these
illsteries makes the story inforinatis e, suspenseful. and inspirational.
A hook in the Starbuck Family Adsenture series.

14.7 Plow. Sally-. Missing Person. Viking, 1993 ISBN 0-670-84663-5.

Carrie's life is shaken to its foundations when her mother fails to re-
turn honie one night. All Carrie has is a note from her mother saying.

e gone to the mos ies." Noss Carrie must deal with her father's and
sister's reactions to her mother's disappearance and must sort out her
own feelings for her mother. Carrie finds herself in a web of mystery
ss ith puiiling clues and strange characters.

14.8 Stine. Megan. and 11. William Stine. The Mummy Awakes. Illustrated

by Peter Peebles. Random House/Bullseye Chillers. 1993. ISBN 1)-
679-84193-8.

Cameron Ross cannot understand why the mummy of Neshi wants to
kill him. Plagued by nightmares and stalked by the spirit of the young
Egyptian. Cameron begins to fall apart. Lsen his mother. a famous
Egyptologist. sk ill not beliese his claim that Neshi is alise until she
sees for lief self the empty coffin in the museum. ( iradually. however.
Cameron discos ers what Neshi is really afti.r. and he comes to terms
ss ith the fears that haunt

7G
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14.9 WaHace, BiH. Blacknater Svsamp. 110hda House, 1994. ISBN 0-

823-1- 1120-6.

When eleven-year-old Ted and his family move to Louisiana. Ted is

faced with finding new friends..limmy seems to be okay. although Ted

does not quite trust him. However. Jimmy is w illing to go into the

swamp w nh Ted to look for the mysterious witch. Ted is fascinated

ith the old woman and her love for the wikl creatures of the swamp.

When Jimmy starts the rumor that the 1.k itch is responsible for the town's

recent break-ins. Ted is faced w ith a dec is.on tam could mean death to

his baby sister.



1 5 Poetry

15.1 Feelings. Tom, editor. Soul Looks Back in Wonder. Illustrated by
Toni Feelings. Dial Books. 1993. ISBN 0-8037-1001-1.

This beautiful celebration of African American heritage pairs poetry
by May a Angelou. Langston Hughes, Alice Walker. and other celebrated
poets with captivating illustrations by Tom Feelings. Filled with a spirit
of pride, strength. and endurance, this collection of thirteen poems
connects young African Americans v. ith their collective history and
creatit e power, m the hope that -our pre% ions voung African sistkns
and hnitheis. w Ito are our today and our tomorrow . . . see their OVVII
beauty reflected in our eyes. through our work." Multicultural.

lieNt Hoed, \ jor Young Adults, 1994
ALI (lim.A, Pick% Im-Yourn; Adult%. /994

Now Kjn e Awanl tor II/win:from 1994

15.2 Gordon. Ruth. editor. Peelirg the Onion: An Anthology of Poems.
HarperColl ins/Charlotte Zolotow Books. 1993. ISBN 0-06-021727-8.

"Like the onion, poetry is a constant discotery." This collection of
poetry selected especially for young people contains poems ranging in
subject from "The Family Car" and "Body Surfing" to "Grandfather
Talk- and "Braiding My Sister's Hair." Well-known poets such as
Theodore Roethke. Octavio Par. Gabriela Mistral, and Adrienne Rich
refresh the reader with images ot places. people, animals, and events
in poems translated from Spanish. Yiddish. Korean, French, Russian.
Papago. and Romanian. Mil/fru/tura/.

15.3 Myers, Walter Dean. Brown Angels: An Album of Pictures and Verse.
HarperCollins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-022917-9.

Walter Dean Myers has compiled turn-of-the-century photographs of
African American children, which hc found in antique shops. and has
written biographical poerps in a variety of styles to catch the spirit of
each unknown child. He has created a touching album or photos and

erse that displays his warm, personal view of his subject lltdricultural.
.t1.1 ,\ohible IftwAs tor (luldrert. /VW

fis
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15.4 Ry lant, Cy nthia. Something Permanent. Photographs by Walker

Evans. Harcourt Brace, 1994. ISBN 0-15-277090-9.

This remarkable combination of poetry by Cynthia Rylant and photo-

graphs by Walker Evans records the Great Depression era with star-

tling empathy. Rylant's poems, each paired with a photograph. are so
poignant that they bring tears to the eyenot so much tears of sorrow.

although these were very difficult times, as tears of joy for something

said just exactly right. The joining of art by these two people is art at

its best, offering the reader a vivid portrait of a bygone era. A fine
companion to study of the Great Depression.

15.5 Turner. Ann. G rass Songs. Illustrated by Barry Moser. Harcourt Brace

Jovanovich. 1993. ISBN 0-15-636477-8.

In the voices of nineteenth-century pioneer women, these seventeen

poems chronicle the beauty and pain of their experiences as they headed

west. Stories of pregnancy and childbirth, encounters with Native
Americans, the freedom of the wilderness, illness, death, the constant

push to move onwardall unfold in these personalized perspectives.

Inspire,: by the private journals of pioneer women. Ann Turner's po-

ems present a tribute to the determination of these women to surv Re

and forge a new life in an unknown place. An excellent companion to

study of the westward movement in America.

15.6 Watson. Jerry. and Laura Apol Obbink. compilers. Learning to Live
in the World: Earth Poems by William Stafford. Harcourt Brace.

1994. ISBN 0-15-200208-1.

-His love for the earth, for its inhabitants, and for life itself resonates

on eve,-y page.- To read these poems by William Stafford is to glow

with a sense or belonging to the Earth and to one another. At times

deceptiv ely simple and reflecting both a gentle and fierce mood, the

poems are grouped into sections representing different aspects of our

relationship to the world. Readers can open the volume anywhere and

smile in recognition of a friend reaching out.

79



16 Science

16.1 Action Pack: Dinosaur. Alfred A. Knopf/Porting Kinder, ley. 1904.
ISBN 1-56458-683-9.

Want to huild a dinosaur'? With this kit you can build a model of a

stegosaur skeleton inore than two feet long. Maybe ),ou 1kould rather
tollost a time line show mg w hen dinosaurs 11\ ed. or play a game about
dinosaurs. The Action Pack makes this possible. Both popular and far-
fetched theories of w hy dinosaurs disappeared are included in this in-
nox auxe kit

16.2 Action Pack: Night Sky. Alfred A. Knopt/Dorling Kindersley, 1994.
ISBN 1-56458-685 5.

This interactise kit leads you on a jounicy through the night sky. You
learn about stars. planets. and black holes: you learn to recogni/e the
constellations s ith the help of the Night Sky Guidebook. There are
glow-in-the-dark stickers to paste on your ceiling and view with the
light. out. While not an in-depth study of stars nd planets. the Nig/a
Sky is an interesting and informatke display.

16.3 Action Pack: Pyramid. Allred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley. 1994.
ISBN 1-56458-684-7.

Explore the tombs of ancient Egy ptian kings ss ith this inten,ctixe kit.
Examine some of the treasures that were buried w ith the kings. Write
a secret message using hieroglyphics or build an ancient pyramid. All
of this and more is included in the Action Pack.

16.4 Asimov, Isaac. and Robert Giraud. The Future in Space. Gareth
Stes ens. 1993. ISBN 0-83Ni-091340

70

liom. will future technology help us make new discoveries in space'?
The authors discuss proposed explorations of the twenty-first century.
as well as the details of telescopes, shuttles. airplanes. and space sta-

tions. Clear and colorful illustrations abound as space issues such as
extraterrestrial lite forms. the Big Bang theory. and the speed of stars
are explained.

so
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7 I

Brandenburg..lim edited by JoAnn Bren Guernsey). Sand and Fog:

Adventures in Southern Africa. Walker. 1994. ISBN 0-8027-8233-

7.

This large-format book show, readers the unusual land of the Namih

Desert in Namibia. formerly South-West Africa. Beautiful photographs

and clear text focus on the animals. ens ironment. and people of this

harsh and unique strip of land on the southwest African coast.

16.6 Bran ley, Frankly, n M. Venus: Magellan Explores Our Twin Planet.

Harper Collin,. 1994. ISBN 0416-020298-N.

Imagine a world \A ith no water. where the temperature day- and night is

hot enough to melt lead. This is what the planet Venus is like. Clouds

of sellow has e hidden its surface from our gale for years. Now

Ifoecifitn. the first planet probe to he carried aloR by a space shuttle.

pros ides detailed pictures and MIOrmation about our sister planet. Ve-

nus. Theories about the origin and esolution of Venus combine s ith

ni...ss data to go e us more knowledge about harth.

16.7 Burnie. Das id. Dictionary of Nature. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling
Kindersky. 1904. ISBN I -5645g-473-9.

Beautifully illustrated, this reference i,pide contain, int ormatis e ma-

terial about life science. Included are biographies of man y. scientists

ho base contributed to the study of living things. All the basic areas

(it hioloes are covered, including genetics. es olution classificatitm.

and ecolog .s. to name less.

16.8 Burnie. Das id. Life. Alfred A. Knopt/Dorling Kindersk.y, 1994. ISBN

1-564:7N-477-1.

16.9

What is life9 This I rAcs itness Science hook poses the question and

sets out to answer it. from the microscopic world of cells and how

DNA works to interaction hetwee the speOes. A combination of pho-

tographs. charts, illustrations, and diagrams takes readers to the past.

the present. and the future, interrelating information and making con-

nections \A ith many aspects of life. Whateser your interest, from ziri-

ous theories of es olution to the use of the senses, this book is the place

to begin.

Butterfield. Moira. Space. Illustrated by Nick Lipscombe and Gary

Biggin. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorlinr. Kindersley, 1994. ISBN 1-56458-

"Fhis book in the !Amok Inside Cross-Sections series !mites readers into

the interiors of space %chides such as the Arollr, limar Module. Skyhth,

9
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and Voyager space probes. A short history of each vessel's service and
descriptions of its technical features accompany each illustration. In-
cluded are a helpful glossary and a Space Timeline, which charts hu-
man involvement in space exploration in this century.

16.10 Cobb. Vicki. Science Experiments You Can Eat. Illustrated by David
Cain. HarperCollins, 1994. ISBN 0-06-023534-9.

Why is one cookie crispier than another, and why don't they stay that
way Here is a chance to experiment and find out. This book is full of
"tasty- experiments illustrating scientific principles. Each begins with
a general premise. lists materials and equipment, and presents proce-
dures and observations. These are simple and fun experiments that
w ill encourage readers to think beyond the experiment itself to appli-
cations of the principles. A elossary at the end of the hook explains
scientific terms

16.11 Cobb. Vicki. and Josh Cobb. Light Action! Amazing Experiments
with Optics. HarperColl ins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-021436-8.

A good supplemental text for a science classroom or an easy-reading
technical book for outside reading. this hook explains what light is
and explores the basic principles of optics through experiments. Inter-
esting experiments offer students a chance to extend their understand-
ing of light.

16.12 Eyewitness Encyclopedia of Science. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling
Kindersley Multimedia. 1994. ISBN 1-56458-904-8.

This encyclopedia in CD-ROM format lets the viewer explore four
main science subjectsmath, physics. chemistry. and life sciencein
an interactive way. With the help of audio, video, and animation, the
reader can access information about famous people. play a quiz mas-
ter game for fun. or check through a who's who section. Words that
may be unfamiliar are in red and can he clicked on for immediate
definitions. This is a fun way to learn science concepts.

16.13 Ford. Michael Thomas. One Hundred Questions and Answers about
AIDS: What You Need to Know Now. William Morrow/Beech Tree
Books. 1993. ISBN 0-688-12697-9.

This is a well-organized, sensible. informative hook containing a list
of questions and answers about AIDS arranged like a table of con-
tents. Here are all the details an ordinary person would want to know
about AIDS. Included are interview% with AIDS victims and list% of
organizations and hotlines dealing with the killer virus. This paper-
back is essential reading for young people.

8 "
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16.14 Ganeri. Anita. The Oceans Atlas. Illustrated by Luciano Corbel la.

Alfred A. Knonf/Dorling Kindersley, 1994. ISBN 1-56458-475-5.

This large-format hook covers virtually everything about the Earth's

seas Underwater landforms. island creation, reefs, marine biology,

wat-s. and exploration are only some of the topics discussed in this
easy-to-read volume. How was the Mariana Trench formed, or how do

currents begin? Find out in this book. Colorful illustrations are the

featured mode of presenting information in this volume for the home.

library. or science classroom.

16.15 Gardner. Robert. and Day id Webster. Science Projects about Weather.

Ens low. 1994. ISBN 0-80490-533-3.

Have you have ever wanted to make a cloud, a liquid tornado, or a
weather-related project? This volume provides the necessary informa-

tion. In addition io offering scientific explanations for phenomena such

as temperature. snow, rain, wind, and storms, the book presents easy-

to- follow and safe instructions for a variety of weather-related science
projects. Diagrams, graphs, and photographs eon ven the text.

16.16 Iow ell, Elizabeth Tay ntor. Sea Jellies: Rainbows in the Sea. Franklin

Watts/New England Aquarium Books, 1993. ISBN 0-531-15259-6.

Did you know that sea jellies have lived on Earth for millions of years

and that some can even be found in fresh water? Researchers are study-

ing the chemicals in some jellies for possible treatment of cancer and

other diseases. It is becoming clear that not only are these simple crea-

tures beautiful and fun to watch, but they also play an important role

in the chain of life in the oceans.

16.17 Gribbin. John. and Mary Gribbin. Time and Space. Alfred A. Knopf/

Dorling Kindersley. 1994. ISBN 1-56458-619-7.

Why do things wear out? What is a black hole? Many of the mysteri-

ous questions we have about time and space are answered in this beau-

tifully illustrated Eyewitness Science book. Full-color photographs of

original scientific equipment. experiments. and 3-1) models reveal dis-

cos cries made hy past and present scientists in an informative, visual

guide.

16.18 Halpern. Robert R. Green Planet Rescue: Saving the Earth's En-
dangered Plants. Franklin Watts/Cincinnati Zoo Books, 1993. ISBN

0-531-11095-8,

What is an endangered species? Can plants be endangered species.

too'? You bet they can. Robert HalNrn discusses just how important

plants are to our world and what we can all do about caving the many

83
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species that are endangered right now. After all. directly or indirectly.
all life on Earth depends on plants.

16.19 Johnstone, Michael. Cars. Illustrated by Alan Austin. Alfred A. Knopf/
Dorling Kindersley. 1994. ISBN I -564584)81-2.

This collection of cross-sectional illustrations offers a new perspec-
tive on a popular subject: cars. Anecdotes about the evolution of the
automobile and details about each xehicle's unique features accom-
pany each colorful cross-section. The eleven illustrations in this book
in the Look Inside Cross-Section., series are followed by a Car Timeline.

hich chronicles some of the major advances in automotive technol-
ogy throughout the years.

16.20 Landolphi. Suzi. Hot, Sexy and Safer. Berkley/Perigee Books. 1994.
ISBN 0-399-5 ISS2-7.

Sex educator Suzi Landolphi presents a frank hnt humorous examina-
Om of issues important to young adults who are or will become sexu-
ally acti e. Although promoting "safe sex- is Landolphi's primary
concern, her work is equally valuable as a manual on self-esteem and
personal empow erment. Since this book openly discusses sexual in-
tercourse, masturbation. homosexuality. contraception, and sexually
transmitted diseases, parental guidance is suggested.

16.21 Lippincott. Kristen. Astronomy.. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersk'y.
1994. ISBN 1-56458-680-4.

This Eyew itness Science hook allows the rePJer to go froni the gen-
eral to the specific on each page. With skill and imagination, the Eye-
witness team has opened the world of %..Ntroflomy and science of the
stars through writing, photography. d'awings, and more. Theories we
now take for granted are explored in their infancy, as are those theo-
ries that were taken for commm truth many years ago but that haN,e
now been discarded. The excilemcnt of the stars is found in this hook.

16.22 Macaulay. Da% id. The Way Things Work. Alfred A. KnoptiDorling
Kindersles Multimedia. 1994. ISBN 1-56458-901-3.

Day id Macaulay's dopular book is now in CD-ROM format. See ma
chines come to life through animation, audio, and wonderful illus!ra-
lions. Simply by pointing and clicking. viewers explore machims. the
scientific r1inciples of how things work. the history of mach:nes. and
stories r, the imentors. This is not an in-depth study. but it is certainly
enteraining.

%ton (dub( Horn ,Vonli( non .1tt wd. P)S) 1/01 II,
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16.23 McKeever. Susan. editor. The Dor ling Kindersley Science Encyclo-

pedia. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley, 1994. ISBN 1-56458-328-

7.

This science encyclopedia is a one-volume treasure of scientific knowl-

edge. Information is organized into major topics such as matter. reac-

tions. ecology, and space. Within each topic is a wealth of facts. comple-

mented by color photographs. diagrams. andcharts. Biographical notes.

nine lines, a fact-finder section. and a glossary help put into cont.:xt a

massise amount of detail.

16.24 Parker. Steven. Human Body. Allred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley,

1993. ISBN 1-56458-325-2.

If you have es er wondered what makes a human being "tick,- this
Eyewitness Science hook will help you find out. Detailed pictures and

drawings take you thonigh the anatomy of the human body. More than

that, there is also an explanation of how everything actually works.

There are pictures and descriptions of the progression of medicine,

ss ith some fun anecdotes about historic beliefs and treatments.

16.25 Parker. Ste\ en. Natural World. Alfred Knopf/Dorling Kindersley.

1994. ISBN 1-56458-719-3.

Here is another gem in the collection of Ey elk liness Science hooks.

This time the subject is the entire animal kingdom. including an exten-

sise section on the history of life, from earliest reptiles to mammoths

and mastadons. As ilss ay s. illustrations and photographs are varied,

detailed. and interesting, covering hoth past and present theories.
Whether ;our interest is in how different animals hunt. their cycles of

courtship. birth, and death, or their techniques for surs is al. this is the

reference hook for you.

16.26 Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. The Vanishing Feast: How Dwindling

Genetic Diversity Threatens the World's Food Supply. Harcourt
Brace/Oulliser Green Books, 1994, ISBN 0-15-292867-7.

In the middle of winter in 1942. during the height of World War II. ten

scientists stars ed to death surrounded by seed packets of varieties of

corn, peas. rice, and many other edibles because they understood the

need for "seed variety" to protect the world's food resources from ex-

tinction by diseases. These threats are even greater today. Can we pre-

sent our own famine and extinction? Short, clear chapters present in-

formation about the importance of maintaining our biological diser

sity.
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16.27 Plan. Richard. Smithsonian Visual Timeline of Inventions. Alfred
A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley, 1994. ISBN 1-56458-675-8.

The wonderful world of inventions is presented here in a time line
complete with a variety of illustrations and inserts. There is general
discussion of large inventionssuch as steam engines and electric
powerand the industrial revolution. as well as individual discussion
of everything from microphones to a paper hag machine. The hook is
divided into categories of world events, tra% el and conquest, agricul-
ture and industry, daily life and health, and courting and communica-
tions.

16.28 The Ultimate Human Body: A Multimedia Guide to the Body and
How It Works. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley Multimedia. 1994.
ISBN 1-56458-900-5.

Here is a multimedia guide to the human body and how it works in
CD-ROM format. Watch a heart beat, listen to terms of the body with
which you may not he familiar. learn why we do certain things like
chew our food, or just browse around through the functions of Mt
body and its organs. This CD is a colorful. illustrative way to investi-
gate the functions of the human boil).

16.29 Van Rose. Susanna. Earth. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling Kindersley. 1994.
ISBN 1-56458-476-3.

This volume in the Eyewitness Science series uses short, technical
text supported by photographs. charts. and diagrams to introduce top-
ics such as continental drift, plate tectonics, ocean floor formation.
and erosion. This reference hook explains what the Earth is made of.
why it works the way it does, and how it continuously changes. Biog-
raphies of pivotal scientists are included, as are historical landmarks
in the studies of geology, oceanography. paleography, and seismol-
ogy.

16.30 The Visual Dictionary of the Earth. Alfred A. Knopf/Dorling
Kindersley, 1993. ISBN 1-56458-335-X.

Every thing you need to know about our world is contained in th's
hook in the Eyewitness Visual Dictionaries series. Well, maybe not
everything, but in these pages are volcanoes, trade winds, minerals
and gems, oceans, earthquakes. and much more. E. erything seems to
he connected in this wonderful world of ours. Great photos and illus-
trations make Earth come ali% e for the reader.

SG
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16.31 Vogt. Gregory L. The Search for the Killer Asteroid. Millhrook Press,

1994. ISBN 1-56294-448-7.

Though it reads like science fiction, this book is pure fact. As you

enter the world of asteroids, you discover how the "killer" is linked to

the disappearance of dinosaurs sixty-five million years ago. Geologist

"detectives" trace the formation of the Earth into the planet on which

we live today. Realistic drawings and photographs help readers visu-

able this process. Whether you are interested in science or just curi-

ous about Earth's beginnings, this story is fascinating.



17 Society

17.1 Angelou. Maya. Wouldn't Take Nothing for N1y Journey Now. Ran-
dom House. 1993. ISBN ()-679-42743-0.

In this collection of short essays. poet and writer Maya Angelou ex-
plores issues and concerns of being a IA oman in the 1990s. Spiritual-
ity. humor, individual style. risk taking. cultural and ancestral pride.
relationships, sensuality. and pregnancy are among the topics Angelou
addresses as she celebrates the triumphs and challenges of being a
woman. This is an excellent companion to Angelou's autobiographi-
cal novels. Mature content.

17.2 Aicher. Jules. Rage in the Streets: Mob Violence in America. Illus-
trated by Lydia J. Hess. Harcourt Brace/Brow ndeer Press. 1994. ISBN
(1-15-'77691-5.

What are the causes of riots, and how does a gathering become a mob?
This hook traces mob v iolence front the period immediately following
the American Rex olution up to the 1992 riots in 1.os Angeles. Author
Jules Archer discusses general causes of mob violence, such as intol-
erance. rixial prejudice. unemployment, and despair. Included is in-
formation ab, lilt igniters of riots. such as court decisions, police op-
pression, taxation, and even problems at rock concerts. Each chapter
is faced by an appropriate block print, and the olume offers a clear
picture of how and w hy riots happen.

17.3 Atkin. S. Beth. Voices from the Fields: Children of Nligrant
Farmmorkers Tell Their Stories. Little. BRA% n. 1993. ISBN (1-316-
()5633-2.

In their o n words through interviews and in photographs. migrant
orker,' children tell of their lives. why they are here. how they live.

and what they hope to accomplish during their lives. These young
people are ollen separated front their families, their customs, and their
remembrance of a native land. Their voices and faces are a haunting
reminder of the alluring promise of America versus harsh reality. The
text is printed in both English and Spanish. Muhicukural.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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17.4 Bachrach. Susan D. Tell Them We Remember: The Story of the
Holocaust. Little, Brown. 1994. ISBN 0-316-07484-5.

Draw ing on the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum's collec-

tion of artifacts. photographs. maps. and taped oral and video histo-

ries. this hook tells the story of the Holocaust and how it affected the

daily lives of innocent people thoughout Europe. Powerful stories and

images are presented with the hope that these terrible crimes will no er

he forgotten or repeated.

Boomi.A Thp of the Lim. / 994

17.5 Carter. Jimmy. Talking Peace: A Vision for the Next Generation.
Dutton Children's Books. 1993. ISBN 0-525-44959-0.

Former president Jimmy Carter offers "A Vision for the Next Genera-

tion" that stresses "talking as well as acting peace.- Carter provides
hisuirical background to many of todays w idespread global conflicts.

At the end of the book, he suggests !um young people can make a

ditterenc.enot only locally. but on a larger scale.

17.6 Cohen. Daniel. Cults. Milbrook Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56294-324-3.

Daniel Cohen takes readers inside N. arious cults to see what really hap-

pens on a day-to-day basis. He pros ides dramatic description of the

events surrounding the burning of the Branch Das idian compound in

Waco. Texas. and the mass suicides in Jonestown. Guyana. The mes-

sage is ultimately reassuringnone of the cults described is as wide-

spread or as posy erful as their leadership would like us to believe. Cohen

reaffirms that as long as individuals refuse to surrender their critical

judgment and can think for themselves, there is no danger or falling

prey to a cult.

17.7 Fine. John Christopher. Racket Squad. Atheneum. 1993. ISBN 0-689-

31569-4.

Did ott know that organized crime allegedly controls the toxic waste

business'? Or that many designer products are illegal counterfeits'? Af-

ter years as a New York prosecutor investigating organized crime. John

Christopher Fine w rites about this world that thris es below the surface

of the city. Reputed underworld crime figures like Joe Colombo and

Anthony "Fat Tony" Salerno take on infamous lives in this account.

Much of what the author describes is still happening today.

17.8 Gottfried. Ted. Privacy: Individual Right v. Social Needs. Nlillbrook

Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56294-403-7.

8 9
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Many people say that the media and modern technology invade al-
most every aspect of our private lives today. Consider the use of bug-
ging devices, .:amcorders, mandated drug testing for employment,
computer data banks, and even locker searches. Is privacy a right or a
privilege? Under what circumstances should we surrender our privacy'?
Ted Gottfried discusses both sides of the problem of maintaining our
personal lives in an ever more intrusive world.

17.9 Graff. Nancy Price. Where the River Runs: A Portrait of a Refugee
Family. Photographs by Richard Howard. Little, Brown. 1993. ISBN
0-316-32287-3.

This account of a Cambodian refugee family in Cambridge. Massa-
chusetts. opens on Thanksgiving Day with a reminder of the pilgrims
who came to America to build a better life. Sohka Prek and her three
sons are attempting to adjust to a modem American life and at the
same time maintain a firm hold on their Cambodian heritage. Superb
photographs and simple language give readers a close look at this family
during a typical day of school and work, visiting their grandmother.
shopping, and celebrating holidays. Multicultural.

17.10 Granfield, Linda. Cowboy: An Album. Illustrated by Seth. Ticknor
and Fields, 1994. ISBN 0-395-68430-7.

Es er wonder how realistically cowboys are portrayed in song. prose.
and film'? Cow/my: An Album tells all: the dirt. customs, boredom.
trappings, danger. uncertainty of employment, and certainty of early
retirement. Photographs and archival illustrations bring to life cow-
boys of myth and media as well as those real mavericks from varying
ethnic backgrounds. Some noteworthy cowboys and cowgirls are pro-
filed. Included are lexicons and a list of suggested reading. Wild West
enthusiasts w ill love this book.

17.11 Kerson. Adrian. Terror in the Towers: Amazing Stories from the
World Trade Center Disaster. Random House. 1993. ISBN 0-679-
85332-4.

The 1993 bombing of New York's N.k.orld Trade Center shocked the
nation. Here is an account of the event that reveals the mysterious
dualit y. of human nature: from an act of cowardly terrorism came so
many gestures of valor. These are the stories of office workers baffled
by a commuMcation system failure. kindergarten students trapped in
an elevator for hours, a disabled man carried down hundreds of stairs
by co-workers. and rescuers who light tirelessly to save thousands of
liv
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17.12 Layden. Joe. Domestic Violence, Millbrook Press. 1994. ISBN 1-

56294-554-8.

More American women die annually as a result of domestic violence
than from disease or accidents. Almost 4 percent of American children

are abused or neglected. Profiles of the typical abuser and victim em-
phasize that domestic abuse is not limited to specific social, economic.

ethnic, or age groups but pervades American society. "Breaking Free,-

a concluding chapter in this hook in the Headliners series, offers infor-
mation about groups actively working to break the cycle of abusive

domestic v iolence.

17.13 Meltzer. Milton. Cheap Raw Material. Viking, 1994. ISBN 0-670-

83128-X.

Children have been "cheap raw material- from the days of the ancient

Roman slave trade to today's fast-food industry. This hook chronicles

historical and present-day realities of child labor. Firsthand accounts

from child workers are skillfully integrated with shocking statistics

about the invisible underaged and underpaid workers in our world.

Fmploy ment laws and regulations are presented, as well as a ques-

tion-and-answer section designed to help working teen.

17.14 Rappaport. Doreen. The Alger Hiss Trial. HarperCollins/Harper Tro-

phy Books, 1993. ISBN 0-06-446115-7.

In this volume in the Be the Judge/Be the Jury series, the reader must

decide whether alleged Communist spy Alger Hiss was a traitor to the

U.S. gov ernment. Author Doreen Rappaport presents pertinent ev

dence from the 1948 trial records, commenting objectively on our le-

gal sy stem as she proceeds through defense and prosecution arguments.

Here is a startling lesson in American history, where the reader must

ev aluate the case and decide the outcome.

17.15 Rappaport. Doreen. Tinker vs. Des Moines: Student Rights on Trial.
HarperCollins/Harper Trophy Books. 1993. ISBN 0-06-446114-9.

To support a truce and to mourn the dead on both sides in the Vietnam

War, some Iowa students wore black arm hands to school one day in

1965 and were suspended. Three of the students sued school officials

in the case known as Tinker vs. ne.s Moines. This landmark case went

all the way to the Supreme Court. Follow and ev aluate the process of

the trial in this book in the Be the Judge/Be the Jury series. Review the

background. documelts. newspaper headlines, and photographs; then.

von decide: guilty or not guilty?

91
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17.16 Sherrow. Victoria. The U.S. Health Care Crisis: The Fight over
Access, Quality, and Cost. Millbrook Press, 1994. ISBN 1-56294-

364-2.

With skyrocketing medical costs and more than 37 million people un-
insured. the United States has begun to grapple with the problem of
health care reform. Victoria Sherrow explains how our basic approach
to medicine has led to conflicting solutions to this problem. She handles
a controversial subject in a straightforward manner. giving particular
attention to issues of access, quality, and cost. Most Americans agree
that something must be done. Readers of this book will be ready to
enter the debate.

17.17 Sutton. Roger. Hearing Us Out: Voices from the Gay and Lesbian
Community. Photographs by I.isa Ehright.l.ittle. Brow n. 1994. ISBN
0-3:6-82326-O.

Grow ing up gay often means grow ing up confused and in search of
Information. It car also mean growing up isolated. some2in1es desper-
ate and e% en suicidal. In mo ing first-person accounts, the individuals
inter\ iew ed for this hook tell their stories. How do they deal with
marriage, child adoption. the deastating reality of AIDS? These voices
portray the gay and lesbian comnlunity as a proud and diverse group.

9')
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18.1 Brashler, William. The Story of Negro League Baseball. Ticknor and

Fields, 1994. ISBN (1-395-69721-2.

They are dynamic baseball players. excellent hitters, extraordinary

pitchers. with proven records of unbelievable talent. Anybody's dream

team can be chosen from their ranks, but no major league baseball

team in America will have them. Why'? They are black men. Through

firsthand accounts, Rashler re-creates a great but tragic era from 1887

until 1947 when blacks were excluded 11,.. major league baseball.

forced to create their ow n teams and leagues in order to play a sport

they lox ed. Multicultural.

18.2 Christopher. Matt. Man Out at First. illustrated by Ellen Beier. Little.

Brown. 1993. ISBN 0-316-14084-8.

Eight-) ear-old Turtleneck Jones enjoys plas ing baseball, especially

since he is pretty good and gets to play first base. Unfortunately. Turtle-

neck is knocked unconscious when a ball thrown by Bus Mercer hits

him in the chest. His friends tease him about fainting: Bus seems to he

avoiding him, and his coach will not let him play. Turtleneck consid-

ers giving up baseball. hut then he receives some sound ad ice from

his , isually impaired neighbor.

18.3 Christopher. Matt. Pressure Play. Illustrated by Karin Lidbecki.

drow n. 1993. ISBN 0-316-14098-8.

Tras is Bonelli has two interests--playing baseball and editing horror

inox ies onto videotape. When he mows to a new town. he becomes

the shortstop on the baseball team and enters a contest for the best

ideotape of horror Wm clips. Howes er. strange things beinn to hap-

pen. He receives a series of anonymous telephone threats to improve

his playor else, and his videotapes disappear. Travis is under pres-

sure to sok e the mysteries and help his team win the playoff %ems.

18.4 Christopher. Matt. Top Wing. IllustrateC, by Marcy. Ramsey. Little.

Brow n. 1994. ISBN 0-316-14099-6.

9 3
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Team cohesion falls apart for the Anchois after Dana's father saves
Benton from a disastrous house fire. Dana cannot understand why his
old soccer buddy is ignoring him on the field and in school until he
begins to unravel the mysteries of how the fire started and why Benton
continues to suffer from smoke inhalation. Mau Christopher weaves
together messages about friendship. sportsmanship, and the hazards
of smcking.

18.5 Deuker. Carl. Heart of a Champion. Little, Brown, 1993. ISBN 0-
316-18166-8.

Still hurting from the unexpected death of his father. Seth dives head-
long into baseball and friendship with Jimmy. Committed to becom-
ing the best baseball players possible. the two friends grow up devel-
oping their skills and dreams together. This once-in-a-liktime friend-
ship allows Seth to discover who he really is and Jimmy to choose
who he wants to be as they experience the complexities and triumphs
of winning and losing.

ALA Best BOOks pr lining Adults. 1994
ALA Quick Picks tor Young Adults. 1994

18.6 Dygard. Thomas J. Game Plan. Morrow Junior Books, 1993. ISBN
0-688-12007-5.

When the coach of Barton High's football team is injured in a car
accident, the only person able to replace him for the final season game
is Hubert "Beano" Hauon. student manager. Beano is great in calculus
and English. but does he have the right stuff to coach the team's tem-
peramental players and lead Barton High to victory? Beano soon dis-
covers his own powers of intuition and common sense in this fast-
paced sports time!.

18.7 Gutman. Dan. World Series Classics. Viking. 1994. ISBN 0-670-
85286-4.

Baseball fans will enjoy this play-by-play commentary on the five most
excitin World Series championship games from 1912 to 1991. In a

detailed account of each game. Dan Gutman highlights individual play-
er,. newspaper reviews. photographs. anecdotes, statistics, and even
the ball park weather to re-create the suspense of the actual game. The
true baseball fan will love this trip through baseball history. enjoying
photographs and box score charts as the games unfold.

18.8 Ilughes. Dean. and Tont Hughes. Baseball Tips. Illustrated by Dennis
Lyall. Random House. 1993. ISBN 0-679-83642-X.

9,1
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What do baseball coaches everywhere stress most of the time? The

basics. This indexed book co% ers such baseball basics as hitting,

bunting. stealing, throwing, and fielding. Included are practice drills

and a glossary of terms. Illustrations effectively support the text, in-

cluding excellent line drawings of field positions. Coaches and man-

agers alike would be delighted if all their players read this book.

18.9 Kramer, S. A. Adventure in Alaska: An Amazing True Story of the

World's Longest, Toughest Dog Sled Race. Random House/Bullseye

Books. 1993. ISBN 0-679-94511-3.

This book in the Read It to Believe It series is the fascinating, true

account of Libby Riddles and her faithful dogsled team, the first woman

to win the grueling 1,200-mile Iditarod Trail race from Anchorage to

Nome. Alaska, in 1985. Riddles encountered freezing blizzards, moose

attacks, runaway dogsleds. disorientation, and collisions with walls of

ice and snow before she finally beat the odds and won the race. Her

story is an inspiration to athletes. women. ano animal lovers alike.

18.10 Lipsyte. Robert. The Chief. HarperCollins, 1993. ISBN 0-06-021064-

8.

In this sequel to The &aye, Sonny Bear, a Moscondoga Indian, has

w hat it takes to be the next heavyweight boxing champion. However.

he must decide where his loyalties lie: the false lure of fame in Las

Vegas and Hollywood; the people of his Moscondoga Nation as they

battle over a gaming casino on their reservation; or his friendship with

fledgling writer Martin Malcolm Witherspoon. the narrator of this brisk

and riveting sports novel. Can Sonny Bear handle all this pressure and

still emerge a winner? See also Ted Lewin's autobiography. / Mrs a

Teenage Mplessional Wrestler (3.1-1). as a companion book.

/14/thicitfizaw/.

18.11 Lynch. Chris. Shadow Boxer. HarperCollins. 1993. ISBN 0-06-

(123027-4.

George has been the man of the family since his father died of boxi ng-

related Miuries. While he has tried to teach his younger brother how to

tight, he has been unable to teach Monty how riot to he a lighter. In

accepting this heavy parental responsibility. George discovers that he

cannot protect his brother forever.

ALt Best Books tor lining Adult,. /994

18.12 Neumann. Peter J. Playing a Virginia Moon.11oughton Mifflin, 1994.

ISBN 0-395-66561-0.

9r
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Chet Tralek has run 1.000 miles this summer preparing for the cross-
country season. Nothing has ever been as important to him as beating
the school record. But the challenu is complicated by Maggie's flirt-
ing and Johnny Fiske's speed. How to use his anger? How to push the
pace'? Chet wonders if he will ever be successful at anything impor-
tant in his life.

18.13 Savage. Deborah. To Race a Dream. Houghton Mifflin. 1994. ISBN
0-395-69252-0.

Fifteen-year-old Theodora Harris dreams of driv ing the powerful horses
on a harness-racing farm near her home. She faces two obstacles: she
is a girl, and the year is 1906: rough sports like horse racing are un-
thinkable for women in this era. Undaunted by these barriers. Theodora
disguises herself as Theo and gains entry to the world of racing. Along
the way she finds lov e as well as the courage to pursue her real dream.

18.14 Schleifer, Jay. Firebird: Built with Excitement! Crestw ood House,
1993. ISBN 0-89686-702-1.

For y...ars. Pontiac's motto has been "We Build Excitement!" Most
fans who drive Firebirds believe the auto company has delivered on
their slogan. What today 's teens might not know is that the Firebird
dis ision used to he General Motors' dullest division. In this history of
the Firebird, readers can see changes that have occurred in the styling
and performance of this car over the past forty years. Learn, too, about
plans for the next generation of Firebirds in this hook in the Cool Clas-
c.R.' series.

18.15 Schleifer. Ja . Lamborghini: Italy's Raging Bull. Crestw ood House.
1993. ISBN 0-89686-698-X.

Ferruccio Lamborghini originally was a successful builder oh tractors.
lie loved sports cars and bought an Italian model that had some prob-
lems: so I.amhorghini decided he could build a better automobile. This
book details the development of Bi/iarini's magnificent V-I2 engine
and various Lamborghini models including the Miura. Countach. and
a 200 m.p.h. road car. the Diablo. There is even a chapter on the "Rambo

.ainho." a four-w heel-drive vehicle. II you like exotic spoils cars, this
volume in the Cool Classics series is the book for you.

18.16 Walker. Paul Robert. The Sluggers Club: A Sports Mystery. Harcourt
Brace. 1993. ISBN 0-15-276163-2.

Sonic basehall equipment is suddenly missing. Twelve-year-old base-
ball enthusiast B. J. and two other Link Leaguers, Wash and Tony.

9 6
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decide to lorm the Sh,ggeis Club to find out w hat 11 happening The

boy s lace scary and embanassing situations as they put sue then list of

suspects The situation becomes mole despeiate vs hen then team the

I lalbei tson How els goes Into .1 batting slump just helot e the cham-

pionship game

18.17 Weaer, Will. Striking Out. 11arperCollin. 1993. ISBN 0-06-0233-1.6-

x
As Billy' Bagg know s aell. life on a Minnesota dairy farm is full of

hard work. But Billy is a natural athlete who can play baseball like a

dream. As baseball becomes his dream, he faces increasing conflict

h his father. w ho needs Billy's help on the farm. especially after the

death of Billy's older brother. Baseball teaches Billy about tough

choices and decisions that can change your life forever.

Beg Book% frt 1imnt; Adults. /994

97
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19.1 Bauer. Marion Dane. A Taste of Smoke. Houghton Mifflin/Clarion
Books, 1993. ISBN (1-395-64341-4.

Caitlin has been waiting ail year for her sister. Pam, to get home from
college. They have planned for just the two of them to go camping for
three days. But first Alex, a friend of Pam's from college, shows up
and joins them. disturbing Caitlin's plans. Then Frank appears, a young
hoy strangely dressed and almost too eager to he Caitlin's friend. What
does he want from her, and why can't anyone else see him? Or can
they ?

19.2 Bellairs. John. The Drum, the Doll, and the Zombie. Dial Books,
1994. ISBN (1-8037-1462-9.

Thirteen-year-old Johnny Dixon and his neighbor. Professor
Childermass, have a party for an old friend, Dr. Coote, a professor of
folklore, Eervone laughs when Dr. Coote begins to talk about his
research on voodoo and zombiesuntil he shows them a mysterious
drum that seems to have magical powers. From that moment, their
lives are imperiled as they encounter Mama Sinestra and her evil pow-
ers. Will their spells mercome the black magic of the drum, the doll.
and the zombie?

19.3 Carmody. Isohelle. The Gathering. Dial Books. 1994. ISBN 0-8037-
1716-4

SS

Nathaniel is tired of changing schools and towns. Trying to adjust to
losing a father is hard enough without moving around so much. Now
he and his mother have moved to Cheshunt. supposedly a model com-
munity. hut something is definitely wrong. The students and staff at
Three North High are distant. secretive, and menacing: the school youth
group. called the Gathering, is led by sinister Mr. Karle. the vice prin-
cipal. Why would anyone build a school next to a slaughterhouse?
Nathaniel joins a circle of teenagers determined to stand up to the
forces of darkness that have overpowered the school and the commu-
nity'. Originally published in Australia.

9 S
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19.4 Ell man. Ertc. The Very Scary Almanac. Random Housc. 1993 ISBN

0-679-84401-5.

Have you ever wondered how to protect yourself from a vampire.
whether witches really need broomsticks to fly. or what should be in-

cluded in a ghost huntei 's kit? If so. then this is the handbook for you.

In this collection of scary facts. Eric Elfman discusses ghouk. curses.

poltergeists. aliens, mysterious creatures, heinous humans, and a mul-

titude of other frightening topics. Don't read this one before bedtime!

19.5 Gilden, Mel. The Pumpkins of Time. Harcourt Brace/Browndeer

Press, 1994. ISBN 0-15-200889-6.

Since Uncle Hugo began his experiments with dandelions as a way to

stop time. fourteen-year-old Myron's life has been marked by a series

of explosions. Myron and his friend. Princess, see dandelion mush as

a way of preserving Myron's antiijue comic book collection. Holk

eer. when the menacing alien from outer space arrives. Myron and

Princess find themselves "exploded" forward and backward in time.

not knowing why.

19.6 Piazza, Linda. Call of the Deep. Avon Books, 1994. ISBN 0-380-

77330-9.

The stretch of beach in front of the cabin is deserted, except for one

figure who calls from the darkness: "Come. Take my hand. Come walk

into the water with me." Delia is terrified, both by the deadly power of

the raging surf and by the mysterious force that draws her into the

arms of the dark-eyed stranger. Yet she is powerless to resist.

19.7 Rau, Margaret. World's Scariest "True- Ghost Stories. Sterling.

1994. ISBN 0-8069-0796-7.

These twenty-eight very short ghost stories 1N ill amaze and mystify

you. Read, for example, about a strange dog that grows bigger at each

sighting: about a long-dead Royal Air Force aviator who still flies his

phantom biplane; or about a murderous "presence- that awaits its vic-

tims in an old gabled house. Collected from all parts of the world.

these stories are guaranteed to make you shiser!

19.8 Reiss, Kathryn. Dreadful Sorry. Harcourt Brace Jmanos ich, 1993.

ISBN 0-15-224213-9.

"You're on drugs or else stark-raving loony!" That's what people think

1s hen Molly tries to explain her recurring nightmare of drowning. or

the waking dreams where she slips into the life of a young ss oman

J9
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ss ho disappeated mole than eighty y ears helot e. Molly cannot seem to
shake the haunting melody that keeps running through her head, and
the face she sees in the mirror is not al.s ays her own.

19.9 Reiss. Kathryn. Pale Phoenix. Harcourt Brace. 1994. ISBN 0-15-
200030-5.

Miranda is puirled hy runaway orphan Abby Chandlef. a sullen girl
that Mirant1.1's parents have taken in. Once. while Miranda follows
her through the snow. Abby's tracks disappear abruptly. Who is this

w ith her collection of old photograph .. and sheet music, who can
disappear into thin air? Where does she go and why? Pale Phoeni.s is
the story of a young woman's secret and horrible link to the past.

19.10 Sin) kin. Sheri Cooper. Sirens. Lothrop. Lee and Shepard. 1993. ISBN
0-6X8-12309-0.

life is my steriously changed when she accepts the statue of
a sea queen from an old sculptor. Suddenly Chantal hears distant sing-
ing and ethereal music. Moreover. strange accidents begin to happen
to the boys she knows. This novel draws on stories from Homer's
()Assey and the myth of the Lorelei. the nymph whose singing lured
sailors to their deaths in ancient times. It weaves a mystery that Chantal
must solve if she is to sav e her friends' I is es. and possibly even her
ow II

19.11 Wy ss. Thelma Hatch. A Stranger Here. HarperCollins. 1993. ISBN
0-06-02143X-4.

1-or sixteen-y ear-old Jada Sinclair. taking care of a sick aunt in Idaho
is not her idea of a fun summer vacation. Flosses er. as she begins to
rummage around in the attic of her aunt's Victorian house, she en-
counters an antique dress, an old record player. and a ghost from World
War II ss ho died the day Jada was horn. Jada befriends the ghost. and
in the process, she makes new discoveries about friendship, ahout
golden moments, and about her ass!) spirit.



Appendix: Award-Winning Books

A mimg the many ways for finding good hooks to read are the following awards
and recognition,. We hio.e included major awards gis en to hooks Ibr young

readers from 1993 to 1995. as well as information about some other useful
hooklists.

Jane Addams Award

The Jane Addams Award, established in 1953. is gi en annualk to the hook for

(ning people that most effectiely promotes peace. social justice. world corn-

=nit). or equality of the sexes and of all races. It is given hy the Women's

International League lOr Peace and Freedom and the Jane Addams Peace Asso-

ciation.

1993 Temple. Frances. Taste o/ S(dr: Sloes 01 Modern Iloth Orchard Books

1994 I e\ me, Ellen. heedorn*.% Chthlren. Ymimt II Rotno 1 to (sit refl Otto

Str rem.% Ason Books.

1995 1-reedman. Russell. Klat oi ttOrk: relit\ lime WO the C11110C (ink/ IA1b01:

t; loll Books. 1994.

Booklist 's Top of the List

The "Top of the List,- initiated in I99 I. represents the selections made hy the

staff of BookliNt of the ery hest of their "Editor's Choice- annual lists. The

complete "Editor's Choice- lists may he found in /k,oklist each January 15.

1993 Youth Fiction
Wont. Virginia Emser. Alake Lenummle. Henry 1-1()li.

Youth Nonfiction
Appelbaum. Diana. Grano m the Land. !Mistimed by Michael McCurdy. Houghton

Youth Picture Book
Erlich, Amy. AlTi'llts DI Po;pen, the lid). Illustrated hy Ste\ en Kellogg.

1994 Youth Fiction
-Temple. Fianixs. /he Orchaid Books!Richard Jackson.

Youth Nonfiction
Bachrach. Susan D. NI I hUlll We Remember I he Sion ot thr Holm mot. hide.
mot, n.
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Youth Picture Book
Guback, Georgie. Wei ..s Quilt. Greenwillow

Boston GlobeHorn Book Award

Given annually since 1967 hy the Boston Globe and Horn Book Mago:ine, these
imards are conferred in three categories. outstanding fiction or poetry. outstand-
ing nonfiction, and outstanding picture hook.

1993 Fiction Award
Berry. Jame.. Ayetnah and The Son. Harper Collins.

Fiction Honor Book
Lowrs.. Lois. The Giver Houghton Mifflin.
Nonfiction Award
McKissack. Patricia. and Fredrick McKissack. Sojourner Frail,. A en 't I a Winnan.'
Scholastic.

Nonfiction Honor Book
Krull. Kathleen. Lit.e.s ol the Moo tans Gin id Times. Bad hmes Athj Who) the
Neighbors Thought). Harcourt Brace.

Picture Book Award
Alexander. Lloyd. The Fortune- fillers. Illustrated hy TrMa Schart Hyinan Denim
Children's Books.

Picture Book Honor Books
McDermott. Gerald Raven: A lin kster Irom the Piwilic NortInt est. Illus-
trated hy the author. Harcourt Brace.

Sis. Peter. Komodo.' Greens% illo Books.

I 99-1 Fiction Award
Williams. Vera B. Scooter Illustrated hy the author. Greens% illoss Books.

Fiction Honor Books
Fine. Anne. Flour Babies. Little. Brov,n.
Fox. Paula. We.stern IVinel. Orchard Books.

Nonfiction Award
Freedman. Russell. Eleanor Roast's eh: A Lite of Dt.si rivers. Houghton Mifflin/
Clarion Books.

Nonfiction Honor Books
Marrin. Albert. Oulmilithmal Surremler: I'. S. Gond and the Civil Ulu. Atheneum.

I.ev. Constance. A bre Place. and Other Poems. Illustrated b.s Robert Sabuda.
Macmillan/Margaret K. McEldem Books.
Picture Book Award
Sa.s. Allen. Grandfather's Journes Illustrated h the author. Himghton Mifflin.
Picture Book Honor Books
Henke., Kes in. On en. Illustrated hy the author. Greems ilkm. Books.
Sis, Peter. A Smoll fide /tom the hir Ear North. Illustrated by the author.
Allied A. Knopf.

Andrew Carnegie Medal

This medal, first given in 1937 to commemorate the hundredth annkersary ol
the birth ol Andrcw Cat ilegie. is awarded annually by the British Library Asso-
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ciation to an outstanding children's hook written in English and first published

in the United Kingdom.

1993 FineAnne. Flour Babies. Hamish Hamilton.

1994 Sy. indells. Robert. Stone Cold. Hamkh Hamilton.

International Board on Books for Young People Honor List

Established in 1956. this list is published every two years to recognize hooks

published in countries all over the world that represent the best in literature for

oung readers. Listed bekiw is the most recent honoree from the United States

1994 Paterson. Katherine. Lvddie. E. P. Dutton.

International Reading Association Children's Book Award

Given annually since 1975, this award honors the first or second hook of an

author, from any country who show s unisual promise.

1993 Hesse, Karen. Letters from Rilka. Henry Holt.

1994 Toll. Nell y. llelmtd the Seeret Wtmlow: A Menum. ti Hidden Childhood dariaL!

IV, irk/ War Two. Dial Books.

1995 Krisher. Trudy. Spite Fences. Delacime Press.

Bios en. Cary. Stranded at Plimoinh Plantathm. HarperCollm..

Coretta Scott King Award

These awards and honor designations have been given annually since 1969 to

African American authors and illustrators for hooks that are outstanding inspi-

rational and educational contributions to literature for children and young people

They are given by the Social Responsibilities Round Table of the American

Library Association.

1993 Author Award
McKissack. Patricia C. The flarK-Thirts: Southern lales est the upet natural Il-

lustrated by Brian Pmkney. Alfred A. Knopf..

Illustrator Award
Anderson. Das id AlSankola, reteller. The Orii;in of Life on karth: An AIM an

Creathm Myth. Illustrated by Kathleen Atkin, Wilson. Sight Produciiims.

1994 Author Award
Johnson. Angela. limint the Sweep. Orchard Books.

Author Honor Books
Thomas. Joyce Carol. Bailin Mmes. in Brormiss heat lea Illustrated by Rs!, d

Cooper. [tarp:I-C(41ms
Myers. Walter Dean. Matcolm V. By Ans Means Ne, essary. Scholastic.

Illustrator Ass ard
Feelings. Tom. .5(ml Li )04 s M4.4 ii, liimiler Illustrated by the authiir. Disubleday

Illustrator Honor Books
Ihornas. Jo)i:e carol. Brou n Umul us litoomu heat Tea. Illustrated by JlotJ

Cooper. liarperCollms
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Margaree King. I 'tide ittls Haibershop. Illustrated by James Ransome.
Simon and Schuster.

Author Award
McKissack. Patricia C.. and Frednck L. McKissack. Chn.st"no in the Big Hou.se.
Christma.1 in the Qua tiers. Scholastic.
Author Honor Books
Woodson. Jacqueline. / Hat/n lilt ant to tell You Thi.s Delacorte Press.
NlcKissack. Patricia C.. and Fredrick McKissack. ii/oc4 Minuend.- The Story of

Neizm Baseball Leavitt'. Scholastic.
Illustrator :Ward
Johnstm. James Weldon. TIn' Creation Illustrated by James L. Ransome. Holi-
day House.

Mustrator Honor Books
Medearls, Angela Shell. /he Sin .i/an. Illustrated by Terea Shafier. Holiday
House.

Grimes. Nikki. Meet Danttia linnyn. Illustrated hy Flod Cooper. Lothrop, Lee
and Shepard Bi-ioks

NCTE Orbis Pictus Award for Outstanding Nonfiction for Children

Thi,, award comniemorates the work ofJohn Comenius. Pichis: The World
in Ptetures, published in 1657 and historically considered to he the first hook
actually planned for young readers. The selection committee chooses one out-
standing nonfiction book each year on the basis of accuracy. organization. de-
sign. t ;riting style, and usefulness for classroom teaching.
1993 Award

St an le.s Jerr . Children ol the Boit 1: The Truy Stort of the School at
Weedpatch Camp. Crossn.
Honor Books
Cummings. Pat. ed. lalkinv with Artists. Macmillan/Bradbury Press.
Cime. N1olly. Come Hack. Salmon: How a Group ot abed
L:eon Creek and lintught It Iftwk us Life. Sierra Club Books.

I 904 Assard
Murph.s. Jim. Ainerit a on an Etni vrant Twin. Houghton Mifflin/Clarion
Books.

Honor Books
Brandenburg ii in la the lap of the World: Adventures it ith .1 ru bit U tires. Walker.
Brooks. Bruce .1/ciA in It its . -1111111111 Pert emu Pn and Communteathin. Farrar.
Straus and Giroux.

11495 Award
Swanson. Diane. .Cafari benetuli the Sf'11 The II iMde r It'(ultl of the North Pat hie
Com,. Sierra Club Books,
Honor Books
Desses, Jennifer Ow ings Witahte Reut it,' The UsiA ot lb Kathleen Rtanstit.
RI ds PR...
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Freedman. Russell. Kidv at Work: Lot i Hine atul theCru.sade avainst Child Labor

Houghton Milihn/Clarilin Books.
McKi,sack. Patricia C_. and Fredrick L. Mc Kissack. ChrOlinas I,, Ihe Big House.

Chri.stmas in the Quarters. Scholastic.

NCTE Award for Excellence in Poetry for Children

Established in 1977. this award is presented es ery three years to a living Ameri-

can poet for an aggregrate body of work for children ages three to thirteen.

1994 Borhara Fshensei,. Major lorks Cold Stars and Ftrellies: Poems for the hint
Set,soas 1984. HtirperCollinsi: iksids is ah Wrinkled Knees ( 19S7.1-iarperCollinsi,

and 'Alm Shrunk Viv Grondwoilu r's Poem. ot reolrv 1992.
HarperCollins,

John Newhery Medal

The New Ivry Medal and honor book designations has e been gi en annually

since 1922 to the most distinguished contributions to literature for young read-

ers published in the United States during the preceding year. The authors must

be citizens sir residents of the United States. The award is given by the Associa-

tion for Library Service to Children of the American Library Association.

I 99 1 Medal
Rs lant. Cs nthia. Ah..%ine Mos.. Orchard Books

Honor Books
Brooks. Bruce R hat Hearts. HarperCollins.

NIcKis \ack. Patricia C. The Dark-num: Southern Iales 01 the supermattnit Il-

lustrated t) Brian Pinkney. Allred A. Knopf.

NI) cr., Waiter Dean. Sonleit here in du. Harkne ScholaNtw.

lott4 Medal
(Am. rs. Lois. The Goer Houghton

Honor Books
Conly. Jane Leslie. Cm.71. huh.' HarperCollins.

I.:reedman. Russell. Lleanor Roostwell: ol Discovers. lltnighton Mifflin/

Clarion Books.
Yep. Laurence. Drai;on's Gate HarperCollins.

Medal
Creech. Sharon. Mak Two Aloon.s. HarperCollins.

Honor Books
Cushman, Karen. Cathertne. Called Bird.%. Houghton Mifflin/Clarion Books.

Farmer. Nancs. The Ear the Eve and the :Ion. Orchard Books.

1995

Edgar Allan Poe/Mystery Writers ofAmerica Award for Juvenile Mystery

The My stery Writers of America ha.se gisen awards lor the best juvenile and

best young adult my steries every year since 1961. Each winner receis es an
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"Edgar:. a ceramic bust of Edgar Allan Poe, who was one of the originators of
the mystery story.

i 903 Best Juvenile Novel
Bunting, Eve. C(1-fin on a Cw.e. Harper Collins Children's. Books
Best Young Adult Novel
Retter, Chap. ,4 Little Ha Dead. Delacone.

994 Best Juvenile Novel
Wallace. Barbara Brooks. The TIltn in the Tavern. Atheneum.
Best Young Adult Novel
Nixon, Joan Lowery The Name of au Game ltak Aitirjer Macoi-te.

1995 Best Juvenile Novel
Roberts. Willo Davis. The Absidulel% Due Story
Park with the Terrible Rube.i. Atheneum.

Best Young Adult Novel
Springer, Nancy 71ntehme It. Harcourt Brace.

Booklists

/ Visited Yellow,vone

In addition to recognition awarded to a handful of selected titles. several orga-
nitations issue annual lists of recommended hooks. While qich lists are too
lengthy to include in this volume, we include descriptions of the booklists that
would be of interest to readers of High Iwo-estEasy Reading and indicate how
to obtain these hooklists.

American Library Association/Notable Children's Book Committee
The Notable Children's Book Committee of the Association for Library Ser-
vice to Children, a division of the American Library Association. selects no-
table hooks each year on the basis of literary quality, originality of text and il-
lustrations, design, format, subject matter of interest and value to children, and
likelihood of acceptance by children. The complete list 9S Notable Books for
Children appears yearly in the March I 5 issue of Booklist. a journal published
by the American Library Association.

American Library Association/Young Adult Library Services Association
The Young Adult Library Services Assoc:Jtion of the American Library Asso-
ciation each year puts out a list of books with high appeal to young adult read-
ers who, for whatever reason, do not like to read. The complete list of Quick
Picks for Young Adults is published each year in the April I issue of Bookiisi.
The association 'so puts out its list of Best Books lor Young Adults every year.
.:ontaining the Fiction and nonfiction titles that show both high literary quality
and popular appeal to young adult readers. The complete list of Best Books for
Young Adults can also be found each year in the April I issue of Bw,klist. Both
lists can be ordered directly from the ALA. Please indicate which list you want
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and send a self-addressed stampeo business-size envelope for each list to

YALSA, 50 E. Huron Street, Chicago, 11. 6061 I.

International Reading Association

The International Reading Association each year asks children. young adults.

and teachers to vote on a list of books recommended by recognized sources such

as Book Horn Book, and Journal ol Reading. The top vote-getters in each

group are listed in IRA journals each year and may also he obtained from the

IRA directly. The complete list of Children's Choices appears yearly in the

November issue of The Reading Teacher the Young Adults' Choices appear in

the November issue of Journal of Reading. and the Teachers' Choices appear

in the November issue of The Reading Teacher Single copies of any of the lists

may he obtained for a charge of S1.00 from The International Reading Aso-
dation, Order Department, 800 Barksdale Road, P.O. Box 8139, Newark. DE

! 97 1 . I 39.

Notable Children's Trade Books in the Field of Social Studies

A Book Rev kw Committee appointed by the National Council for the Social

Studies, in cooperation w ith the Children's Book Council. selects hooks pub-

lished in the United States each year that (1) are written primarily for students

in grades K-8. ( 2) emphasize human relations, (3) represent a diversity of groups

and are senstitive to a broad range of cultural experiences. (4) present an origi-

nal theme or a fresh 'dant on a traditional topic. (5( are easily readable and of

high literary quality. and (6) have a pleasing format and, when appropriate, il-

lustrations that enrich the text. The complete list of these notable hooks appears

yearly in the April/May issue of Social Education. the journal of the National

Council for the Social Studies. Single copies may he obtained at no charge by

sending a stamped (3 oz.). self-addressed 6" x 9" envelope to the Children's

Book Council, 568 Broadway. Suite 404. New York, NY 10012. (In 1994, the

date on the list was changed to coincide with the current calendar year. Prior to

1994. the date on the list was for the prey ious calendar year. the year in which

the books were published. Thus, while there is no list labeled Notable 1993

Children's Trade Books in the Field of Social Studies, there has been no inter-

ruption in the listing. The 1993 books appear on the 1994 list.)

Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children

Each y ear a book review panel appointed b) the National Scietre Teachers

Association and assembled in cooperation with the Children's Book Council

selects a list of outstanding hooks for young readers that present substantial

science content in a clear, accurate, and up-to-date way. Each hook is also es alu-

ated on its freedom from gender, ethnic, and socioeconomic bias, and on the

quality of its presentation of material. The complete list of outstanding science

hooks is published each spring in the March issue of Science atul Children.
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Reprints of the list can he ordered from the Children's Book Council, Attn
Outstanding Science Trade Books for Children, 568 Broadway, Suite 404, New
York, NY 10012. Enclose a self-addressed 6" x 9" envelope with 78e postage
and $2.00 cash or check for one copy: bulk copies may be ordered at 90e each
tor 2-19 copies or 75e each for 20 or more copies.

School Library Journal's Best Books

The Book Re% iew Editors of School Library Journa/ annually choose the best
among the thousands of new books for younger readers submitted to the jour-
nal for review during the preceding year. Books are selected on the basis of strong
story line, clear presentation, high-quality illustration, and probable appeal to

oung readers. The complete list is published each year in the December issue
of the journal.

Lists and descriptions of other awards. pri/es. and lists can he found at the front
of recent editions of Children '.5 Book% in Prini, an annual publication of R. R
Bow ker.
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Atheneum. Di ision of Macmillan. 866 Third Avenue, New York. NY 101122. Orders

to: 100 Front Street. Box 5110. Riverside, NJ 08075. 800-257-5755.

Avon Books. 1350 Asenue of the Americas, 2nd Floor, New York, NY 10(119. Orders

to: P.O. Box 767, Dresden. TN 38225. 800-223-0690.

Avon/Flare Books. See Avon Books.
Berkley Publishing Group. 200 Madison A\ enue. New York. NY 10016. Distributed

by Warner Publishing Sers ices. 810 Se enth Asenue, New York. NY 10019. Orders

to P.O. Box 506. East Rutherford, NJ 07073. 800-223-0510,

Berkley/Jove Books. See Berkley Publishing Group.
Berkley/Perigee Books. See Berkley Publishing Group.
Berkley/Splash Books. See Berkley Publishing Group.
Children's Press. Division of Grolier. 5440 N. Cumberland As enue. Chicago. IL 60656.

800-621-1 I 15.

Crabtree. 350 Fifth enue, Suite '108. New York, NY 10018. 800-387-7"50.

Crest -vood House. Division of Macmillan, 866 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

Orders to: 100 Front Street. Box 500. Riverside. NJ 08075. 800-257-5755.

Dial Books. Di \ ision of E. P. Dutton. 2 Park Avenue. New York. NY 10016. Orders to:

Penguin USA. P.O Box 120. Bert;entield. NJ (17621. 800-387-0600.

E. P. Dutton. Division of Penguin USA, 375 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014. Dicier,

to: P.O. Box 120, Bergenfield. NJ 1)7621-0120. 800-526-0275.

Dutton's Children's Books. See E. P. Dutton.
Dutton/CAblehill Books. See E. P. Dutton.
DuttonlAt:tar Books. See E. P. Dutton.
Eakin Pretrs. P.O. Drawer 90159, Austin. TX 78709-0159. 512-288-1771.

William B. Eerdmans. 255 Jefferson Avenue. SE, Grand Rapids. MI 49503. 800-253-

75/1.
Enslow. Bloy Street and Ramsey Avenue, Box 777. Hillside. NJ 07205. 800-398-2504.

Creenwillow Books. Div ision of William Morrow. 105 Madison Avenue. New York.

NY 10016. Orders to: 39 Plymouth Street. P.O. Box 1219. Faiftield. NJ 07007. 8(8)-

843-9389.
Harcourt Brace. (Formerly Harcourt Brace Jovanov ich.) 1250 Sixth Avenue. San Di-

ego, CA 92101. Orders to: 6277 Sea Harbor Drive. Orlando, FL 32887. 800-346-

X6.48.

Harcourt Brace/Browndeer Press. See Harcourt Brace.
Harcourt Brace/Gulliver Books. See Harcourt Brace.
Harcourt Brace/Gulliver Green Books. See Harcourt 13race.
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Harcourt Brace/Harvest Books. Sec ..arcourt Brace.
Harcourt Brace/Jane Yolen Books. See Harcourt Brace.
Harper Collins. I() East 53rd Street. New York, NY 10022-5299. Orders to: 1000 Key-

stone Industrial Park, Scranton, PA 18512-4621. 800-242-7737.
Harper Collins Children's Books. See Harper Collins.
Harper Collins/Laura Geringer Books. See Harper Collins.
Harper Collins/Harper Trophy Books. See Harper Collins.
Harper Collins/Charlotte Zolotow Books. See Harper Collins.
Holiday House. 425 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 10017. 212-688-008.
Houghton Mifflin. 1 Beacon Street. Boston, MA 02108. Orders to: Wayside Road.

Burlington, MA 01803. 800-225-3362.

Houghton Mifflin/Clarion Books. See Houghton Mifflin.
Hyperion Books for Children. Imprint of Walt Disney Publishing Group, 114 Fifth

Avenue. New York. NY 10011. Distributed by Little. Brown. Orders to: 200 West
Street, Waltham, MA 02254. 800-343-9204.

Alfred A. Knopf. Subsidiary of Random House. 201 East 50th Street. Ness York, NY
10022. Orders to: 400 Hahn Road, Westminster, MD 21157. 800-733-3000.
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to: 200 West Street. Waltham. MA 02254. 800-343-9204.

Little, Brown/Arcade Books. See Little. Brown.
Little, Brown/Joy Street Books. See Little. Brown.
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Books. Division of William Morrow 105 Madison Avenue.

New York, NY 10016. Orders to: 39 Plymouth Street. P.O. Box 1219. Fairfield. NJ
07007. 800-237-0657.

Macmillan. 866 Third AN enue. New York, NY 10022. Orders to: 100 Front Street. Box
500. Riverside, NJ 08075. 800-257-5755.

Nlilibrook Press. 2 Old New Milford Road. Brookfield. CT 06804. 2(13-740-222(1.

William Morrow.. 105 Madison Avenue, New York. NY 10016. Orders to: Wilmor
Warehouse. P.O. Box 1219. 39 Plymouth Street. Fairfield. NJ 07007. 800-843-9389.

William Morrow/Beech Tree Books. See William Morrow
William Morrow/Tambourine Books. See William Morrow.
Morrow Junior Books. See William Morrow
North-South Books. 1133 Broadway. Suite 1016. New York. NY 10010. Orders to:

Picture Book Studio, I() Central Street. Saxonville. MA 01701. 8(1(1-462-1252.

Orchard Books. Division of Franklin Watts. 95 Madison Menne, Ilth Flom New York.
NY 10016. 81)0-672-6672.

Oxford University Press. 200 Madison Avenue. New York. NY 1(1(116. Orders to: 2001
Evans Road. Cary, NC 27513. 800-451-7556.

Random House. 210 East 50th Street. 31st Floor. New York. NY 10022. Orders to: 400
Hahn Road. Westminster. MD 21157. 800-733-3000.

Random House/Bullseye Books. See Random House.
Random House/Bullseye Chillers. See Random House.
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Scholastic. 730 Broadway, New York, NY 10003. Orders to: P.O. Box 120, Bergenfield,
NJ 07621. 800-325-6149.

Charles Scribner's Sons. Division of Macmillan, 866 Third AN enue, New York, NY
10022. Orders to: 100 Front Street. Box 500, Riverside, NJ 08075. 800-257-5755.

Sierra Club Books. 730 Polk Street. San Francisco, CA 94109. Distributed by Random
House. Orders to: 400 Hahn Road, Westminster, MD 21157. 800-733-3000.

Sierra Club Books for Children. See Sierra Club Books.
Sterling Publishing. 387 Park Avenue South. New York. NY 111016-8810. 800-367-9692.

Gareth Stevens. River Center Building, 1555 N. River Center Drive, Suite 201. Mil-
waukee. WI 53212. 800-341-3569.

Ticknor and Fields. Affiliate of Houghton Mifflin, 215 Park Avenue South, New York,
NY 10003. Orders to: Wayside Road. Burlington, MA 01803. 800-225-3362.

Troll Associates. Subsidiary of Educational Reading Services. 100 Corporate Drive.
Mahwah, NJ 07430. 800-526-5289.

Troll Associates/Bridgewater Books. See Troll Associates.
Viking. pis ision of Penguin USA. 375 Hudson Street, New York, NY 10014. Orders

to: P.O. Box 120. Bergenfield. NJ 07621-012(1. 800-526-0275.

Walker and Company. 720 Fifth Avenue. New York. NY 10019. 800-289-2553.

Franklin Watts. Subsidiary of Grolier, 387 Park Avenue South, New York, NY 10016.
Orders to: 5450 N. Cumberland Avenue. Chicago, IL 60657. 800-672-6672.

Franklin Watts/New England Aquarium. See Franklin Watts.
Franklin Watts/Cincinnati Zoo Books. See Franklin Watts.
Franklin Watts/First Books. See Franklin Watts.
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New from NCTE
YOUR READING
An Annotated Book list for
Middle School and Junior High
1995-96 Edition
Barbara G. Samuels and
G. Kylene Beers, editors
With a foreword by Joan Lowery Nixon

Whether your students want to read spine-
tingling horror stories or speculations about
future life in far-away galaxies, they are sure
to find something to engage them in the lat-
est edition of Your Reading. Covering
young adult literature published in 1993 and
1994, thc book contains over 1,200 anno-
tations on topics from volcanos to oceans,
compulsive gambling to anorexia, the joy
of first love to the pain of breaking up and
moving on. There's truly something tor
every interest. Since half of the annotations
in Your Reading are on nonfiction subjects
from fields like history, the natural and
physical sciences, and current events, the
book can be an important research tool for
students working on school projects. A spe-
cial feature of this edition is a list of 100
notable young adult books published dur-
ing the 25 years prior to this edition of Your
Reading, selected for their appeal to stu-
dents in middle school and junior high.
Author, title, and subject indexes and an
appendix of award-winning books will help
students locate books of interest; the de-
tailed bibliographic information included
with cach cntry and a directory of publish-
ers' addresses and phone numbers will help
them to track those books down. 381 pp.
1995. Grades 6-9. ISBN 0-8141-5943-5.
No. 59435-4024
$21.95 ($15.95 NCTE member price)

BOOKS FOR YOU
An Annotated Booklist for
Senior High Students
1995 Edition
Leila Christenbury, editor
With a foreword by Jerry Spinelli

Whether your students are interested in
space exploration or civil rights, love sto-
ries or mysteries, they are sure to find some-
thing in the 1995 edition of Books for You
that will appeal to them. With over 1,000
titles included, there's something for every
readerand plenty for high school teach-
ers and librarians to select from. The
twenty-one reviewersa diverse group of
public and private school teachers, admin-
istrators, and librariansselected these
titles from some 5,000 received during the
creation of Books for You. The books are
grouped by subject into thirty-five thematic
chapters. including "Adventure and Sur-
vival," "Dating and Sexual Awareness,"
"The Holocaust," and "Self-Help: Your
Health and Your Body." More than 150
titles with a multicultural focuseach of
which also appears in one of the topical
chaptersare highlighted in an additional
chapter called "Multicultural Themes."
Every booklist entry includes full biblio-
graphic information, a concise summary of
the book's contcnts, and a notation about
any awards the book has won. Author, title,
and subject indexes will help readers locate
a favorite author or find more books on a
particular topic. An appendix that lists win-
ners of major book awards and a directory
of publishers are also included. 432 pp.
1995. Grades 9-12. ISBN 0-8141-0367-7.
No. 03677-4024
$21.95 ($15.95 NCTE member price)
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